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FOREWORD
This report fulfills the request of the Colorado River Basin
Project, Denver, Colorado, to determine the effects of municipal
and industrial wastes on the aquatic life in selected waters of the
Colorado River Basin. These studies were conducted with the assis-
tance of personnel from the Colorado River Basin Project.
viii
PARTICIPANTS
Biological field investigations during 1966 on the waters of
the Colorado River Basin were conducted Jointly by the Technical
Advisory and Investigations (TA&l) Branch and the Colorado River Basin
Project. Samples for water chemistry were .analyzed either in mobile
laboratories at Farmington, New Mexico, or at Grand Junction, Colorado,
or preserved and shipped to the TA&I laboratory in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Personnel involved in the biological field studies were:
Chris Anderson, Colorado River Basin Project, Phoenix, Arizona, and
Leys P. Parrish, R. Keith Stewart, and Nelson A. Thomas, biologists,
Technical Advisory and Investigations Branch, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Nelson Thomas was in charge of the biological field studies
and prepared this report.
ix
CONCLUSIONS
GENERAL
1. Biological studies were conducted in 1966 on 921 miles of the
Colorado River system, including parts of the main stream and
those tributaries that are interstate waters. These studies
showed that wastes from municipalities, mining activities and
gravel operations seriously degraded the aquatic life inhabit-
ing 83 miles of interstate waters. Also studied were 58l miles
of intrastate streams in the Colorado River system, of which 97
miles were seriously degraded for aquatic life by man's activ-
ities.
2. All facets of aquatic life were adversely affected in the
Colorado River Basin by various wastes. Data on specific
stream reaches follow conclusions on specific streams.
a. Mining and ore processing activities discharged toxic
medals, chemicals'and mine drainage that eliminated
algae, bottom organisms and fish.
b. Municipal discharges supplied nutrients that promoted
massive slime growths and over-production of algae.
Organic'solids in these discharges degraded populations
of bottom organisms.
c. Irrigation water returns raised the temperature of
the receiving streams sufficiently to replace coldwater
fish such as trout with warmwater fish such as
bass.
d. Industrial activities, such as sugar processing plants,
discharged silt and sludge to Basin streams in sufficient
quantities to degrade aquatic life. ,
3. Silt from gravel operations connected with construction activ-
ities also had a deleterious effect on several Basin streams.
SPECIFIC STREAMS
: . • L '.. • ".'.' ' ..i- • " •' •'•'- '•'••
1. Discharges of toxic metals from the Wilfley and other metal ore
mines eliminated bottom organisms and trout from 8 miles of
-•\• ; •„, .;; > "•_ . . ' „ ' , - • > ' '••:- £:". ' '•< * " , • ' . .' t J^'-w i!'^  - > '• '* •' . 'U-K* -. J.-i.^*- - V-
Tenmlle Creek downstream from Climax, Colorado, and reduced
. • • .-.(.• . ; ,.-. • . '-.&•:' •:,;';• ^u'-f-' '- '• .± • *>*<-'•• '• > - •- -..^ '••-•^ iu~o^
trout populations in an additional 12 miles, of Tenmile Creek
from West Tenmile Creek downstream to Dillon .Reserypir.
•. i.xO-* i.^ j'W./.-'.-j.' -"• . . '.';.:'' 'v'.* ;'.;.. . *; '.:•.'•*-.. r;-iu U./ :^ii.itY.^", .3
2. Elimination of bottom organisms in an 8- mile reach- of Eagle
o-'jJja*i.-.-ui ! .•., v'^.iJ ••»,^0'fiii''Xi/ a i i iT ufla ^-U^n/Hn^ , auTuftsir^^
River was caused principally by drainage from the old- pond
, • .rTTt^T* w<i • a*r^ fu oov..->;u , sji^ j.^ .'T
of the New Jersey Zinc, Corporation located one, mile downstream
•.-./,-••. I'jj''. -.., ;. ,i" .•',.; ',.,"., ;„/, J3.--r.^ qt!Wi! b.-. .^...,5s - ^ .,_4>yir. ...TVM .a
ponds. These wastes destroyed fish food and, created an en-
ft?-:." "r. l;;t!X;q .r-ftL^ I -r<; ,'• .'/•.i>?.*-.ilSe.C 5K-'.;) Hi aC,£c.. 0 i il.tr. »~i..
vironment unsatisfactory for the propagation of trout, and
other fish. ,
.' -'"?.• tf -•• v v v ••;/»- ,';--r-; -i..-.?.T.aw ••••o ;.,..-_, TTJ
3. Organic wastes discharged from small drains. to KRparing Fork
River as it flows through Aspen, Colorado, increased the
population of pollution- tolerant sludgeworms. This reduction
in the population of fish food organisms for six miles downstream
from the Aspen sewage treatment plant reduced the production
of trout.
k. At Grand Junction, Colorado, degradation of the Colorado River
resulted from discharges from the East Side sewage treatment
plant, Climax Uranium Mill, and especially the West Side sewage
treatment plant. These wastes completely eliminated all fish
food organisma in a one-mile reach, and adversely affected so.
additional seven miles of the Colorado River downstream from
Grand Junction, Colorado. Wastes from the West Side plant pro-
duced sewage fungus (Sphaerotilua natana), other slime growths,
and covered the stream bed with an oil slick. At Loma, Colorado,
18 miles downstream from Grand Junction, the river recovered
biologically.
5. Drainage from the Keystone Mill at Crested Butte, Colorado,
aeverely reduced, ttie population of bottom organisma in Coal
Creek. This reduction also indicated that the stream is un-
inhabitable for trout, thus depriving the conmunity of a reach
YJ-M' >•;-. .- :•,<• • • -.<« ' <* •• . ,A •• • i •.:•>•;...•..••. •.'$* . ' • • - ' • ' •;•' !
^ '" of stream that could provide trout fishing.
6, Raw sewage from the municipality of Paonia, Colorado, eliminated
1 ' the poliutiori-sensitive fish food organisma and increaaed the
numbers of pollution-tolerant sludgeworma in a 3-1/2-mile reach
of the North Pork of the Gunnison River.
7* Wastes diacharged from the municipality of Hotchkiaa, Colorado,
to the North Fork of the Gunnison River reduced the diversity
of bottom organisms, Indicating a degraded condition. The
population of bottom organisms recovered 7.5 miles downstream
from Hotchkiss.
8. Silt and sludge discharged from the Holly Sugar Company at
Delta, Colorado, suppressed the population of bottom organisms
in the Gunnison River immediately downstream from the discharge.
The population was affected adversely for an additional 10
miles as indicated by the reduction of pollution-sensitive
-atoneflies and mayflies, and an increase in the pollution-
tolerant sludgevorms and intermediate-tolerant midges.
9. Silt resulting from the gravel washing operation on the Cimarron
k • ; • . '"'i-.'' •' J. '. •."• - • • - • v • •
River at Highway 50, near Cimarron, Colorado, has degraded ,the
aquatic life inhabiting a 2-mile reach. Deposits of silt, re-r
suiting from gravel washing operations prior to the construction
.\-M-'~' • ' .r.si!.K. f ii •:-r > -j.wf .;-:••. ''>••• >.'••'' "t& • ••1'':K-1^  •'>' : "';"-•••''•• Y..'.".••';••••••"•
of ponds, were resuspended when the flow increased. This re-
{::t< • • ••-'iJi . , •"." !':-4l!t»r) ':< •' '? ,.U:. '• '•••.'-.' ..'•,:.^'.'. -.. .'.I."; ,zi>3\..'
suited in the reduction of bottom organisms with a subsequent
.,,,,.. ... • • ' • . . . . .;,'• i , .' ',.;•.- .-.-.;... '. .'i ; -rO < '• c-.,,/' .,/i^ n.v
loss of fish food. The aquatic life also was affected adversely
by the covering of fish-spawning beds with silt.
1 • • • ••-,,. -. '.vf*oj y • . <^'v--l 3 v.' • "f> '•'••"•• - 1 - 1 'Y;:'J;! •••!••''•' "'-'' - '
10. Mine drainage and natural runoff entering Red Mountain Creek up-
stream from Ouray, Colorado, contained high metals concentra-
'„ • ' ' . . . . - • At-*.. _ . ' • ' • • '• "
tions that destroyed aquatic life in this stream and in a 10-
mile reach of the Uncompahgre River downstream from, .the mouth ,
of Red Mountain Creek. Canyon Creek, a tributary to the
Uncompahgre at Ouray, received a heavy sediment load that
covered the stream bed sufficiently to suffocate bottom
organisms. Effects of this sediment on the Uhcompahgre River
downstream from Ouray could not be determined because acid
mine drainage had eliminated upstream populations of fish
and bottom organisms.
11. The diversion of water at Montrose and Olathe, Colorado, and
irrigation return flows during the summer increased water
temperature, turbidity, and the dissolved solids concentration
in the Uncompahgre River producing an environment unsuitable
for bottom organisms and trout. The water temperature at Olathe
reached 83° f which exceeds the thermal tolerance level for
both brook and rainbow trout.
12. Silt from a gravel operation on the Dolores River upstream from
Rico, Colorado, degraded at least 23 miles of stream. This
..-., ' . ; < * ' • . • •••-• . . . • ' • • • • - f • • . • • • • • • • * • •
included a severe reduction in the population of trout-food
• ' , ; ' • , • . • > , - : ' . . • • • • • ' . ' ' • " . • ' : '.; *'••'• ' '' '•'
bottom organisms. Moreover, the silt covered the potential
. . , , ' , I - :' ' ;' • •
spawning grounds of trout.
;. . • . • 't. .. " • *.-.i'-.'i-. ! ; - '. • '' '• '•• ' • • • • •
13. Mine drainage directly to Marshall Creek, Savage Creek, and
San Miguel River upstream from Telluride, Colorado, eliminated
; ,„ . ,, . .. ,;. ... 4 ,, . • • '• - ' . ' - . I ' ' •''
all aquatic organisms in these streams. Damage to the aquatic
life extended 2 miles downstream from the Idarado mine 1 mile
upstream from Telluride.
Ik. Mine drainage to Howard Fork near Ophir, Colorado, reduced the
population of bottom organisms for a distance of 5 miles, but
did not completely eliminate them.
13. Drainage from the paint pigment iron quarry near Ophlr,
Colorado, eliminated all stream bed organisms except the
midge, Brillia sp. The stream was unsuitable for the
propagation of trout for a distance of approximately 2 river
miles.
16. The San Miguel River at Uravan, Colorado, was degraded for
approximately 2 miles by the discharge of toxic wastes from
the Union Carbide Company. However, as a result of better
.• ,.. • .-;-.,.•, '• , '. . \:'' '.,. ' --!• ' ' . - • : . ' ':..•>»•"•'.>. •• :..-.. " •
waste treatment, the population of bottom organisms had im-
, -- •.,'.•;.: .,:, ; • . .. Vil'i '. ("• . '••. •< :;.,->.S '."'.' y':-' ':.""•."• ' C - '.'<*
proved during the past four years in the 2-mile reach down-
stream from the mill.
• -. . , d c , - . . • • " . • - -. ".- : : • • • . • • •
17. In the Dolores River, downstream from Bedrock, Colorado, to
. . ; rr\ ' ' .' ''.••",. •.;;..' •.:• .-• .". '^ C '.""." •• ••' -i- ' •'
its confluence with the San Miguel River, the population of
:•*..!..:.. ,...i:«'l.' S i '. 3 :: >. f.-( t,., '!'£'•'•' .' . - - .v;-J"/"-;'-^ - ' .• <"•"•'' -•• '" > '
bottom organisms was eliminated by the natural drainage from
'.«•»,:•••• ..•.•v'.v'»;j to 00 .rt'w.^q -•J.J ft.' :. > -..f^-rbs? -s»-i sv •••> > * r.^'-sji..Al
springs containing large quantities of chlorides and sulfates.
•. . ••..'.{ -iri-J .'•.••• '• • J'lj'C '"••!>" , •-Ji'xciM , ""^ 'ft '••i--.;-)•: .;-.-t*oc,
18. The aquatic life inhabiting the Price River was degraded by
'•i>"."'.': 'v.o -^.'..'.s?./''-j .-«--1 >' '«."•'",'ft
natural runoff and the discharge of organic wastes from the
.'.vr -iO &S»'.v*i^  . -.H--.".'0 J.lJ8fi&-.i'-y1 o:.i v^.. :,-<-tb -'Xisr;.!.." i - si.'.tM . {.-
municipalities of Price and Wellington, Utah. Sediment from
.••;.;•'3 _. ; • ., .obAio.'-: , t ' • J: ~:; ; .r'''*-T a - "' ••••.:•>':•-•'«'/.!/ t: ' l r '••:•«,:•' ruaG
natural runoff covered the stream bed and eliminated pollution-
.- ; • ) M^.V-, ..' ' •• • • - v • • i .:*;* :.nvi'-'•• " . - = . , . i..i>
sensitive organisms. Municipal discharges supplied food for
increased numbers of pollution-tolerant sludgeworms.
• '• .. :•>'.. I .' j;s •.": .^•••'-' • "
19* Mine drainage to the Animas River, upstream from Silverton,
. : ' ' • - . . . •'••• • . •! ' • "''VJ -»Oi •... . •'•'-. ..-• :':"i:>r'
Colorado, and to its tributary, Cement Creek, eliminated the
populations of bottom organisms and trout in this interstate
stream for several miles downstream from Silver-ton.
20. The population of bottom organisms inhabiting McEImo Creek,
an interstate stream between New Mexico and Utah, was composed
of pollution-tolerant organisms. The effluent from the Cortez,
Colorado, sewage treatment plant comprised the majority of the
flow.
21. The substrate of the Colorado River in the Pierce Canyon, Utah,
reach was unsuitable for the development of a population of
bottom organisms because of silt and shifting sand. The low
population of phytoplankton in the Colorado River was caused
by the action of large quantities of suspended silt. The Colorado
River contributed approximately 62% of the soluble phosphorus
by weight, and 9&f> of the flow to Lake Mead. A channel catfish
sport fishery existed in the Colorado River upstream from Lake
Mead.
22. The Virgin River, an interstate stream between,Utah,and Nevada,
was not degraded by the activities of man but,rather from runoff
which transports fine silts. Silts reducedrthe populations of
bottom organisms from Littlefield, Arizona, to Lake Mead, a
total of 70 miles. The phytoplankton population was limited to
100 organisms/ml at St. George, Utah, as a result of high
turbidities from runoff. The Virgin River provided l.J% ot the
flow and 2% of the soluble phosphorus to Lake Mead.
823. Nutrients entering Lake Mead from the intrastate Las Vegas
Wash were of sufficient quantity to produce algal concentra-
tions exceeding 39,300/mI at the surface in the immediate
vicinity of the mouth of the Wash. Algal concentrations in
the lake decreased with distance from the mouth of the Wash.
The algal populations near the Henderson- Las Vegas water supply
intake and the Boulder City intake were characteristic of
. - . • • • ' ;S*V . ' / ' . - . • • • • - ' • ' - -
Lake Mead surface waters and were not influenced by the algal
• < • ' , -;i . . . . . . . ; - , . . . , - . l ,ur-itf»*k.> ^.- - . : • . v ' . . ' - i . - - - " . ' - • . • . • . . .-•> ; , . IAS. '
populations produced by the nutrients discharged from Las
, . * .,,-. -i^v- <•• •" • • ' • < , , . sji'js ;~ -' .->i *<•:• '<; ' . ' tA' ' -~ 'v « : u < • • • ) > . ' j v - , , , .
Vegas Wash.
. . . . • . , , . . > . • . , - . . -
. Las Vegas Wash contributed approximately 0.2% of the flow and
•. ••;•' ' ! • •'<..( . w- .. TUT •»;£ • •! .3 '' :.(X0H!. --1:. I.'*.! ic j'v. ' -':. . - U" V'
35% of the soluble phosphorus to Lake Mead. The contributions
. . , - • • • , . . - -
of soluble phosphorus by the Las Vegas and Clark County sewage
.• ' • • . . • ' .tw.nd's A . ' - - r - M *iUiJ '.-o vcl'T */i;> I-:.. ^..v; fin/^ , .M>isv Y«
treatment plants during the survey of the Colorado River from
' ;•>•>-:•*• Bxas-^vF.gsf -*vi/l oiiwisT&IciO ^rfd ni .h»Sai*^ \-.j!;>it8n .t'ict.;i-;
Lake Mead to the Mexican Border were the most significant source
, hs?'
of man-made pollution affecting water uses.
«B--;--M'>-*j.w»-i-^« J^.iJfl»yiiM 'we«J-a 4*w^»;"iBJiil fo*. ''^ r^ ls'^ j^ jL '''25. Wastes from the intense boating and camping activities in the
i;-V);x."; *',uV -M^ T Jyf t^ ,a lo »«lclvj*o* »itt ^ ' hflbAx-jsi .ton »«w
reach of the Colorado River from Parker Dam to Parker, Arizona,
•• W~**iuma *iW,.')%oab!rt. »#Ii£ .af^ f ^ ^ ^ T^^ -^ 3 "» i^wdid not adversely affect the population of bottom organisms*
n* ^ • > • . ' • ^;-.^i :>•? j^iVjj.itA ,bI»r!*.i.^J.' ' aio-j'i we.trj 'vv.-^' ^od^'l26. The population of bottom organisms in the downstream reach of
• •>>'• ;•;*;,• i'.u ' ii '.'.-;•!.•"' flo:Wir*J>{tvv|riq ;;.-*'! . •s^i ' - ' - • ' • • '*••' f s ^v j
the Colorado River Indian Reservation irrigation system, which
• • , •*•(>.". •- •- ;> ;.iaiij . ::,^-;::,{? ."?; ."• j.....: (--i;», .!•-•.,; -.:o 1;"!0
received return irrigation water, was affected adversely by
, . .' '-•. ,^-v. -: .-, -\\• >«'; ••;''-:-;;- -.-..v:;.. - • 'ViJl,:"
increased quantities of silt and decreased velocity. The phyto-
•;•. .'•' \ sv:<" '.' ••'>••.>!".';. •- :.'i< ". •> •• -' ' .• .• ; • -^ '•'
plankton population increased but not to an extent that it
interfered with water usage. Soluble phosphorus increased
fivefold and the total phosphorus increased tenfold. The in-
organic nitrogen concentration remained approximately the
same through the canals.
27. The population of bottom organisms in the Palo Verde return
drain contained the same types of organisms as the inlet canal,
and at similar densities. Phytoplankton populations, respond-
ing to a fivefold increase of soluble phosphorus from irriga-
tion returns, increased 2.5 times while the attached algal
populations increased 20 times. No significant change was
observed in the concentration of inorganic nitrogen.
28. Fifteen miles upstream from Yuma, Arizona, the increase in the
population of bottom organisms in the Colorado River downstream
from Laguna Dam resulted from a threefold increase in the algal
population that provided their food. il'"'
29. Raw sewage from the City of Yuma, Arizona, adversely affected
the population of bottom organisms in the Colorado River for
- „ -, , ,- ,,rr , !-- • - , '•«$
approximately 2 miles. The phytoplankton popXilation was not
affected by the wastes because of swift waters. The soluble
phosphorus concentration remained at the same level throughout
the reach, but the total phosphorus increased fourfold. The
inorganic nitrogen concentration remained unchanged. The fishery
is limited by the large quantities of silt from the All American
slltation basins entering the river in the reach near Imperial Dam.
SUMMARY
DEGRADATION OP SPECIFIC STREAMS
Reach of
Water
Tenmile
Eagle
Roaring Fork
Colorado
Cameo, Col. -
Moab, Utah
Slate
Gunnison
North Fork
Cimarron
Uncompahgre
Dolores-Upper
Dolores- Lower
San Miguel
Price
San Juan
Animas
McElmo
Principal Type
of Wastes*
Toxic metal and
mine drainage
Toxic metals
Municipal
Chemical-metals and
Municipal
Mine drainage and
toxic metals ,
Sugar beet
Municipal
Gravel Borrow
Mine drainage and
toxic metals
Irrigation v
Gravel Washing
Chemical v. ...
Mine Drainage and. -
Iron Pigment Quarry"
Municipal
Municipal
Mine drainage and
toxic metals 4 ^
Municipal
Stream Stream
Miles of Interstate Miles of Intrajtltf
Ik- Adversely Er- Adversely
amlntd Affected amined Affected
20 20
58 8
Iv8 6
12U 8
• , . .;.-:•>. :;<:... 10: 'f 2
: ll*9 ...V.: 11**
. . . . . . IB . 3.5
:. • • ' . . - • :••$'••• 2
"A""j6"'* 17
' ,,:,;, ;,, f ,,,-.,; ,,-' ^ t^.^a 12
Lo po . ..,
• ~ ... r^fc . f ~»J ; '""• . i *V\jb'») '3 '5 W'«iNiij o * >
«.. . 77. ,. , .. 2, ,.. ,.„;., >;.»,. ,«;.»
.-yji.r '-"j . - - i ' ' i - ".''i.ii4':j",r;:.i.'t"tf)'q..;>
79 7
,. v.,^ ..... - . ...... X. . .,£-.€» .« ^
20^  2
, 115 20+ . ( i ,,,,, •••-
50 15.., - r ,a
11
Stream
Miles of Interstate
Reach of
Water
Colorado
Pierce Can. to
Lake Ms ad
Virgin
Muddy
Las Vegas Wash
Lake Mead
Havasu L.
Colorado
Parker Dam-
Parker, Ariz.
Colorado River
Indian Reserva-
tion
Palo Verde
Irrigation1
Principal lype
of Wastes*
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Nutrients
(camping & 'boating)
Recreational
(camping & boating)
Recreational
Irrigation
Irrigation
Ex-
amined
12
109
23
11
4f
59
50
J.V- •
38
Adversely
Affected
0
0
0
11
Las Vegas
Arm
0
0
50**
• . •**:'? ':
Stream
Miles of Intrastate
Ex- Adversely
aained Affected
Colorado
Yuma-MoreloB
Dam
Municipal
Total 921 171 581 97
*For additional information, see PR-16
**Degradation not severe
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Colorado River Basin Water Quality Control Project
was established as a result of recommendations made at the
first session of a joint Federal-State "Conference in the
Matter of Pollution of the Interstate Waters of the Colorado
River and Its Tributaries" held at Phoenix, Arizona, in
January I960 under the authority of Section 8 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U. S. C. 466 'et.'seq..).*
This conference was called at the request of the States of
Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah ,
to consider water pollution problems in the Colorado River
and its tributaries. „,•.,•.''•,•."'(••'•'•
Long-Range Goal and Objectives '" . . . - • . , < .
The long-range goal of the Colorado River Basin Wat«rv'/., J'' ",,^.'L^
Quality Control Project is the improvement of water quality in
the Colorado River Basin and its water service'area'in southerly.} 'T/,r,VT,"r
California. In working toward this goal, the Project is under- ,,,,,.,,.,., f^
• .- , v,,M iv*> -jl^M' jjl '1/i
taking field investigations, together with engineering and ,,,^ -j
economic studies to.accomplish the following objectives:
r~r £5P i
*Since January I960, the Federal Water Pollution Control act
has been amended by the Water Quality Act of 1965 - (PL 89-23!*).
The provisions of Section 8 of the-Federal,,Water'PoUution'JAct"^
existing in 1960 (PL 87-88) were incorporated in Section 10 of
the 1965 Water Quality Act. On May 10, 1966 under provisions1 of•>
the President's Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1966 the responsi-
bility for administering the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
was transferred from the U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare to the U. S. Department of the Interior.
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(1) To determine the location, magnitude, nature,
and causes of interstate pollution of the
Colorado River and its tributaries.
(2) To determine and evaluate the nature and
magnitude of the damages to water users caused
by radioactivity, salinity, and other types of
pollution.
(3) To develop and evaluate methods to control or
minimize this pollution.
(U) To recommend control or other measures justified
by the benefits, economic or otherwise, that will
accrue from improved water quality.
: • • ' « * V . ' ' " • ' ' ' " -
These biological studies were conducted to provide informa-
tion on objectives 1 and 2.
' 3f- ,!'V •..':.
INTRODUCTIOy
GENERAL
Biological studies were conducted in 1966 on selected reaches
of rivers within the Colorado River Basin. The habitat for aquatic
life was highly varied because of extreme differences in water quality
caused by pollutants from mineral milling operations, municipalities,
oil refineries, natural mineral springs, runoff, mine drainage and
irrigation return waters.
BOTTOM ORGANISMS
A biological investigation determines kinds and quantity of
: ' • ' , . ._ ••.-...;.:. .. ,.,;:• • • : • .• ;U>.' ; •••'•• -'^ V'-?') •" : ' " .)
aquatic life in a stream. Stream bed organisms that have life cycles
of one year or longer are especially suited to evaluating the effects
., • "• . • •'.:. .^  r<K; i . . . '.i.""S '.>'"• '
of water quality because they reflect bottom conditions over a period
of several months. Many factors, Including: (a) light; (b) temper-
*! :'•.. . ' s.svi" •?•.•• :..;;-jC no :.<o<*;?
ature; (c) dissolved gases; (d) toxic materials; (e) food; (f) type
of bottom substrate; (g) depth of water; and (h) current velocity
affect the number, as well as the kinds of organisms that inhabit
the aquatic environment. A change in any of these factors will change
the biotic community.
Rock and coarse gravel offer the most suitable bottom habitat
to many organisms; decreasing bottom organism productivity is cor-
related with decreasing particle size of the substrate. Fine sand,
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because of Its small Interstitial spaces and shifting nature, offers
little habitat to organisms.
Most bottom organisms do not move great distances; thus,
they are subjected to all adverse factors entering the area. Water
quality changes destroy some organisms; others can tolerate severe
environmental changes. Organic pollution, for example, may cover the
stream bed with sludge, increase the food supply drastically and de-
crease the dissolved oxygen. These environmental changes are enough
to eliminate desirable pollution-sensitive immature stoneflies,
r i " *< • • • '" "* • • " ' • •
caddisflies, and mayflies. Because of decreased predation and abundant
: • .!. , Aa -•".• =; •:.;; •• • • '-\. "• .'.• '• ' .• ' . •'
food supply, pollution-tolerant sludgeworms and certain midges multiply
in great abundance.
An unpolluted stream in the Colorado drainage area often sup-
ports 20 different kinds of organisms in one reach, 10 or more of
::;•'.'ii ti •; V' ''•''"' j'i ' v'.,'•''' »';.<.:, <./.':,' • . . . • • ! .1 /,.••,; •• • •' ''''''.•; '.-O ;'•'.•'.•;»*! "v-.'•
these being types associated with clean waters. A stream carrying
organic wastes supports a large population of bottom organisms composed of
odytwo or three kinds, all of them pollution-tolerant and undesirable
£b fish as"food.'
Inorganic silt covers the stream bottom and eliminates living
spaces for bottom organisms. Silt does not offer a rich food supply
but instead suppresses production of all forms of bottom organisms.
Toxic materials, such as metals, suppress and often eliminate
all forms of bottom organisms.
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METHODS
Three types of bottom samplers were used: the Ekman dredge,
the Petersen dredge, and a Surber square-foot sampler. All of
these are described in the twelfth edition of "STANDARD METHODS
for the Examination of Water and Wastewater."* In addition, the
, • ' i' •
square-yard sampler was used on the Animas River from Durango, Colorado,
to Farmington, New Mexico, to compare results from the 1966 surrey
with studies conducted in 1938* This sampler consisted of a square
yard of window screen (lU meshes to the inch) attached to 2 wooden
/,' --iu. j 0 ',.••• .:.• ';•; •:••,.. {"'•>:•*!• i: ; .-,•:•;•' , : :• . ."J ,>s*-. i/fi* .-•«. : •;».• ;t *:..«. :j
poles. The sampler was placed perpendicular to the streamflow, and
. , .;£-,:... , . •;. 'i ••' .v. ••'a-.-iv. •'. .' • ..•.•'-• ;.x ;.;;r !!?•. -<>.••'••'•• •• •:.•<•'•,
a square yard of bottom, upstream from the net, was scraped clean
:.i.. .*i '.: i. - "'''-i
of organisms which drifted onto the screen. The results obtained
.i::;;'..-.. f :.-".; >..-~i;- • •<£,'-".,,...•. •'•'.. . < : u' "' ' '.-:»J - L.< -'o ' '; . '
from the Ekman and Petersen dredges were multiplied by appropriate
' • . ' -i'-xOfr ..O O.i , Ci. •.•:: i-; :«ji> 0.' <. • - ' : • • :''.'*J.";.O 'ii.' >M.u'. £A JnO'iVi ; . '' .• fitfT-Vf
correction factors so that their results could be expressed in number
' A '
of organisms per square foot. The results from the Surber square-
••'<-::wj ata«la,»>.;"o iiysj-Jc' "rt? nol.tj*;.i.",5''-cf ^gTai «* .^t'TOT^ 'iiiFt B'iyj t,-'--i<-r r-.*.rr.h>^
foot and the square yard samplers were left as counted.
•: t.;,'\!MH!.t> .;•/. .;ixa'iL>;.;>,:*"«H*]:;J>«l^ ;»! ;«3<'!^  *o .f..> ,.i
A qualitative and usually 2 quantitative samples were obtained
, bo-' v .i.« .'ni"* •:••:•
from each station.
.- • " v ' ' a»;*a<r • ' . , I. i*: :'\-'.-.a j.r?cj3o»J -V m v ' s1;l v/ii^v->; J J L t a ol.n^ y;rj(?'!.
1 '.'•••-. , ?HK:'J ' • - • , .'T TrtTlO jOH V;-,OC I ', .:?, .-"^ ''."<' :,ti3 rilO?";4'""' 'VO\ i'.^ C^ ijB
* Anon. I960. STANDARD METHODS for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater. Twelfth Edition,' American Public Health Association,
Inc. New York, 769 pp.
'
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ALGAL STUDIES
To determine the effects of wastes on algal productivity,
1 x 3 inch microscope slides were placed in the streams for a
10-day period. After removing from the stream, the slides were
immersed in a formaldehyde solution and transported to the lab-
oratory for analyses. In the laboratory the algae on the slides
were scraped into a known volume of water to provide a suspension
which could be subsampled for enumeration in a Sedgwick-Rafter
cell.
FISH
A variable voltage D. C. fish shocker was employed on those
rivers where netting was not practical. The fish thus captured
were reported along with the shocking time and the distance of the
river sampled.
A 2-frame, 5-hoop trap net without wings, measuring 10 feet
long, 2.5 feet deep and 3«5 feet wide with a stretch mesh size of
.1/2 inch, was used at most of the fish sampling stations. These
nets were fished with the opening downstream for k net-days of fish-
ing at each station.
CHEMICAL METHODS
Water samples for mineral analyses were preserved with a
concentration of 1 ml of sulfuric acid per liter of sample. The
metals iron, chromium, manganese, zinc, copper, molybdenum, and
lead were determined by atomic absorption employing the methods
18
outlined in Perkin-Elmer's manual of ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR ATOMIC
ABSORPTION 8FECTROPHOTOMETRY. Standard operating conditions for
each Individual metal were followed with no pretreatment of the
sample, except in the case of lead. In the analysis of lead, a
known quantity of the sample was passed through an ion-exchange
column containing Dowex 50W-XU resin, and eluting the column with
25 ml of 2-molar sulfuric acid. This procedure is discussed in
"Atomic Absorption Newsletter," May 195^ , Number 20. Field de-
terminations of metals were made on many of the samples to obtain
base line information. These were made with a portable direct
..-:•}•. :'., ;;c .'' vv.o.i :T<f-. :.•-.*.i , : - . - . ' ' . * : ! • : . C( " •-•• '•''•. -.-•..'.•'•; . ir- r
reading field kit.
'5 -;; A
"1C k\.:-h-J^iJ * ',..'.. : •••;'}•;•.. :»i'fi,^ <\-?H>t!:iC.-t i.:;j
DISCUSSION OF STREAM SURVEYS
TENMILE CREEK, COLORADO
A survey was conducted on Tenmile Creek from Climax to Frisco,
Colorado, on October lU, 1966, to determine the effects of mining
and milling wastes on aquatic life.
Tenmile Creek heads near Climax, Colorado, and is formed by
drainage from Mayflower Gulch, Clinton Gulch, and Searle and Kokoma
Creeks. The Climax Molybdenum Plant has water rights on all of
these streams, diverting nearly the entire flow for water supply*
The flow of Tenmile Creek derives mainly from Searle Creek, and in
lesser amount from Climax Molybdenum pond seepage.
Upstream from diversions, all headwater streams supported
clean-water associated organisms such as stoneflies, mayflies, and
caddisflies. These organisms are food for trout.
Searle Creek, the only headwater stream reaching Tenmile
Creek, supported 13 kinds of organisms including stoneflies, mayflies,
caddisflies, and beetles, with a population density of 132 organisms
per square foot upstream from the Wilfley mine. No aquatic life was present
downstream from the diversions because of drainage from the Wilfley
mine. The stream bed was covered with a heavy iron precipitate,
"yellow boy;" rocks were almost solidified into a single mass. Chem-
ical water analyses here (T-4) showed: total iron, 1.1 mg/1;
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manganese, l.U mg/1; and zinc, 6.8 mg/1 (Table 2). Singly or in
combination, these concentrations of metals could eliminate aquatic
life.
Tenmile Creek, downstream from Searle Creek supported only
1 type of midge in a low population; farther downstream no aquatic
organisms were found. Zinc, in concentrations exceeding 0.38 mg/1,
was the major mine drainage constituent that eliminated aquatic
life in Tenmile Creek from the mouth of Searle Creek downstream to
the confluence with West Tenmile Creek, a distance of about 8 miles.
Tenmile Creek began to recover biologically in the 12-mile
reach from West Tenmile Creek to Dillon Reservoir. Just upstream
from the town of Frisco, Colorado, Tenmile Creek supported only 22
organisms per square foot (Figure l) represented by 6 kinds (Figure 2),
A population of this low number indicates presence of a toxicant.
At station T-12, 11 kinds of organisms with a density of 58 per
square foot were found. This was far less than observed in the
tributary streams near Climax or in West Tenmile Creek. Such a
population of bottom organisms indicates that mine drainage entering
Tenmile Creek in the Climax area rendered the stream unsuitable for
the propagation of trout and fish food organisms, thus depriving
local communities of a valuable trout fishery. The 0.17 mg/1 of
zinc in Tenmile Creek, as it enters Dillon Reservoir (T-12), appeared
to limit aquatic life.
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FIGURE r. TEN MILE CREEK. NUMBER OF BOTTOM ORGANISMS
PER SQUARE FOOT , OCTOBER , 1966.
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In summary, drainage from the Wilfley and other mines elim-
inated the populations of bottom organisms and trout in 8 miles of
Tenmile Creek from Climax, Colorado, to the stream's confluence
with West Tenmile Creek (Figure 39)• From this point, excessive
levels of zinc keep the populations of bottom organisms and fish
at reduced levels in the 12 miles from the mouth of West Tenmile
Creek downstream to Dillon Reservoir.
EAGLE RIVER, COLORADO
The Eagle River heads 20 miles south of Redcliff, Colorado,
on the western slope of the Rocky Mountains and empties into the
Colorado near Dotsero, Colorado. During the October 5 and 6, 1966,
survey, wastes included: (a) municipal discharges to Eagle River
from Redcliff and Minturn; (b) drainage from the New Jersey Zinc
Corporation's old holding ponds; (c) drainage from the New Jersey
Zinc Corporation's present ponds into Cross Creek, a tributary to
the Eagle River; and (d) drainage from an abandoned mine located
on property of the New Jersey Zinc Corporation.
The two streams that form the Eagle River are clean, gravelly-
: . • . : t ,
bed trout streams that support respectively 11 and ik kinds of or-
ganisms in populations of 132 and 66 per square foot. At least 8
kinds were pollution-sensitive stoneflies, mayflies, and caddisflies
(Table U). This assemblage of organisms not only indicates unpolluted
waters, but also is an abundant source of fish food. Wastes from
Redcliff did not degrade the population of bottom organisms in Eagle
River; downstream from Redcliff's waste discharge there were 19
species with 38? organisms per square foot (Figure 3). An increase
in the waste discharge, or a decrease in atreamflow, could affect
adversely bottom organisms by providing a food supply for the more
pollution-tolerant organisms and forcing out the desirable clean-
water organisms.
Downstream from Redcliff, Homestake Creek flows into Eagle
River; it supported a diverse population of Ik kinds of organisms,
10 of which were clean-water types (Figure U). However, silt from
construction activities upstream was present among the rocks of the
stream bed, reducing the flow of water through the gravel and in-
terfering with the hatching of trout eggs.
Two miles downstream from the confluence with Homestake Creek,
y' , ' , ' ' , ' • " > . - . > ' ' -•-,.
the population of bottom organisms in Eagle River had decreased
from 15 to 9 kinds and from 202 to 77 organisms per square foot.
This reach of river receives a small amount of drainage from an
old abandoned mine located on property of the New Jersey Zinc Cor-
poration. Chemical data showed an increase in zinc concentration
from 0.02 to 0.13 mg/1.
The old holding ponds, 2 miles downstream from the New Jersey
Zinc Corporation, contributed a small discharge to the river. The
greatest portion of the waste effluent from the plant is transported
to new ponds, 1-1/2 miles farther downstream. The discharge from
the old ponds was extremely toxic, containing 38 mg/1 of iron,
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FIGURE 3. EAGLE RIVER, NUMBER OF BOTTOM ORGANISMS PER
SQUARE FOOT, OCTOBER 1966.
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10.6 mg/1 of manganese, 't.l mg/1 of zinc, and 0.1 mg/1 of copper.
These combined metals eliminated all bottom life along the side of
Eagle River receiving the discharge. Toxicity persisted for 2 miles
downstream. The chemical analyses at this station showed iron and
zinc concentrations of 1.6 mg/1, and 0.31 J»g/l respectively.
The bed of Eagle River downstream from the old ponds to the
confluence of Castle Creek was virtually cemented with "yellow
boy»" an iron precipitate. This substance precludes any develop-
ment of bottom organism populations or use of the stream bottom for
fish spawning.
Just upstream from Minturn, Colorado, the effluent from the
new ponds enters Cross Creek reducing the bottom organism population
of that stream from 14 to 8 kinds and from 158 to 15 per square foot
and affecting water quality in Eagle River.
Biological recovery was complete 2 miles downstream from
Minturn, where Gore Creek joins Eagle River. In this reach the
Eagle River supported Ik kinds of organisms, 10 of which were pollution-
sensitive. Total iron was 0.9 mg/1; manganese, 1.6 mg/1; and zinc,
0.57 mg/1.
The effluent from the Eagle, Colorado, sewage lagoons enters
the river 25 miles downstream from Gore Creek. The density of piollution-
sensitive bottom organisms that formedthe major diet for trout increased
from 21^  to 1,835 per square foot as a result. Under decreased flows,
however, the pollution-tolerant group could increase and the pollution-
sensitive ones decrease.
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The Eagle River, just upstream from its confluence with the
Colorado Hirer, supported an assemblage of bottom dwelling organisms
that was indicative of unpolluted conditions.
In summary, drainage from an old abandoned mine and the old
disposal ponds of the New Jersey Zinc Corporation completely elim-
inated bottom dwelling organisms, indicating that Eagle River water
would be toxic to higher forms of aquatic life, such as trout. This
degradation continued for 8 miles and is supplemented by wastewater
discharges from the corporation's new tailings ponds into Cross
Creek, a tributary of Eagle River (Figure 39)• The elimination of
trout in the 8-mile reach economically deprives the community of
Kinturn of a valuable resource. This 8-mile, toxic zone could also
present a barrier to fish migration, not only during their spawning
run, but also during other periods of the year. Eagle River recovered
biologically two miles downstream from Minturn.
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ROARING FCRK RIVHI, COLCRADO
The Roaring Fork River is noted as a famous trout fishery and,
in the reach from Aspen downstream to Woody Creek, Colorado, only fly
fishing is allowed. Wastes from the Aspen Consolidated Mining Company
are discharged to tailing ponds adjacent to Hunter Creek, a tributary
to Roaring Fork River. During the survey no discharge from the ponds
was observed, although a small amount of underground seepage was
evident along the reach of Hunter Creek adjacent to the ponds.
Roaring Fork, upstream from the Aspen Sanitation District sewage
treatment plant and the confluence of Hunter Creek, supports a popula-
tion of bottom organisms numbering 398 per square foot, with a diversity
of 20 species predominated by the pollution-sensitive mayflies, stone-
flies, and caddisflles (Table 6, Figures 5 and 6). The presence of
103 sludgeworms per square foot within this assemblage of organisms
indicates that some organic enrichment of the river occurs as it flows
through Aspen, Colorado. Downstream from the sewage treatment plant, the
kinds of bottom organisms decreased slightly, while the numbers per
square foot Increased to 696, indicating that waste discharges were
sufficient to eliminate some of the pollution-sensitive organisms and
provide food for the more tolerant forms. Further degradation of Roaring
Fork River attributable to wastes from the Aspen sewage treatment plant
was evident in the near elimination of all pollution-sensitive organisms
two miles downstream. The stream bed and waters at the sampling station
on Hunter Creek (St. 1199-^ 3-1.2), downstream from the mining operation,
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FIGURE .6; ROARING FORK , NUMBER OF KNDS OF BOTTOM ORGANISMS,
OCTOBER 1966.
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supported a bottom organism population numbering 138 per square foot with
a diversity of 13, of which seven were pollution-sensitive organisms.
In summary, the Roaring Fork River, upstream from the Aspen
Sanitation District sewage treatment plant, received organic wastes from
unidentified sources. Hunter Creek, upstream and downstream from the
Consolidated Mining Company tailings ponds, supported a population of
bottom organisms typical of an unpolluted stream. Aquatic life in
Roaring Fork River two miles downstream from the Aspen sewage treatment
plant was severely degraded, as evidenced by the observed reduction In
prime fish food, such as stoneflles, mayflies, and caddlsflles, and the
increase in intermediate pollution-tolerant organisms, such as midges.
Consequently trout production has been decreased in a six-mile reach
of the Roaring Fork River (Figure 39).
COLORADO RIVHl, COLORADO-UTAH
•• ?' ••:•• '• - -- v4t'i')Vh •"'. - ;'(•
". ' j At Cameo, Colorado, the Colorado River supported aquatic life
indicative of an unpolluted river, with 96 percent of the total numbersi
V _|_
of organisms clean-water mayflies and caddisflies (Table 8). Ten miles
downstream at Clifton, the bottom organism density increased from'87i
I* ', . . . i' .'
to* 53** per square foot reflecting the productivity stimulated by food
i
from; waste discharges.
At Grand Junction, Colorado (Station C-9)> the main channel of
the Colorado River was not affected by South Side sewage treatment plant
wastes and the Climax Uranium Mill. Bottom organisms here numbered 9^ 1
per square foot with 12 kinds represented. Seven species were pollution-
sensitive mayflies and caddisflies. The left bank at Station C-9
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received the wastes from the South Side treatment plant and the Climax
Uranium Mill. Here the bottom organisms decreased to 15^  per square
foot and six kinds, indicating the adverse effects of the vaste loads.
One mile downstream at Station C-9A, just upstream from the West Side
sevage treatment plant outfall, this adverse effect can be observed in
the main channel of the Colorado River.
Wastes from the West Side sevage treatment plant completely elim-
inated aquatic animals from the left bank of the Colorado River for one
mile and stimulated growths of sewage fungus (Sphaerotilus patans) on
the stream bed. Oil had been discharged to the city sewers and subse-
quently into the West Side treatment plant. A large portion of the oil
entered the trickling filter, killing the biological growths on the
filter media and filling the interstices with oily sludge. Most of the
oil was washed off the filter into the outfall and to the Colorado River.
An oil slick covered the river for one mile and the rocks in the stream
bed were oiled.
. •:•.. • • ,;'"•;;*;
Effects of the wastes from the West Side sewage treatment plant,
indicated by high numbers of pollution-tolerant sludgeworms, were still
evident in the benthic population two miles downstream, at Station C-10,
and seven miles downstream at Fruita, Colorado. Complete biological
recovery was observed at Loma, Colorado, 18 miles farther downstream.
The aquatic life was not affected adversely by American Gilsonite
Plant wastes at Loma, Colorado. The Colorado River downstream from
Westwater, Utah flows through a fine sediment strata that changes the
river bed from one of rock riffles to one of shifting sand. This change
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in stream bed type eliminates suitable habitat for bottom dwelling
organisms, thus reducing the population to 16 per square foot, vith a
diversity of only three at Moab, Utah.
Algal populations grown on glass slides placed in the Colorado
River for a 10-day period increased from 5*000 per square inch at Cameo,
Colorado (C-7) to 285,000 per square inch at Clifton, Colorado (C-8).
The algal population continued to increase downstream from the Grand
Junction, Colorado sewage treatment plants. A maximum of 1,7**6>600
algae per square inch was recorded downstream from Grand Junction's South
Side sewage treatment plant. In the stream reach from Loma, Colorado
(C-13) to Moab, Utah (C-17), the attached algal counts ranged from
106,600 to 726,000 per square inch. Algal growths such as these indicate
that large quantities of nutrients are being discharged to the Colorado
River. The quantity of algae present in the Colorado River from Clifton,
;•• '• -..•!•:'; .•'•?•; Y i' " •. . *<&'.••>*' ;." •.. . V - 1 • '• ' '• ; J»V'l.':.
Colorado to Moab, Utah could be expected to produce minor fluctuations
i:: t; : • •/•.,• .a-... v:: . • • -. •••, * '.!.... :: : .'.'•• ' . . • • • ' • . • • . .-i-l* ,.!.••
in the dissolved oxygen concentration. One of the most significant
• . . . ' • ' :;-.* -J '• '
growths of 15,000 Vortieella sp. per square inch was found at Moab, Utah
s,i'.l !\ji'f;>*< i:i'it. .4',. ': . i . . . '->,;,. . - . . .' : ,J,~ ;KiJ iff •'<' •. •••"•••-•• ^'• ..: '.'J t; •':' .(-;''.(i
indicating the presence of large numbers of bacteria.
• •••:-.••',_ • •• f .- ••:•;•:;. •^.•<>..'.',.'•. ••..•;,rod f:>.-i,' ••••;•;.*.-'•.:-.•• •' —.',..- ; •. v;t;>'•?:•
In summary, wastes discharged from Grand Junction's West Side
« •;„",;-• •• : '••- ' ''•? <f. ' '• . ,'. ti; y:>*'i? •••v..' • ' -rn- •• • . • ! . • • • ! '. •
and South Side sewage treatment plants, and the Climax Uranium Mill in
Grand Junction, Colorado, affected adversely the aquatic life inhabiting
the Colorado River, reducing the population of bottom organisms. Toxic
wastes, mainly oil, discharged from the West Side sewage treatment plant
eliminated all bottom organisms in a one-mile reach of the Colorado,
and adversely affected the population for at least an additional seven
miles (Figure 39). This loss of bottom organisms not only reduced the
fish food supply, but also Indicated environmental conditions that are
probably unsatisfactory for fish. The increase in the number of algae
attaching themselves to submerged glass slides in the Colorado River
downstream of Clifton, Colorado indicates that large quantities of algal
nutrients were discharged to the Colorado River. The growth of a large
population of protozoa at Moab, Utah indicates the presence of large
numbers of bacteria.
SLATE RIVER, COLORADO
Upstream from Crested Butte, Colorado, the Slate River was a
clean-water stream. Stoneflies, caddiaflies and mayflies predominated
the lit kinds and iBk bottom organisms per square foot observed on
October 1, 1966. The Standard Metals Corporation mill, located near
•' • • • c : : ;-.:'! • • . . • . . . . • • '•„,•:':'' • ,--•''••''
Crested Butte on the Slate River, was not discharging at the time of
the survey. The Slate River, downstream from Coal Creek (Station
SR-lt), also supported a population of bottom organisms indicative of
. - I , . - , . . , . *. . . - , . . • V , - • , • -. » '• ';//;.:"'. \.,i,ji'i J.'- 'it .'< - • " >'•••'./ <•«,....!.•.' • •• • ••• •••:,•"'- • •-.•:..,.,.* .- •-.
unpolluted conditions.
.':.-.,'• , , u^;,::,. -j.-w , ;-... vu^ ,;., \^\^ : ••-.;</.;; 2i :x-v<'; Hj • -"*''"ra
Drainage to Coal Creek from the American Smelting and Refining
..:.?• ;.-> ?••' .' ;',-j-.}da«.'»n -»n'-:^ '•.' • '• ^nv:'. •••••.) i;i!.l.'!^ C'ffcn.:.
Company Keystone Mill decreased the bottom organisms population from
; :,;W •;';•,•.;.,•?:;/'.; .1.^ . * •'" ;\ '('"• -iO,- .. i -' - • > * ?,*> , "ff •.:,v..-;'/r. ,l.'
56 per square foot with a diversity of 12 upstream to two per square
. (,t; . • " . :.-.,:-'}:.f • '.' ••... •;:""'•. 9...'ii' Ji:'•-•'•• '" •.'.•;''.'•*"*' '.','','b i..' . '~- J:.i.'-!"t
foot of only a single species downstream from the mill operation.
- , j_ _ _. ; • . ,• . . r • . • ' . - . i. i . . , - . * - •
Pollution-sensitive organisms that provide food for trout were eliml-
. " • • ' < . . ' . * . . ' ' ' ' !•". ' - . - ' • - ' . . • . ' - ''• • • '
nated from Coal Creek, Indicating conditions unfavorable for the propa-
•'.... • • ' •:• , •,.' ' • i ' '.: : . '•'. ' ' . ' !'"' '' " "'I' ••-•'
gation of fish. Two miles downstream from the Keystone Mill, Coal Creek
began to recover biologically.
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GUNNISON RIVER, COLORADO
The Gunnison River, near Gunnison, Colorado, downstream to the
backwaters of Blue Mesa Dam, a distance of 13 miles, receives Intense
fishing pressure and is said to support some of the finest trout fish-
ing in the United States.
In the five-day period, July 29 to August 2, 1966, the wastes
from the Gunnison sewage treatment plant had no detrimental effect on
the river's aquatic life (Figures 12 and 13). Should the waste load
Increase, or the river flow decrease, the more desirable fish food
organisms, such as stoneflies and mayflies, may be replaced by more
pollution-tolerant organisms, such as midges and sludgeworms. This,
then, would effectively reduce the trout population.
Seventy miles downstream from the backwaters of Blue Mesa Dam
the North Fork of the Gunnison River Joins the Gunnison near Lazear,
Colorado.! At Paonia, Colorado the North Fork had insufficient flow to
provide^  a^  trout fishery, but it could supply fish food to the Gunnison
by organism drift. Upstream from Paonia, Colorado the population of
bottom organisms numbered 8£0 per square foot with a divereity of
and,was comprised of pollution-sensitive organisms, such as
stoneflies, mayflies and caddisflies, which are Indicative of unpolluted
..*-. %ffl
water (Table 12, Figures lU and 15). Downstream from Paonia's raw
"7" ' ,- !
sewage discharge (Station NFG-7), most of the pollution-sensitive organifc—«,
'f- >
such as stoneflies, mayflies and caddisflies, were replaced by pollution-
tolerant sludgeworms. The benthic population was reduced to 137 organisms
per square foot with a diversity of only four kinds. Stream recovery
was noted 3-1/2 miles downstream. Irrigation return flows in this
reach raised the water temperature and turhidity, malting the remaining
habitat of the North Fork unsuitable for trout (Table 13). Only three
sculpins, seven dace and one fathead minnow were captured in a 100-ft.
reach of the North Fork Just upstream from its confluence with the
Gunnison.
Upstream from Hotchkiss, Colorado (Station NFG-8), bottom
organisms numbered 1,296 per square foot with a diversity of 11
(Table 10). As a result of municipal waste discharge from Hotchkiss,
the benthlc population Increased to 6,288 per square foot and decreased
to six kinds, indicating a degraded water quality. Biological recovery
was noted five miles downstream at Station NFG-9. Here the population
comprised 206 organisms per square foot with a diversity of 12.
The Gunnison River, downstream from the mouth of the North Fork
to the mouth of the Uncompahgre River at.Delta, Colorado, supported a
1 « . .1
diverse and abundant population of bottom organisms indicating an
enriched, but unpolluted, stream.
The population of bottom organisms in the Gunnison River, down-
' o V...
stream from the confluence of thelUncompahgre River (G-12), was degraded
in both numbers and kinds as a result of wastes from the Skyline Food
Corporation at Delta and Irrigation return flows entering the Uncompahgre
River.
During the October 1966 survey waste discharges from the Holly
Sugar Company at Delta, Colorado to the Gunnison River decreased the
population of bottom organisms from 11 to eight kinds and the number of
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organisms from 8lk to Qk per square foot at a station about 200 yards
downstream from the discharge. The deleterious effect of the Holly
Sugar Company discharge was reduced somewhat by the additional dilution
provided by the Uncompahgre River about one-half mile downstream.
Three and one-half miles downstream from the mouth of the Uncompahgre
River, the population of bottom organisms in the Gunnison River
Indicated that the water quality of the Uncompahgre River was slightly
better than that of the Gunnison River downstream from the Holly Sugar
r Company.
Twenty-seven miles downstream the bottom organism population
had recovered from the adverse effects of the Holly Sugar Company wastes.
During the July-August and October surveys, the population of bottom
i organisms in the Gunnison River at Grand Junction, Colorado, Just up-
{ stream from its confluence with the Colorado River, was predominantly
{
clean-water organisms, such as stoneflles, mayflies and caddlsflies.
As evidenced by the above, the Gunnison River did not have a pollutional
effect on the Colorado River during the surveys.
In summary, the discharge of raw sewage by the municipality of
Paonia, Colorado degraded 3-1/2 miles of the North Fork of the Gunnison
i .
River, eliminated all of the pollution-sensitive organisms and provided
; food for pollution-tolerant sludgeworms. Irrigation return flows
Ls
increased the water temperature and turbidity of the North Fork and
.. thereby created environmental conditions unfavorable for trout. The
discharge of municipal wastes from Hotchkiss, Colorado degraded the
aquatic environment, reduced the number of kinds of bottom organisms and
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provided food for the remaining tolerant organisms. Wastes from the
Holly Sugar Company suppressed the population of all bottom organisms
immediately downstream by adding silt and sludge. These wastes elimi-
nated pollution-sensitive organisms and increased the pollution-tolerant
organisms in at least 10 miles of the Gunnison River (Figure 39). Even
were the Holly Sugar Company not discharging, wastes from the Skyline
cannery degraded the Uncompahgre River sufficiently to adversely affect
the population of bottom organisms in the Gunnison River. The Gunnison
River recovered, however, before it reaches the Colorado River.
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CIMARRON RIVER, COLORADO
The Cimarron and Little Cimarron Rivers, upstream from the
gravel washing operation located on Highway 50 near Cimarron,
Colorado, supported a diverse, abundant benthic population typical
of an unpolluted stream. The Cimarron River supported 13 kinds
of organisms at a density of 1,380 per square foot; the Little
Cimarron supported 11 kinds at a density of 8^ 0 per square foot
(Table 15). A population of aquatic invertebrates of this magnitude
would support a large population of trout and other fish. The total
suspended solids (TSS) at these stations were quite low, 1? mg/1
at Station 1, and 3 mg/1 at Station 2. The Cimarron River had been
1 • . •• \ ' • ' ' ' -•-•'- —
diverted around the gravel digging area, and wastes from the gravel
washing operation were discharged to ponds constructed for that
,.; • . . • . • - . ' . , • , . . , ' ; • '.:'•• .'"''IT . • ^Hv <•-•'•' ' •"• .'..'I'--'''. - -1 -' •"«' • - ''-V!-
purpose. These ponds were retained by 5-foot-thick gravel dikes
•••,.!>;.'*: ,-,.i.:>;;•; :->.': -use).," •.•.•.'..•••••'•»': Y: *'ili' '•"•"•>'-'•*- '-";X'^-''^  '; :> ': ':
that filtered the wash water before it discharged to the river.
•;:",;.• .••!.; •; '', • , ' ' . '.. ; l^O'T'l •?'"'• ':•.*•?£': "on. irf''" .-.•-..'-..' >.-.''"! '•'• ' -•*•' ;'
The TSS increased to 118 mg/1 downstream from the gravel washing
<r, •••lir* ; ' ^ i . ...o.:'-l ...'(: '. ' .' •.: j ",».,b •.'.<••-' <•• i'J:.'; • " . • - • . • ' '- . . ' . ' • • J
operation at Station 3, due largely to the resuspension of silta
c.-.l ...:•' a ••••»•.•• <.v-.! '-i^ T n; es>:.;> v.^ i t t "rrfp .7' -. iv:,. . ^ •-..•;••*& v; .. •••!
deposited before the ponds were constructed. As a result of the
•..:.„. F., .;.:,.•, '.. >•.<..: -a 'Vil. t ; /:o., «.-.-,s-':r: • • •< .. .:':.: • ^ q^'\ --I
silt resuspension and some loss of silt through the pond dikes,
>• ; , ' • , ; .;-.',: '.51'." •'.,.•:: ;;( »\T . - : • • • : : :; v-rJ ?-.,'.' •-:.. • ••:^.: -'•T,\"(:. r •• ' ••'
11,66^  pounda per day of TSS were preaent in the Cimarron River water
flowing by this point.
The relative effectiveness of these ponds can be determined
by comparing the TSS measurements at stations immediately downstream
from Dolores River gravel operations, where no treatment was present,
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to stations on the Cimarron River. The gravel borrow pit on the
Dolores River, located near Rico, Colorado, is discussed later in
this report. Immediately downstream from this operation on the
Dolores River, a TSS concentration of 312 mg/1 was observed, as
compared to the Cimarron River's concentration of 118 mg/1. Even
with the reduced silt concentration entering the Cimarron River,
the bottom organism density decreased 85 percent from that observed
at Station 1 (Figure 18). The observed population of 2lU organisms
per square foot nevertheless provides a partial fish food supply.
.»,..- , '• .•«.. . • • • , .,„- . • i -. j,.j - -,'i' ';•.- n ••'<> .••'•'•'*
. * . Iff I . 1 - - • • '
Some of the more desirable aquatic invertebrates, such as stonefly
nymphs and beetle larvae, were present in small numbers. Trout
nsf'<f ki»:;' -:vi-<. '„>:• 'it .• .'*'.. • . .•• v : ' 'T • '" •• •*• ' • •••""
and other fish might encounter some difficulty in capturing the in-
. t . .- •. • -,.i • • • - ' .
. -Vy.;.1 : •?»' ' ' iC" . . :• w ,- • ' . , / - . • . :.v
vertebrates and fishermen's lures because of decreased light penetra-
,,;i: v,v; i^ .-'.-O"*. u: ' ..".-- ' • ' • '• '•' •1/tv* "•• ' " '' '^"'•'
tion. The silt discharged to the Cimarron River decreased the
.':*."/...' ;"i j-rf^-^'fH '.'i.Oj'i'.' • • • • :' '• • •'- '•.-!"•'••"••"• >i'. :i;->'-... •••-"•-.'•i • '-.>'l(
density of bottom organisms by reducing their food supply, mainly
.•i-sv...-;-. 'ifi-'t c>r fis ••••:«rir>£i'-7 -; ;nx,"'3-.' /• '- "(?'*v, i^T;: r-TS^'r'- :':i:-
algae and bacteria. The increased TSS from 118 mg/1 at Station 3
yuhrfi^v; :.*-m-i# ft:.. .w.;^  '.;;.,.•-^jv^., ;. ,., '.:. :;-: ta*-vv.i.-. L f.;,- •-
to 169 mg/1 at Station H was due to higher flows re suspending
*;U.<:R ;o no..:-jn^ .-vi ..':•••..•; .--n.r o,r •ii-wijf- :•• . ,:.. rjoi.'fj' :;.s no. ,^  -• .
previously deposited silt. This increase in TSS between the two
iirfj I'O .-J.tlfKS'J .•?. ':.' -.! •"'" ';:T'-:HO:> '-:'•..'•' •..;••:•" "ilJ ;.V-'?4*. 'j-?,' , SA, j:.
stations represents a resuspension of 7,160 pounds of solids per
day, bottom organisms exhibited a slight recovery in numbers (2lU
to 238 per square foot), and full recovery of diversity at Station k.
The trout fishery of the Cimarron River suffered not only
a reduced food supply, but also the loss of spawning beds where
silt covered the gravel stream bottom. Trout eggs require well
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oxygenated water passing over their upper surfaces, as well as
water passing up through the gravel to supply oxygen to the
lower surfaces of the eggs.
In summary, silt resulting from the gravel washing opera-
tion on the Cimarron River at Highway 50 degraded the aquatic life
in the stream (Figure 39). A portion of the silt resulting from
the washing of gravel was removed by settling ponds and by diversion
of the river around the gravel mining area. Silt deposits resulting
from operations preceding the pond construction were resuspended
by higher flows. Spring floods usually flush out these deposits.
Aquatic life was degraded by silt as shown by a reduction in bottom
organisms with a resultant loss of fish food and by the covering
over of gravel fish-spawning beds. The population of bottom or-
ganisms downstream from the gravel washing operation should increase
in density when the silt deposits are flushed out during the spring
runoff and if the holding ponds continue to operate effectively.
Until the silt deposits disperse, it will be difficult to
predict when or if the bottom organism population will recover to
the level observed upstream. The ponds appeared to be removing a
major portion of the silt at the time of the survey. A follow-up
study should be conducted to determine whether the aquatic life
has recovered.
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UNCOMPAHGRE RIVER AND RED MOUNTAIN CREEK, COLORADO
The Uncompahgre River (Figure 11) rises in the San Juan
Mountains and flows 10 miles northwest before crossing Highway
550, south of Ouray, Colorado. Seven-mile-long Red Mountain
Creek enters the Uncompahgre 0.2 mile downstream from the Highway
550 crossing. Oak and Canyon Creeks enter the Uncompahgre 2 1/2
miles farther downstream. The next major hydrological change occurs
-• ; " ' ? - t ' '
35 miles downstream near Montrose, Colorado, when the Uncompahgre
River receives water diverted from the Gunnison River. Two diver-
sions (at Montrose and Olathe, respectively) have removed nearly
. s»_ i.-.,•...••!•. .•::••;;;,iJ Jj.r' r.i. .:. '.. '.!;«;.' ••'•- <•••• •':• "* ,v.'i- •'<(-'' .»;»•••-: ' '*.:.'•'!, a
all the water from the Uncompahgre for Irrigation. At Delta,
Colorado, the Uncompahgre is made up of irrigation return flows.
Above Highway 550 (U-l) the Uncompahgre River provides trout
fishing, although this uppermost reach of the river flows through
Mit&'f.'i!:. '•"•./Gfia no 11 -:-:•?•:.. :. ^  .'.;.•.•• ,.••-':'• ^.- i::-: .!•.;': £i'!v-. :' ".*":"'' .-•/' '
terrain so rugged that it limits access to fishermen.
The population of bottom organisms in the Uncompahgre River
ri'":1 ,•-«•; ' r. ..''t'i •yi;;:' ..: i a.Oi: ''•. . . - ,.- .. -  . 
at Station U-l was comprised of 6 kinds of organisms totaling 68
.;..: u: .: 'r'i.'^  sid IJ.iw ; ;. •. -,:-•••! M-q • j.j: ,,,, lac.-ft --j JLI.-. Jsnd > i .;;iU
individuals per square foot. Four of the species, representing 92
percent of the population, were pollution- sensitive types, such as
i: •»', V t '.'.M.-JI 9u' OJ i-«>'lB*aq* -i::i:'lCi-! vfl'i „ iu8f.n.Cl :>>'.TL,' O.-*VT«r<fJO i.*»V-.ji ";
mayflies and stoneflies (Table 17). These were collected from an
••;.»••» . i> ': A , V';-vi<;,: •*; .• ' ••> •••.,i >o --:!,' .j-ii ;'...••: ./. "Jo 'i:):\i-icq •:, .
environment with a minimum pH of 6.8 (average pH 7.1), maximum
concentrations of O.k mg/1 of total iron, 0.16 mg/1 of zinc, and
. ; .,• V u ' ' ''>:."' ••
less than 0.02 mg/1 of copper. The alkalinity of 30 mg/1 lowers
the toxicity of these metals as compared to lower alkaline waters.
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Measurements showed zero acidity in this reach. The Uncompahgre
River, upstream from Red Mountain Creek, was an unpolluted strean
as indicated by the population of bottom organisms.
Red Mountain Creek originates where its East and West Forks
join. The West Fork of Red Mountain Creek contained a population
of bottom organisms typical of a clean-water stream. Eight kinds
were present, including 6 clean-water types, such as stoneflies,
mayflies, and caddisflies with a total population of Qk organisms
per square foot. Rock substrates were free from iron floe deposits
- ' ' " ' • V i' ''.•" ' ' ' , , . ' -• . . . ' . . '
permitting the development of algal and bacterial communities that
•I j •' .'''.'' ' ,/ ',. .. - •
supplied food for the bottom organisms. In this reach, algal growths
. " • . ' . . ' ~'i ' • •• . ' • ' ' - . • . . " '- •"'' •
on artificial substrates numbered 200,COO cells per square inch,
predominantly clean-water associated diatoms. The small flow
(0.5 cfs) in the West Fork limits the development of a trout
v-jj .«•-. jtsq^ :.';-;i..,, . f'i. ;->'* v'->••' :••..•.:.-'• i: • .•• • • • • • . ; . - "o irf.,--..-.•:••• , :\i\--'-:A
fishery. The pH of the West Fork was 5-8 and the total iron con-
•\-y ' 5":V:.';;, "'.••. ''«*,• <-''.'..:. • :•'•."'• . .'." '•'?!' ''- T '" ..- i '^':,'-~. ' :"H..v
centration was 0.33 mg/l> which constitutes acceptable water quality
'. -:.r'tl',' f.\:.i\- •'' • • •*:.{:.•-, '• • :f";': • ' ' ' '. .:•-''.-..• _ '>•,'•; • •. ••. .-, ''C
for the aquatic biota.
.-*•'.! v.:j. t'.ltl:'- ••" .D.-i. > f ^ ' . ' - j'.'!: ;•••.•""' r,O" • • • , .•• •• ' ' : •• •.•!;::'>' ">.. -' . .;u
The East Fork of Red Mountain Creek, like the West Fork,
.•', tj£i.1cu.'>;-^ I. •:•• • , i.-.-•'". 1,/AS'i;'::. -OT ,» ;; f-. • - . . . « • . qr,..'.. -ju-': "'• . ••, " : '" 'I.T
had a small flow (0.5 cfs). It supported pollution-sensitive
an,: o.f r--.*"'! .U- r<v l: •.••;.., ;-..y .•'••••••:•<,.:: ' •"•;' _ '••••v't:.-^ ,.-. !• :.••• ,'
stoneflies, mayflies, and caddisflies, but had inadequate flow to
support a trout fishery. Acid drainage from an abandoned mine in
the town of Red Mountain had completely destroyed all aquatic life
in the East Fork. A number of detrimental conditions, such as suffo-
cation by iron precipitates, low pH (3«l) and toxic iron concentra-
tions (86 mg/l), contributed to this destruction.
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Drainage from the Genessee and the Idarado mines entered
Red Mountain Creek just downstream from the confluence of the
East and West Forks. No bottom organisms were present in Red
Mountain Creek downstream from these mine drainages. No algae
were present on the rocks, or on microscope slides placed in the
;,_, - ' I;
stream for a 10-day period; ^00,000 algal cells per square inch
• ..'V .• *'• ' • ' •
grew on the microscope slides placed upstream from these discharges,
j -'if, • • • . • . , . - . . • . • . • .." •
and pollution- sensitive stoneflies, mayflies, and caddisflies were
found living in the stream.
•-••'• :x> . " ',-.'.' ,.>y. '-i ..:': iu-.;'i •-..- ''• '•> ' - : • ' • .."?:>./:. :>' r •:•*-.'
The magnitude of the precipitating iron can be assessed
: . • / o»iJ tniOTK • :.&...• ••••>-:<-> '^.r.a ... •>.'<• :o ;:v we -W 7b ->;1;r .\m*. ..r.''-.
by comparing the amount of iron precipitated on glass slides
'•w • •'!»%.. 3 .;•:•_•• .'.'.••» '•:, .; . ar:; /•/•/• • ,dc ,:.-••>. -i ' •'•.,•"! >v.>;>* ;.-.H • - . ; . • .
during uniform time periods. In the relatively unpolluted West
••s-fi^.i.r. ..-. .. ' ...... •:>..,•;•'..' ' .- • ...••- PV - , •;. ^ i • •: • 1 L - '"•
Fork of Red Mountain Creek, 33 nag per square inch of iron were
••.--••'•I"! .LLajiiv. -. :T ••.•>.•..•:••• i.b iy,*-,. . -.:•.%..; 7-^tMV • / A.M.;. -^  •••r u'rion-.-o
precipitated on microscope slides in 10 days; and diverse popula-
.•'t'orc.7 £ '5.'i ii • • «v..-f. - .' W9i> ?>;: . r.-r;'. v- c ' • • ''•' r^fv? rs r ( c ' :•• •'.")
tions of bottom organisms and algae were found. Just upstream
-j'.'-'-i noli Jad'o:' -tj;,( ! i'U •• c 2»v' ri-.ii-; jasW -ii' ! -o Tiq -,i}1 .•r^,'»l"i
from the mouth of Red Mountain Creek, Ul,oUo mg per square inch
Glo'j . .{erojt! •- . ;;.^j-Jri/ c •_. ;::•;•<»• .;I.'vJ^)i ff.O aaw ;;r>jjj*-i ,3;,;^ )
of iron were precipitated in 10 days. No aquatic life was observed
.;Vi;'! OjBi/pJl yf.',
on, in, or under this heavy iron floe. In addition to this large
rfTCG1? ^ asW 3>.'!J 9>L;., ,Ji'99tO .'i.tJti.l^ j'OM fc*H "io ,rrr-i J»«S '-"ff
quantity of iron precipitated nn the stream bed, Red Mountain
avj:d-.tan38~ncj^»..'li"o(} fcsJ-ioqf/i,o .. < .(-i^> t;.;0 von l
Creek discharged 1,307* pounds per day of total iron to the
* This .value is -slightly lessilthanrthe difference between U*l
and U-3 because there are some seeps between the confluence
of Red Mountain Creek and U~3. . ; ,e ;: , ;,
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Uncompahgre River. Concentrations of other metals and the total acidity
of Red Mountain Creek at RMC-2 were also at levels toxic to fish and
bottom organisms. With the buffering effect of the carbonates removed,
the 3.12 mg/1 of zinc and 0.68 mg/1 of copper vere extremely toxic to
aquatic life.
Downstream from the confluence of Red Mountain Creek, all aquatic
organisms and fish (Figures 20 and 21 ) were eliminated from the Uncom-
pahgre River by the combined adverse concentrations of acid and metals,
as here summarized:
i Upstream from
Red Mountain Creek (U-l)
Maximum Pounds/Day
Downstream from
Red Mountain Creek Confluence (U-3)
Maximum Pounds/Day
Total Iron
Aluminum
i •"
Zipc i
Copper/
Alkalinity
Afcidity
pH (minimum)
Flow
Concen. Calculated on
mg/1 Avg. Concen.
0.1* 6.00
0.5 16.70
0.16 5.00
< 0.02 < .67 /
30.00
0.00 ,/
6.8t.unit8 ._.,...
6.2 cfs
Concen. Calculate
mg/1 Avg. Coi
6.1*0
7.80
0.96
\, 0.30 :
20.00 i
55.90 I
Juso ..;•:•
1*8 cfs
1399
11*76
205
61*
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Precipitation of approximately half the stream loads of iron,
aluminum, copper, and zinc plus neutralization of 80 percent of the
acid in the 1.8-mile reach of stream between the confluence of Red
Mountain Creek and Station U-3 was insufficient to produce conditions
suitable for aquatic life. Aquatic organisms were not found for the
met 10 miles downstream from U-3.
Canyon Creek, upstream from its mouth in Ouray, Colorado,
supported one kind each of mayfly and midge larva at a density of
31 organisms per square foot. Reduced populations in Canyon Creek
resulted from sediments discharged to it by Weehawken Creek. The
maximum concentration of total suspended solids was 892 mg/1 with an
S ..- '
average concentration of 203 mg/1 for the first 12 days of August, 1966.
I 'i . • ,!.•- '.; ..
Silt covered the stream bed suppressing aquatic organisms through suffo-
? I ' ' ' • ' ,
cation, and destroyed their habitat. These solids would also have had
; 1 '
j i ' \ ' ',
a detrimental effect on the aquatic life" of. the Uncompahgre Riyer, if ,
i ' ' : ' : *
any life were present. \ \i • .. >
.Oak Creek has its confluence with the Uncorapahgre 100 feet down-
stream from Canyon Creek. Oak Creek supports a diverse population of :" -*
\. -t ,' 'f'.-'- ,
bottom organisms typical of a clean-water stream. Seven types of;t
aquatic organisms, of which six are pollution-sensitive forms' such as
\ J ; ; • ; • t-
stoneflies, mayflies and caddisflies, were present at a total population
density of 88 organisms per square foot.
The Uncompahgre River in Ouray (U-6) yielded no fish during
extensive sampling with an electric fish shocker. Examination of rocks
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in the river indicated that some aquatic organisms drift down from
Canyon Creek and more from Oak Creek. These organisms were short-
lived in the Uncomaphgre River, however, in that three miles downstream
from the respective confluences (Station U-7) no organisms could be
found. Oak Creek and Canyon Creek discharged sufficient buffered
water to neutralize the residual acid from Red Mountain Creek and raise
the pH from an average of 5.6 at U-3 to 6.9 at U-6. The buffering
capacity of the Uncompahgre River upstream from Ouray was reduced to
less than 10 mg/1 of alkalinity by the residual acid from Red Mountain
Creek. The pH values at stations sampled downstream from Station U-6
ranged from a minimum of 6.9 at U-7 to a mM-lnnmi of 8.5 at Station U-l4.
The reduction in toxic metal concentrations provided by the dilution of
Oak and Canyon creeks was insufficient to allow the recovery of aquatic
life. Concentrations of It.89 mg/1 of total iron, 6.8l mg/1 of aluminum,
0.5^ 5 ag/1 of zinc, and 0.135 mg/1 of copper, singly or collectively,
would be toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Loadings of heavy
metals reached a maximum in Ouray (U-6) with 1,916 pounds per day of total
iron, 2,669 pounds per day of aluminum, 213 pounds per day of zinc, and
53 pounds per day- of copper at a flow of 72.8 cfs. (A large portion
of the aluminum enters via Canyon Creek.)
Iron precipitates were much less in the Uncompahgre River at
Ouray than in Red Mountain Creek. At Ouray (U-6), precipitated iron
on submerged glass slides measured 8U nag/square inch compared to kl,OkQ
mg/square inch at RMC-2. The reduced iron precipitation in the Uncompahgre
61*
Hirer was due to Increased flow and dilution provided by Canyon and
Oak creeks.
No algae were found on microscope slides In the Uncompahgre
River at U-6. Either the Iron precipitation or the toxic copper pre-
vented algal growth.
Ten miles downstream from Ouray (U-8), the Uncompahgre River
began to recover biologically from mine drainage discharged from the
Genessee and Idarado mines into Red Mountain Creek. Here, tvo kinds
of mayflies were present at a population density of 2k Individuals
../ >v : ' . ' • • ' ; / . ' , . •• j ' • " .:>•'.' i- '' ' •' • '
per square foot. Tvo and one-half miles downstream (U-9) from Ridgevay,
.- J ' • ; . , ' : * ' • ' . . .i ' '•
biological recovery of the Uncompahgre River was complete with eight
. , •. :•• : - . . • . • ' • ; • ; • - - '• '"<' '•*- • • •• • '
kinds of bottom organisms at a density of II1* per square foot. Five
. . ; • „ , . • ,," ,.,., • , . . . . / - ;•-•• • •• ••• ''-'••>•' -1*'* • ' ' • •'-•:
of the eight kinds were the pollution-sensitive mayflies, caddisflies
.-.,; .,, , ->,-:•', c.->^:, ; •."' ' j .< ;..: ••••..-• .;'„..: ;-r ;.-..:-.*i ;!./!•:••-.:. ...-.'.:\. ..--. >
and beetles. Four days of hoopnet fishing provided a catch of kl sculplns,
,.i<i;<;...j.'- ;.'.> r'.>V> Jo.''.' ,,i'xv.if lAtc-j ••<.• , ,VP vO . ;•• 1c i;>/.i.T*nji.-a:;f»o:j ;*: ' i
dace and mountain and fine-scale suckers. Recovery of the aquatic life
-..-f^ tj -i$.i tcu ".«; ".. , .-. 'ifj-iqC' ;. • \;4Kr . .• _• .•.: jt-;t.</ n,:* ~ '•'.•; :. •;••:. '•• '• '••'•
was also evident by the growth of 31*2,000 algal cells per square inch
,^4;; ..., .Mna.V ft->';•: :.f:- 'i 3 tca^ ";.. • • • • • •>.) v*,ua Mf: •.'.'*. ' • •• : • ' • - ' • • ' ^--' '.>'• '•'•<
on submerged microscope slides during a 10-day period. Iron precipitate
.'- '.:<- '.'•.•;; "<'S\i /.ik'U/OT X':, : ').*JW ' " :. : ^.iriji' .; i. .(Biff? J i -i»il <!.' I'.'•'!''v-!H-"!- •••• : ••• r ' -«3
on the microscope slides had decreased to near the quantity found at
:"-.., •>.•.!.: ,, io v.afo ":~>f; -}.;vi.r ••"•':.• ?•.£••.' ,f-.ui'•.-.--£i "io v.jJfc- Wl.-u .:•..; .j.---.;,. ^jC-.'-i >•"..;•
the control station (67.8-7.1) on Red Mountain Creek (^  mg/square inch).
,-•:/ • • " . « : -i-'i ;.FM; A'- ,- ..;-i .*..iV '!' \.c!" •'= .TJS'. •I'Xj'sX.c" ": •• il.o ^-.-vj ;i.r-',.•
Recovery of the aquatic community can be directly related to the precipi-
tation and dilution of toxic materials, and the increase in alkalinity
.•:-«•'.«•••,"„.< ' ••'.. • ,.: ' <•:«'•• ^ :...' -;5•:•*»• « • • • ' . ' . ' - ' H; '
that decreased the toxic effects of copper and zinc.
Populations of bottom organisms continued to Increase in both
numbers and kinds from Ridgeway downstream to Colona (U-9A) where the
population of bottom organisms was comprised of 10 kinds, with a density
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of 286 organisms per square foot. The increase in total numbers of
organisms can be attributed to increased nutrients that provided food
for them in the form of algae and bacteria.
Between stations U-9 and U-10 from Colona to Montrose, the
Uncompahgre River receives water from the Gunnison tunnel. The popula-
tion of bottom organisms decreased from 286 to 55 organisms per square
foot, while the number of kinds increased from 10 to 11, Indicating
that the water from the tunnel was less productive and diluted the
nutrients in the Uncompahgre.
The fish population did continue to increase from the kl fish
captured at Station U-9 to 116 captured at Station U-10 (Table 18).
•••-I,-; , . . - ' . '' ;; . . . , . . : , . - : . •
The trout captured along with other fish in four net-days in the reach
upstream from Montrose indicated that the Uncompahgre River had recovered
biologically from the upstream mine waste discharged at Ouray, Colorado.
L* •••.>£*'.:'. '• ri p.f! r.-?^ '.. ..w. .-.- •• ,: • • • •; >..•?..••• . >• •*< •" . « i /.T
Downstream from Mont rose (U-ll-l) the population of bottom
,7 -'•••-' , ;•
organisms increased to 13 kinds at a density of ikj individuals per
'
square foot. This Increase in productivity was also observed in the
•••.:• • .. .''-.' ;.'• ;" - • , !.-J, - . . X".. >.• : B .:••• :*V •• •" ' • • ! : • • • ; , • : !
algal community where the growths increased from 59,700 at Station U-10
.•'. . • a-_:" ! • ' - •.!. ' '' '"••••
to 652,100 algal cells per square inch of microscope slide at Station
. ... . . . . ..: u; -,.u:,;.' ,, ... - -'.. • ;• , . : . . - . . •.'• • ...-.,. . •
U-ll. The fish population also Increased from 116 to 684 fish in four
net-days respectively at each of these stations. Wastes entering the
Uncompahgre River from the Montrose area were Insufficient to have
deleterious effects on the aquatic life, but contained sufficient
nutrients to increase the net productivity.
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Bottom organism populations, consisting of 10 and 17 kinds
with densities of 1*92 and k$I per square foot respectively, were found
at stations U-12 and U-13 near Ola the. These values are Indicative of
clean waters.
The population of bottom organisms in the Uncompahgre River
decreased drastically in the reach from the diversion at Olathe to
Delta. The population at U-l^  (Delta) was comprised of two kinds of
organisms with a density of five per square foot. The populations
v ; •';• ;j . . . • ' ' • ' ; ' - • * ; . '
remained at this low level from Delta downstream to the Uncompahgre ' s
confluence with the Gunnison River. This sparse population can be
i , ;> ••!•/• ;' -, r". v •':••?' • • • •. • : ]:':: • ' ."•<•"; j ( > . .:'". . ''V
attributed to the periodic diversion of water which results in the
exposure of major portions of the stream bed. It Is doubtful that
'-•:.:.'• )U I'VRii- . ..... , •;.'•: "•>' . «; .•.* ; .'• :• ..'•.•'.' . * • ' • ' •
this stream reach could support a trout fishery because of temperature
increases and turbidity resulting from the irrigation return flows.
,, , ;A£<..W'..Vb 'jje-:> tv fts; «*»•£•! ;*.cp; «u!-J m<"--:l , ,
In summary, mine drainage from the Genes see and Idarado mines
J!c>Jtcui lo ftOi.1
Into Red Mountain Creek produced mineral precipitates that eliminated
- q ••.i&fl-t-vX.kti*; \'->( '. '1 ,-:'•:!. v;.. o o rtn ;.(... , ' x ; .' ,".->,-»:•-- -jnl frr>? rr..- ••.,'••.•
aquatic life through habitat destruction by blanketing the stream bed.
••;*.! ,M *>«!.> v^ .^  -f .t^'niiV" nJt * .••••?: or: i t ; i i T .Jooi •••^ •A'
Waters in upstream reaches were also toxic, containing high concen-
trations of zinc, copper, iron and aluminum.
; : r - ? r , ,}ii sfiiifi sqr-: >. rj.oi 1'. : • -. ' •.•• '< uui'i- • Ji1 " v A - o f.»«;!*.)A ">'.•'. " ' ; .> i
Downstream from the confluence of Red Mountain Creek and the
1 ' ri»l'; -^<o i\ -L '. -• '(• -:'• ':">* : 'i ••''!•' • • • • • • : -i/ li'i/'.ui (••;;. ;% r^."
Uncompahgre River, the aquatic life was eliminated for a distance of
.;. 'i-j 3 t:'.y ''.•^J'^'--' . . :: ' :•• • • ~, "• rl ' • • • • ' ." v f "'•'' '•'"'.».('•. ~ • RV 1'"-- ' •
10 miles by acid mine drainage (Figure 39). In addition, sediments
; ;,•;'-•. ,;- • • • - . ' . •!•' '••:•!•'. .-:;•• • ;:0-;:>--" •••* •> •• • :.<:•? •!--.£*" -.,•»•;>.:•> ••:'
from Canyon Creek would have had a detrimental effect on the aquatic
life, in any had been present. The above-mentioned pollution is a
detriment to the community of Olathe since it precludes the establishment
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of a trout fishery in the 10-mile reach downstream of Olathe.
The diversion of the Uncompahgre River at Montrose and Olathe
and the irrigation return flows drastically decreased the population
of bottom organisms and eliminated environmental conditions suitable
for trout.
UPPER DOLORES RIVER, COLORADO
Four waste sources were observed in the U2-mile reach of the
Upper Dolores River:
(a) A gravel barrow pit located on the stream between
stations 1 and 2;
(b) Drainage from the non-operating Rico Argentine Acid
Plant located between stations 2 and 5;
(c) Wastes from the Rico Argentine Mining Company, discharged
•** ../,•;tvia Silver Creek between*stations 5 and 9A; and • >
(d) Drainage from the non-operating Silver Swan Mine located
between stations % and 10. '••'"-' •
Upstream from Rico, Colorado, the Dolores River was a clean,
gravel-bed trout jstream supporting 11 different types of bottom
organisms at a density of 1^ 3 per square foot, including stoneflies,
mayflies and caddlsflies (Table 20) which are Indicative of unpolluted
conditions, and the organisms provided an abundant source of fish food.
Heavy equipment was operating in the stream removing gravel for
a road construction project during the survey. As a result, the total
suspended solids (TSS) increased from 2 mg/1 upstream from the gravel
operation (Station l) to 312 mg/1 one-half mile downstream (Station 2).
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This was an increase of 16,182 pounds of suspended sediments per
8-hour day. Silt traveled as a slug, and could be observed 20 miles
downstream. The damaging effects of silo are many and varied, and
usually act in conjunction with each other. Some of these are:
Conditions Effects
Blocking out the sunlight Reducing algal production
Covering algae Limiting food for bottom organisms
. . ' ! > < • '
Covering bottom organisms Suffocating animals
Covering organism habitats Eliminating living places for trout
r.L food organisms .
Covering fish spawning grounds Suffocating fish eggs
Maximum effects were observed at a point six miles downstream
from the gravel operation, four miles downstream from Rico (Station 10).
The delayed effect of the silt introducing the .benthic population was
attributed to the drifting of bottom/organisms from.'the; clean-water
reach,upstream>,.and.a stream velocity that precluded;Immediate silt
settling. The TSS concentration at.Station 10,was.220 mg/1, indicating
that^ a portion of.the silt had settled. Ninety-three percent of all
bottom organisms'had i been eliminated,::at Station «10'.(Figure 22).' 'Twenty
four miles downstream (Station 12) > benthic populations^ were only.sv37
percent of their.;original density. Forty miles downstream (Station 1^ ),
the population of bottom organisms had recovered to the level found
upstream from the gravel barrow area (Figure 23); but gravel and spaces
between:the rocks were still covered with sufficient silt to suffocate
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trout eggs. Silt not only covered eggs, but restrict*! the flow of
water through the gravel.
Wastes from the non-operating Rico Argentine acid plant and
the Rico Argentine and Silver Swan mines did not increase the stream
concentrations of heavy metals to levels that are toxic to benthlc
organisms. Zinc was the only metal whose concentration at Station 10
had Increased as compared to stations 2 and 5 (0.06 mg/1 at Station 2
••• >
to 0.29 at Station 10). This concentration of zinc was not con-
sidered to be toxic since similar concentrations were observed at
•- ..I ••,!>' '•••• "•
Station 10 on Tenmile Creek and at Station Uo.l on the Eagle River,
and both supported good populations of benthic organisms at these
. . . . • - , ..••,„•;.•• . : ••-. • • • : • . . • • ! ? ' •"'' ' '
locations.
The bottom organisms reached their greatest density at a
... ,:> . ^ , . . . , : ' • ;,'••'.:•- v 1 ...'/"' ••••; ' n.-if*- '--^ (.•••'•• '•'"''•
point 15 miles downstream from the confluence of the Vest Dolores
, - . . -,:an^ , •'.•,•*.<•. • , > , > - : , • . • • • - • • ••-• — *•.«' .**,-... ••-.? K • • 'r r:m iJ ,.-.*^
and Dolores Hvers. Upstream from the gravel operations at Station
.,,.•....,,:•. '.;::.;:-, v ;•;,,.;- :")••:-:•!.:•>? "": , . -I:.'. '-• - '. :<- bSUM-, ct •,'.,..", -±L .V.: '-• ••. ">• *••
D-l, 11 kinds were present at a density of 1^ 3 per square foot; at
Station D-lV, 12 kinds numbering 150 per square foot comprised the
,,...• .,,. • -./.C.V.5.- • • v ..,^ rt ••'•;' :.; '"-1 - • M.-'IH f-v,,H' it.;3. vJ^ 'f
benthlc population.
•. . ....-<-. , ,v ; ... ;,.,„ . .-.• 1. . .. - ,. • • > - ' . • ' . LAS f b. '•• I .'• ,*./;! TO '.'
In summary, silt from the gravel barrow pit operation on the
. ; • . • , ,:- y . . . . : • ; ' . ' ' .* ' ' .'..''' .»"'" "' ' '•"*•*
Dolores River upstream from Rico, Colorado degraded at least 23 miles
•"•-.if. ' -J ' : i",. ..'». -r-''..
of stream (Figure 39) . This degradation severely reduced the benthlc
. : T
animal populations that serve as trout food, and also covered the trout
spawning grounds. Even if adult fish did survive the slugs of silt,
they must depend on the aquatic invertebrates for the bulk of their
diet. With the inorganic sediment reducing this food supply, there
was no doubt that the gravel operation deleteriously affected the
Dolores River trout.
LOWER DOLORES AND SAN MIGUEL RIVERS, COLORADO
The lover Dolores River and tributaries were surveyed during
October 10 to Ik, 1966 to determine whether the populations of aquatic
life had improved following the closing of the Vanadium Corporation of
America Mill at Naturlta, the installation of waste treatment facilities
at the Union Carbide mill at Uravan, and the containment of liquid
* \ - ,. i. • ••' ." .••• • * • '• • ''': •»•'•> •
wastes at the Idarado mill at Telluride.
t, • •- v ' . • iV - • ' '. i '• i ' ,' --' "} * V .;. i - - ' •'-'•
" . '• . • ; .t, • -V" ' ' > ' ' ' •* " "
Upstream from Bedrock, Colorado the Dolores River supported
a population of clean-water organisms, composed of the pollution-sens!-
, s*J * " • ' ' •
tire mayflies, caddisflies and beetles. Diversion of water at Dolores,
*. .-;.-. ^.ri,:MC :rj.-:-^'-i,. ./..-.•: ,..-..•<•• .••••••. vu^.u;^ . •?•• ' ' •.•.•;"'
Colorado makes the flow insufficient to support a fishery. Three miles
&910JUXI t^-i.*: ••;-•-• *'• v-oi;^:iUfa. uvi.- . . i"it J-J*"., ...~; i(-,,r.i, ;J-.>j.i£fi ,.X J.;;,-;
downstream from Bedrock the river was devoid of aquatic organisms as
a result of largely Increased chlorides and sulfates occurring naturally
•.i ; j , . -o ' r s'livi i 'ic-3 ; • . .:- x - ' - --'fi **•'-» " ra ••''"i-"jr "••' -•'•*'* cLxsx i . , .1 - '-••
from large salt springs In Paradox Valley.
'
The San Miguel River rises in the San Juan Mountains southeast
., no j. .;• A] j/q o . ,; " -id J n y c
of Telluride, Colorado and joins the Dolores River six miles downstream
saJ •: - «oJ:Ji»ioci) Slq » .-•.•:•;>.-•• ,C«<wj4-:v. •.-.. - iftui 1 ".? ^  ,Y,T*J2»f« *^
from Bedrock, Colorado. Three streams, Marshall, Ingram and Bridal Veil
. • • ; ' : ; f ~\ •'-" '•'- • " . • • -.•'••••••'• . • . • : ;- '• '- i '..•••::'.-•• 0 " '::'.' v . -i cV*rO-'::
creeks, enter the San Miguel near the Idarado mine just upstream from
-:!. "I -'., ....' ', -. ' : •• •' : •: • : j.'.fti: . f.l..' . 1 !. '•< '--.'\ «'•:•" '•"•' "i '-•
Telluride. Marshall Creek and its tributary, Savage Creek, were devoid
.. - •• 3r.J !.....-; ;:•,-,•;•_ ;, :.. '-' "': ,-'-:^.' -.Vi-sr! -jvij ,;.;,_; ' • ' . ^ . '•:.^\:
of aquatic life because of zinc concentrations of 6.0 and 2.6 mg/1,
respectively. In addition, Marshall Creek had a manganese concentration
of 13.8 mg/1. These high concentrations of metals result from mine
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drainage and land runoff.
Other major headwater streams of the San Miguel River are
the Meldrum Tunnel Drain and Bridal Veil Creek, both entering the San
Miguel upstream from Telluride. Waters from the Meldrum Tunnel contained
an iron concentration of 1.0 mg/1 and a zinc concentration of 1.2 mg/1
(SM-7). Concentrations of iron and zinc in Bridal Veil Creek (SM-5)
were < 0.2 and O.OU mg/1 respectively/ permitting the development of
an abundant population of organisms numbering 13 kinds with a density
of 1^ 7 per square foot. Another minor tributary to the San Miguel
River, Ingram Creek, supported no aquatic organisms because of its
intermittent flow (SM-6). During the survey Ingram Creek had a zinc
: - . ; , ' ' " • • • • ' 'liv 1 t
concentration of OA7 mg/1. .
Upstream from the Idarado Mine (SM-8). the San Miguel River i
'' ; " - ••' " .' : ' '$• ;
supported seven kinds of organisms with a population"density of 51 per :
square foot (Figure 2l+). These organisms lived in an j environment con-
' '' ".' ' fa ',
tainlng 0.1*5 mg/1 of zinc. Downstream from Marshall-Creek (SM-9), the
concentration of zinc increased to 2.3 mg/l> and manganese from 0.1 to !
3.3 mg/1 as a result of mine drainage to Marshall Creek. In the two-mile
!v
reach from the Idarado mine to Telluride, only one organism per square
foot was found (SM-10). One hundred-fifty yards downstream from Tellu-
ride, aquatic organisms carried in small tributary streams began to
reinhablt the San Miguel River (Figure 25). Here the various metal
concentrations were below toxic levels for certain organisms. At this
station (SM-ll) the concentration of iron was 0.3, manganese 1.0, and
zinc 0.62 mg/1 (Table 22). The population of bottom organisms decreased
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slightly between SM-11 and SM-12, but regained in number downstream
to the South Fork, a distance of three miles (SM-13).
The South Fork is formed by the confluence of Howard Fork and
Lake Fork. Upstream from Ophir, Colorado the Howard Fork supported a
population of bottom organisms numbering 1^ 7 per square foot with 13
kinds (SM-lU). As a result of mine drainage, between stations SM-llt and
SM-18 the population of bottom organisms decreased to 18 per square
foot with a dirersity of eight kinds. This reduction in bottom organ-
isms indicated that the mine drainage had a toxic effect on a portion
of the stream biota, and limited the recreational,use of the stream.
Downstream from an iron paint pigments quarry (SM-20), only one
organism was collected, emphasizing the toxic effects of drainage
from this source. This drainage increased the iron concentration
in Howard Fork to 22 mg/1 which was toxic to aquatic life.
i ' "" • ,' .
Just upstream from Silver'Bell Mine (SM-2^ ) in Ophir, Colorado
rr. : " " " , .!. • •'
Howard Fork continued to recover biologically. Here the bottom organisms
.:.' -.. •. ,- •:••' .' . . - • - "'"" • ;
numbered 130 per square foot, with a diversity of nine kinds, the majority
' *• • iV; ' ' " ' " - - . . • '
of them associated with clean water. During the surrey, no adverse •
effects of mine drainage were observed in the remaining reaches of
. O f f'3
Howard and South Forks (SM-26-29). The South Fork of the San Miguel
River enters the main stream about nine miles downstream from the con-
fluence of the Howard and Lake forks. About three-fourths of a mile
upstream from its mouth the South Fork supported a population of Vf
organisms per square foot, made up of eight kinds, primarily the
sensitive caddlsflles, mayflies and stoneflles. Chemical analyses of
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the water here showed all toxic materials to be below the critical
level; iron and zinc concentrations were 0.5 and 0.06 mg/1, respec-
tively.
The quality of the San Miguel River had improved since a survey
of the stream in October 1962.* The earlier survey showed that the
San Miguel River three miles downstream from Telluride (SM-12)
supported only one organism per square foot, compared to the 26 organ-
isms per square foot, made up of 10 kinds found in 1966. This marked change
may have come about after the Idarado Mill (mentioned in the 1962
-.• • . . • ; . - - , . . • > : . » ;
biological report) began its present practice of discharging to tail-
Ings ponds. Samples of seepage from the ponds have shown no objectionable
... . ., ',,!"!.-" :
levels of toxicity. However, further study is needed to determine the
'.:. . . i t - . ;:«"i. TJ:-
pollution potential associated with seepage and erosion from all types
of tailings piles in the basin.
The San Miguel River downstream from the South Pork (SM-30)
continued to show aquatic life improvement in 1966 over 1962, the
,.• . .. :•;,., . > • . :,-•<•; • ,-vfi/i/: ",3 ! . • • " . - . ' . . < • > • ; • • ' • .-;,-w-...••••: >•>«**•»•
populations having increased from 77 to 12^  organisms per square foot.
.-, - • ' ; •'::" •''!» '''"Vi! v
The reach of the San Miguel River between the South Fork confluence and
• ... ; ... . . . . . . . ii-i;r:"K'
Naturita, Colorado, supported a population of bottom organisms typical
• ... . • • • . " • - -•»•; .(>]'•
of a clean water stream. This reach of stream is noted for its rainbow
trout production.
* Letter correspondence from Croswell Henderson to J. ML Rademacher,
Project Director, Colorado River Basin Project, dated July 29,
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Organic enrichment of the San Miguel results from the .discharge
of wastes from the Naturita sewage treatment plant, evidence in the
increased number of bottom organisms. The population Increased from
156 per square foot at Norwood (SM-31) to kQk Just downstream from
Naturita (SM-33). Under conditions of lower flow or increased waste
discharges, this enrichment could eliminate the pollution-sensitive
organisms and limit the fish food supply. The sparse population of
bottom organisms observed Just upstream from Uravan, Colorado (SM-34)
apparently was caused by large quantities of silt carried into the ,
, . : ;• • • . ,«,£•• :•'}',} '.. .. • '•' U''. .' - - " . . . .
San Miguel River by heavy runoff from areas containing little vegeta-
.'.";• ,. _ 'X-'-'v.' i"'- ' * L '"• ' - ' • - ' ' • . ''• :' '• ' . - . ' . > • • • " " * ' , '
tion. In the reach downstream from Naturita; the Increased silt load
changes the San Miguel River from a trout stream to a warm water
stream supporting catfish and bass.
., x-; . ., ,- .,; ..-j.jjf. . M:..» ,•;,.„.-.. .iS'-M , ':>•.::^ .'. ;•'•->- :•: •
As a result of waste from the Union Carbide Corporation "ill
. ,. ;.;.; MU ft: ••'.••!* ii/Ri-.-' • '•'
at Uravan, the population of bottom organisms decreased, from 37 per
square foot (SM-35) to nine per square foot (SM-37). Installation of
5r .-;;.;; s.«v-f; • ••,-•... ':.: -M:v^«" -•'. '! y. •• '''- •• XU *-•*••& .•".•UK -..'J ,. ->.Jn,. . -:i. -
waste treatment facilities at the Union Carbide mill since the,1962 ,,
•l.-so't /.iB^pf t*m ,£Slfi/'-5i-JO -fej O.; r\l .-•58^ 'IOi^  -:-;.,-. r.i,,.*.^,-^ .^.
survey has been instrumental in increasing the.population,of.,bottom,.«
^* "..'jij^ '-ri^ ;^  KT. V .i\r*"-.;•: 'nti n«sv7«Q -«»v.f>^,^tm-t^ *"•• ::>i'- 1;- ~^-"'-''-^ «-
organlsms. The earlier survey showed only one organism per square foot.
:.jj;i^ VT )..:«'rf ,'.•:.'^.7.0 *:•: *./••• 'to Ji*>.-,i .: '• ,^':, T^ .--.. VXM':° •-.',*.»«'•.. ,?•;.
However, the treatment facilities have only lessened the toxic effects
; " . ; • • ; ":k ': '• •<• ' . I'i '•' 11./ ' •' *?5 1, i ,;..•«.' 1 ' .- •• -• - . '
of the Union Carbide wastes, but have not completely eliminated them
from the San Miguel River.
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The San Miguel River flows into the Dolores River approximately
three miles downstream from the Union Carbide mill. Six miles down-
stream from this confluence the Dolores River supported four kinds of
organisms with a population density of 51*- per square foot, indicating
that the river was continuing to recover biologically from the effects
of both the Union Carbide wastes at Uravan and the high salt concen-
trations.
The Dolores River flows through an area of highly credible soils
• : •;• •-; • , , -• • .•• ,' •:•.••,• •
so that, between its intermittent riffles, the river bed is composed
• . ' • '. . ' .. >:: ' • '•••••> ft.;' . : • * : • • _ :•;.->, H, « " fj \
of pools with fine sediment bottoms. Rocks of the riffles, too, were
. • - . - , . . ' • • • • • ' • - • . . • • . • - • • : - - - T . v.o < • •••••
often covered with fine sediments, thus reducing the habitat for
bottom organisms. A sample (SM-^ l) collected in this reach yielded
. J, .,/';. i ••'.. ' • ' •-.-•': .1 • ' . i ;.•'.•-•. '.. . ,.,'• ' '•' .. -i..' ti.'C. £ :
only three kinds of organisms with a density of seven per square foot;
'
whereas 25 miles downstream at Gateway, Colorado (SM-U2), a sample
•'^.:~. ::••;'•.. '•'*.-»!;-..;..>••..- .••:,,•• .' ,Jii> j,/q:. J C' i U-'ti ': C' - "> 5 VL S .'.''lol .)t"I -.Sflo
produced 33 organisms per square foot with a diversity of nine kinds.
:,'.,'•-:•:.• . .. •»; ;if'l •.'':,.••.:.:-. ,\ *< .!,,-; 1. i.! '• 'X •:"/«• ; ••;':
In summary, mine drainage upstream from Telluride, Colorado
;mr?(' ..Rj-v. 'i .".VIM
degraded Marshall and Savage creeks by contributing sufficient zinc to
--..- ' '"••: ->;.:,- ••?>., '? ,:'' L '.•>/ 1.. ,' *eo-i''t - „ - . / ; ' ••;••.•'.••;•;' «• ;'r
be toxic to aquatic organisms. Elimination of some of the aquatic life
'• "' ' ' • ; • - ' • ' : •' > v ! ''.:• . - ' • '-•.!'.. ., ..•.; :• ';, "• •'.• _ y;.3;>!l:. ;.H.
upstream from Telluride deprived the local community of a trout fishery
' f: ' 1 ' ' '( ""'' . ..'' ' . .. ' i , ' ' ' '-' f, •' ' '*>"*
that could provide economic benefit.
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Near Ophir, Colorado, mine drainage to Howard Fork reduced
but did not completely eliminate the aquatic life. Additional
drainage from a paint pigment quarry because of high iron concentra-
tions, eliminated all but one form of bottom organism. Because of
• ' * • • , • . • • •
these conditions, the community of Ophlr is deprived of a potentially
good trout fishery.
In the vicinity of Uravan, Colorado, the San Miguel River was
biologically degraded by Union Carbide mill wastes (Figure 39).
5 • . . ' V ' X ' .:
Despite some Improvement since 1962, toxic materials were still being
• ,;QC••'U>O,( b-J: ,..' •. ' •••• .'. ' .. ' ' <•> • ' ' f l . . .' •. . .' • ;
discharged to the river, as reflected in the small population of
'3v , •-.-,:. . ' . , " > * . • . • • • • . '•.'•••.. • .c". • • . . .
bottom organisms observed In the 1966 survey.
i '. ..' .V '•>• • ' ". . • • " ' . ' ., . • ... • •" •>• .!..<• ', • ' ' , , •
In the area of Bedrock, Colorado the Dolores River was degraded
.->?-,.-, d. - .-. -•.- . . • • . . . ' • • : •. -Jt- . ., , , -
by drainage from large natural salt outcropping in Paradox Valley.
.>».-"? iVj/sti j';.; . t . - - i:O'vi .. ', ';•!' • $ .'.i.v t-.ar•.,u..-'•'. :. '.•• ••.. . • • ; v--. • •••:>
Upstream from its confluence with the Colorado at Gateway, Colorado,
SjL:p5,3.tt #•; , {'/.''-MS J .-*. '•'.>'.'• -/iWfi.''i>C .*.• j.l':.;-':-ff"\.jW .-'.s - <•%.!,'af .''-.. Fd:.;':.' •.•"..'
the Dolores River benthlc populations indicated the river had
iihcLbi sKiJa; '^.': • • • . ; « • ' * • :! '. •" ' i . ' . - ' : > -;.«;.-.. j . , ' ' . . . - , Y ; . • • : £ . . • • • . . ' . > . • ; . : •: •;., N
recovered from wasteloads farther upstream.
oj.'i1 (OJ..t,rD ,:,•££"&.!. ' •:"::.'. • . • • • • - • »ur -«!,.i.-. • '-; - • . : . . » • • . . . . ; " . . - . . - 1
FRIGE RIVER, UTAH
">nj.;^ .^^.j^i'iftii/ %,yi.. n'-: . > i^.,:. --^ e.«-»?.•;-"' •.',>•..«».?!.''•: M;:; ; . . / . - . ;•--.*< • s.'je-; ,;:.i-
The Price River from Scofield Reservoir downstream to the
:.l OJtJrjlup** »c<,( jo sjc.wt v, iioi i.^a.i»,;..:.^ , s?:»lei.,'-. 'io o *.- '13tJ,-«: v^ /'l.w.-J st'
Highway 30 crossing was an unpolluted trout stream, supporting 3^7
••'•3.1.1 c*;.:oVvr it w^". v . r l r - . j . - . . .^" . . " , : , • : . . . 'auJ ^vi''••;.•/, t-i • ; .. j - j ' f w • •• *; ;: v^:^ '• • T;
organisms per square foot with a diversity of 18 kinds (Station 19A).
.>'.:"'•••);; -J .. :.4"i'i£Tf(. >;•• -i!;' •' ..;, ', O. * . ,''•
Two miles downstream from this station, the Price River was degraded
by sediment washed into the creek from runoff over the barren ground.
This sediment, of very Hntftll particle size, snothettd the organisms,
and blanket*! their habitat. The benthlc population 3 miles downstream
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from the Highway 50 bridge numbered 87 per square foot with a
diversity of IT (Station 19B). This amounted to 75 percent reduction
in the available fish food (Figure 27). The bottom organisms popu-
lation downstream recovered to the magnitude observed upstream at
Station 19A. ELectrofishlng upstream from the Highway 50 bridge
yielded trout, but downstream, in the area receiving the sediment-
bearing runoff, no trout were captured.
In the reach of river from Highway 50 to the diversion at
Helper, Utah, the reduced population of bottom organisms was pre-
dominatly (91 percent) the pollution-sensitive forms such as may-
flies and caddisflies (Table 2k). This is a result of natural "'
>.-,<'• " •'' •:''• ' ". '-,' " ' •>
degradation rather than man-induced pollution. Downstream from the
s ' '•~. -
diversion at Helper (P-2^ ), no organisms were found inhabiting the
1 i
fine silt substrates (Figure^ 28). Downstream'from Wellington, Utah
,)*, - ''''*« .;•'.•
'.t- •<(P-26), pollution-tolerant midgesjand sludgewbrms predominated
('* r?indicating the discharge of large 'quantities of organic pollution
•» ••;-X--\/"
, from the municipalities of Wellington and Price. This pollution was
..., ^r-
dissipated in the 60-mile .reach downstream to Woodside, Utah (P-31)
"s iC!(8QA3fl /"•*
.where the bottom"organisms were predominantly pollution-sensitive
, ;' / ~~^  "•" '''
Acaddisfliesrand black flies.
The Green River, downstream from its confluence with the Price
River, supported a population of bottom organisms typical of clean
waters.
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In summary, the Price River was degraded by both natural
runoff and organic wastes discharged from Price and Wellington,
Utah (Figure 39). These discharges resulted in populations of
bottom organisms predominated by sludgeworms. Farther downstream
the Price River recovered biologically so that it does not affect
the aquatic life of the Green River at Green River, Utah.
SAN JUAN RIVER, COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH
The bottom organisms of San Juan River, upstream from Pagosa
Springs, Colorado, were typical of an unpolluted stream; they
numbered l6o per square foot with a diversity of 12 kinds (SJ-10).
Nine of these 12 kinds and 91 percent of all organisms were the pollu-
tion-sensitive stoneflles, mayflies and caddlsflles. Just upstream
from Havajo Lake (SJ-8) the number of bottom organisms (Figure 32)
was reduced to 77 per square foot, although the same 12 kinds were
still present (Figure 33), indicating that sulfltes flowing in from
natural mineral springs were toxic to some of the bottom organisms.
Upstream from Navajo Lake, the San Juan River had a maximum temperature
of 25.5°C from July 12-23, 1967, which is suitable for trout.
The Piedra River, another major river entering the Navajo
Reservoir near Arboles, Colorado, also supported bottom organisms
typical of an unpolluted river. The Piedra River provided excellent
trout fishing in the reach upstream from the reservoir.
The Los Pinos River, a famous trout stream, enters the Navajo
Reservoir near the dam. It supported an abundant population of bottom
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organisms. At Station LP 2? on the Los Pinos Just upstream from
the Reservoir, 72 percent of the organisms were the pollution-
sensitive varieties.
The San Juan River, downstream from the Navajo Dam to
Gohernador Wash, supports a trout fishery. In the reach downstream
to Canyon Largo, trout fishing becomes limited. .The total reach
of stream suitable for trout fishing is 18 .miles. Two factors
change the San Juan River to make it unsuitable for trout: (l) the
water temperature increases because of riaturallyunfcreated stream
banks, and (2) the stream channel is shallow and wide. At Station
;• •: ." -,:.•••. .. • > :..rJ\:'.
SJ-TA, the maximum temperature during the survey yasJj^ C,. while
:.f'.^ . ' >,»* . ' ..* '-'. \. ' ~ ' '-' > —' "-•''• •-' ' -V- • ' ''J' : >~ ' ' •(%••''•' ' '•'*
at Station 7 the maximum reached 27 C. Another factor contributing
!/-.v';M,"; A -vr • ': •>. -«.'/.i. iu-'i...- ,• ' ." '' l..'!i.. fv.'V.. ..*>.VT' '. ••." : af. 0 " r- -•.. v ' . °
to alteration of the trput environment Is the large quantity.ofi,i:;^ ir5i,.\ !i;-' .•">: c-ri 5'^ i;"j;;• .-;•••« *ii..'?' :sjsai.rn»i :•"'•• .;;*•;»-,,:-• .*.. ..•.%••.
sediment washed into the river during periods of, high.runoff. Up-
--:*d JLfejlSO.;.C ;.h -•j^.v.vsM V»A ,nc.i>j£l/lirn»^f{X< 0.0/:'fCl<v.' eT«'i«^A •-•- '•"*-•'
stream from Gobernador Wash and Canyon Largo (SJ-7A). the maximum
rl^Y: r.h '»(«.;? rfr i?:: .•.•?;! •:.}•« tTft-^'i'l^yt::'- tf.&'ViTT A V'lJ • • 'Tty "'l:-"?' •• •:-""'"-
turbidity was 26 units, and the maximum total solids was k& mg/1.
- ;;j.s;;v'is ,»•;> x^c/:.: ,v,u ••f4*r' Io ;:"vi".'::s snij taluyT-.•'••,. - &.&-;: r..-.Q'oTo. •
Downstream from these intermittent streams (SJ-7), but during a jperiod
,o ...MJL'iO.!': *•::.'. ':; * f^;,t*3Tr»Ji'?r.!' <;.> fi'rtw vU-,v.:cJU^,J ,'."^ .!>"iv.?a ?:--.; °- '. .•'>.*,
of heavy rains and high runoff, the maximum turbidity reached 40.000
. - / .ft..!*' ••••? t .?•;-. .I'-" - • ''-'«ir? ,- :•'! iJ i- . ' rtMT-MJT i.- ; o /> ' i ' - ' o : , ',,".; C'VI r.-ir-^-- • = » ' • •
units and the, solids over 50,000, mg/1. Although these high sediment
.,. • , .. ; >• (' *': .>').&' i. *: '; "• J'1"' '•!.!»* ,iC" ' ". • •- • . '-.;,.!, ' -'••.'•;•• •'
concentrations were of short duration, most of the fish, especially
the more susceptible trout, were eliminated.,. Bottom organism popu-
lations were restored or maintained by the drifting of organisms, from
upstream riffles. The San Juan River downstream from Canyon Largo,
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to its confluence with the Colorado, supported warm-water fish, such
as dace, suckers, catfish and carp.
Downstream from Navajo Dun for 130 miles, the aquatic life
typified an unpolluted river. In this reach the riffle areas supported
from 9 at Shiprock (SJ-4) to 17 (SJ-l) varieties of bottom life. In
all samples, clean-water associated organisms, such as stoneflies,
mayflies and caddlsflies were predominant (Table 26)1 An exception
was a 3-mile reach at 'Bloomfield, New Mexico where -£ne intermediately
pollution-tolerant midges were preseht in large numberi This condition
••ffv*, • "• h •. •<•• 01 <-,*<•• , | •(•••• j i •)-.••< > . - • ••••;•*!••' '> '••..- f-'J'"i"-' ( -j'iiTJ'JJ'Tynij'i1; '. ~L'*>4.f'\"indicated some organic enrichment from the Bloomfield, New Mexico
sewage treatment plant.*' **
' Ho degradation'of the aquatic I'ife inhabiting xne 'San Juan
River wa's observed downstream from the confluences of ibe Animas 'River
or MtiEImb 'Creek."' The Ahlmas River was studied from the abandoned
..-•"'*' •H'i&si-r'L cisilii .'to 8i!<:>hlTa'.i_ v,:vl-i^b "xsviT: *:{1 '%:rn.,1' bsdAf^t jas.ju.r^atown or Eureka, ^Colorado to Parmington, Hew Mexico. Biological surveys
we%e" co^d\fcted'on tlie A^a&is and trib'ulanf streams'in tneUTSilverton,
Colorado ar«^ to Determine tlie e¥?ec^ of mine drainage on aquatic life,
'~ •:• i>O- P. niLliu^. Suv .*\'-I>?±) KKu»si:tf. J-natO" tfcv&d'n.t. •saiyK^ njortl JBflS'i.tem^L
and in the Durango, Colorado, area to determine if the closing of
the Vanadium Corporation of America mill at thai polnx 'had resulted in
imjaroved^^pulAtkons^of1 fish and4nother' aquatic life since a i9%i
..:-viiiSTA .del'! i»»ij ".O $'•':<"' i-. i 1^"'jji:> Jio;:?. ' . < $"ii>.f 3n--:'-t:J&* >'~'1,\ ,' •>•*•"''l;^f± HI? ( t^biological survey.
M') > • .'. *•'•-»( i •>.•", ' •• />% i:5"J"3'"5«L • "f'O'l ** fo L-tf- ••'? "J £i tr' vv ' ' *'0 '-'' *from Silvertoh; Colorado the Animas River supported
" •'".' '* jrf) '*•" "' • ('C "iv'i '• "• '"'•'' •">'>'' ' 1"!!^  T ••" ']' ".\>';i.-> -'' • " • ' > , - '
only a sparse population of botton organisms composed of k kinds and
20 individuals'per square foot (TabieT2'8) /"Aquatic life in" the river
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near Eureka, Colorado was limited by the toxic materials discharged
from upstream mines. During July 1966, the zinc concentration ranged
from O.U to 0.7 mg/1 and averaged O.U6 mg/1 at Station AR-22. Electro-
fishing in this reach produced one trout, indicating that fish could
survive, but in very low numbers. Upstream from Silvertown, the
Anlmas River could support trout on a put-and-take basis if the popu-
lation of bottom organisms were not limited by toxic metals.
Cement and Mineral Creeks Join the Animas River at Silver-ton,
Colorado. Upstream mine drainage limits the population of bottom
organisms in Cement Creek to 2 kinds at a density of only 9 per square
f
foot. Mineral Creek, Just upstream from its confluence, supported a
. , . . - • - - - -\. , ' . • • ;
population of bottom organisms numbering 16 per square foot with a
diversity of 6 kinds. The toxicity in Cement Creek was attributed to
high concentrations of zinc and iron; average values observed during
the period July 12-23, 1966 survey were 2.1 and 6.9 mg/1, respectively.
Ci*
The toxicity in Mineral Creek was attributed to a maximum concentration
of 2.15 ng/1 of iron. The toxicity observed in Cement and Mineral
Creeks was also evident in the Animas River downstream from their
mouths as indicated by reduced bottom organism populations. The great-
est reduction was in'the main channel-, which carried the Cement Creek
,'•' O
'"' ' '"> V
flow. This toxicity adversely affected the benthic population for
several miles downstream (Figure 3M- Approximately 50 miles down-
stream in the Animas River, a population of bottom organisms capable
of supporting trout was present at Durango.
•5O
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FIGURE 34. ANIMAS RIVER. NUMBER OF ORGANISMS PER SQUARE
FOOT, JULY 1966.
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The Animas River at the upstream edge of Durango, Colorado
(AR-20A) supported a population of bottom organisms indicative of
clean water. The population contained 15^  organisms per square
foot at diversity of 10 kinds. Eight of these 10 kinds, and 85 per-
cent of the total population, were pollution -sensitive organisms.
The State of Colorado stocks trout in the Animas River from Durango
to the New Mexico State line. Before the closing of the Vanadium
Corporation of America mill at Durango in 1963, the aquatic life of
the river was adversely affected downstream to its confluence with
the San Juan River as shown in the 1958 and 1959 Public Health .Service
• ' - . ' ' "" . : • • — '•':«. ;
surveys.* The population of bottom organisms in 1959 decreased from
360 organisms, per square yard upstream from the Vanadium Corporation
of America mill to, 2 organisms per square yard in the reach downstream
. .'. '• ' - , V ' "
£j from -|;he mill to Cedar Hill, New Mexico (Figure 35). This decrease
if1-"
*' was; attributed to toxic wastes discharged by the mill. In 1966, the
"' "i
'; population of bottom organisms increased from 277 organisms per square
??. yard at AR-20A to 3,03^  organisms per square yard, mostly clean water
• caddisflies, at the confluence of Florida Creek (AR-18A) and then
decreased to 230 organisms per square yard at Cedar Hill, New Mexico
x
*Tslvoglou, E. C., S. D. Shearer, J. D. Jones, C. E. Sponagle,
H. R. Pahren, J. B. Anderson and D. A. Clark. 1960. Survey of
interstate pollution of the Animas River (Colorado-New Mexico) II.
1959. Surveys. U. S. Public Health Service, Robert A. Taft
Sanitary Engineering Center, Cincinnati, Ohio pp. 153 (Mlmeo.)
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FIGURE 33. AMMAS RIVER, NUMBER OF BOTTOM ORGANISMS
SQUARE YARD.
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(AR-17). The sharp Increase downstream from Durango is a response
of the bottom organisms to organic enrichment contained in the municipal
wastes discharged from Durango, and shows the effects of removal of
the toxic mill wastes from the Animas River. In 1961, from Durango
to the Colorado-New Mexico State line, prior to the closing of the
Vanadium Corporation of America mill, the Animas River did not support
a trout fishery. Now this reach of river is used extensively for
trout fishing, and is stocked by the State of Colorado.
The,'Animas River from the Colorado-New Mexico State line to
i
its mouth at Farmington, New Mexico supported a population of bottom
organisms typical of an unpolluted river. The number of kinds of
j, ' -'
organisms remained at lU (Figure 36) while the total organisms per
square foot increased from 172 at Cedar Hill (AR-17) to 606 per square
i .: ' i J
foot at Farmington (AR-1JJ). The trout fishery in the AnimaB?River is
' ..;!?'ta
restricted between Cedar Hill and Aztec, New Mexico because of irriga-
tion return flows that increase water temperatures. The maximum water
' ••••-- ss i "" ''temperature recorded in the period July 12-23; 1966 upstream from
Cedar Hill, New Mexico was 23.5 C; 12 miles downstream, at Aztec, New
Mexico, thei maximum water temperaturer-fwas" 27..0 C."~ Tti,ef Animas River
downstream from Aztec, New Mexico to Farmington supports a warm-water
fishery!3 ": ' '••"'l/!':- ' " • •••"•••l '>'-. <f- *• • - • ' : • • • • •
• '••'... '-Me : • • .. »K,':
The entire flow of McELmo Creek upstream from Cortez, Colorado
was comprised of irrigation return flows that supported 8 kinds of
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FIGURE 36. ANIMAS RIVER , NUMBER OF KINDS OF BOTTOM
ORGANISMS, JULY 1966.
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bottom organisms at a density of 86 per square foot (Table 29). Downstream
from Cortez,the discharge from this town's sewage treatment plant
provided the majority of the stream flow (Station MC-13). Pollution-
tolerant sludgevorms dominated the bottom organism population at this
station. With the addition of dilution water and natural purification,
the aquatic life recovered 9 miles downstream (MC-12). Just upstream
from its confluence with the San Juan River (MC-11), McELmo Creek
supported 8l organisms per square foot (Figure 37) cbmposed of 8 kinds
(Figure 38), most of them clean-water forms. ; ;
: ' r OO&i
In summary, the San Juan, Piedra, and the Los Pinos Rivers '.-
' \
supported populations of bottom organisms and fish typical of unpolluted
» > *.
rivers. Downstream from Navajo Lake on the San Juan River, the.'itrout
s ''"'
population was replaced by warm-water fish as a result of natural warm-
/ Hi >1ing. Mine drainage to the Animas River upstream/from Silyerton, Colorado,
'. \ • i \ • fica
and to Cement and Mineral Creeks, rendered the Animas River|unsuitable
i' i ' . I
for trout for several'miles downstream from Silverton, Colorado (Figure
<i» j '•••« ? :, j
39). The reach of thA-Animas River from Durango, Coloradoito Cedar
° •. * '••S-r-d-i''-o ; / i •
Hill, Hew Mexico had fully recovered biologicaflly since the ;closing of
the Vanadium Corporation of America mill at Durango. The Ariimas River,
from Aztec to the confluence of the San Juan?River is warmed by return
irrigation waters, and the trout fishery is replaced by a warm water
fishery. McElmo Creek, downstream from Cortez, Colorado, supported a
a* population of" po'liut ion-tolerant organisms Because the major portion
;i ' of the stream was'comprised' of pbbrly treated sewage effluent from Cortez.
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COLORADO RIVER FROM PIERCE CANYON, UTAH, TO THE MEXICAN BORDER
Pierce Canyon To Lake Mead
Water in Lake Mead is derived from one major source, the
Colorado River, and three minor sources, the Muddy and Virgin Rivers
and Las Vegas Wash. As the Colorado River becomes Lakes Mead* the
stream velocity is checked, and the aquatic life is adversely affected
by extensive deposits of silt carried in by the free-flowing stream.
Upstream from Lake Mead the benthlc population cannot develop because
i
of the shifting nature of the. river bottom, abrasive action of silt
,-,..••'' . -.. O
particles, clogging of organism gills, and the settled silt blanketing
the stream bed. Benthie sampling revealed that bottom organisms were
nonexistent in the Pierce Canyon reach of the Colorado River. At the
head of Lake Mead, the settled silt provided an unsuitable habitat for
c.
benthic organisms which are an important and essential link in the T
, -U1 *
aquatic food chain. '' , #".
• i ^ r"
; 7"The algal population was limited because silt reduces light
penetration and some of the particles adhere to the algal cells, thus
speeding their settling to the bottom. The algal population supported
i
by the free-flowing Colorado near its confluence with Lake Mead wms
100/ml. Diatoma hemialae was the alga predominating this scant popu-
i i ! ; '•lation. Algae are basic and necessary components of an aquatic food
0 \• ;> • * < . •'*"<. -.-'"•
chain that culminates In fish production.
No attached algae could be found along the banks of the Colorado
-• ••• "•"!' '"'/'• ' " "i '{ v.; '.. V! J _-;:;> |V': ' ^  "^  •'..-' *
River upstream from Lake Mead where the water was turbid. In the upper
" '
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reach (Gregg Basin) of Lake Mead, vhere the water had cleared,
attached algae, such as Cladophora sp., Cocconeis sp. and Gomphonema
sp., vere collected from logs and rocks.
The nutrient contribution of the free-flowing Colorado River
to Lake Mead was greatly affected by the settling of silt. In the
upper reach of Lake Mead, between river miles 4 30 and 4l3.9, the
soluble phosphorus (P) was reduced 66 percent (15 to 5 jug/l). The
total phosphorus (P) concentration was reduced 89 percent (350 to
kO pg/l). This settled phosphorus is permanently lost from the
.<?"„. >/u•-••-• .:;*'•.'<. v-.;.3u >:< .., •> *••.'• • ..i , - - 0-.'- . '.-.:.,»:; '•.: . ,
aqueous system as a nutrient source for algae, since the phosphorus
i'."./. J'.J ,U V, >• ••:••..•; ?-."••' -:•.. ..;•• W.V.ii '. •'• ' •• •' ' - • : - / • - • . • . • , •-.
is inertly bound to the particles and not available for algal produc-
tion even if the silt were resuspended.
'.. •'••' .'. '• •(>•• . •' .. t '" i ' . . . . •" i, ;
The influent contributions of soluble phosphorus to Lake Mead
.<•>.', ; -.wsa.; a;. r.s',:.'". ')u>""; ici-'.. '.>>r»? ' •••• . . • - . . > : . • . • • • ; ,.• : • . .• ,^"\f^.^,.-': ::'!
during April 1966 are listed in the following tabulation.
.vjxw It."- *-tif/.&•.;•-. ;^',;-;jf;t«.. ^ :^ ) •••:'..:-...n."'Tt. ;t!'j'••;• :.;' '•. .- .j'o?*^f-ir «.(•;•! • • . • ' - '
" P'•••*•& Total * Flow % Total • Sol, - P
Influent contributed/day Sol. P. cfs Flow jgg/1
Colorado River
Virgin River
Muddy River
Las Vegas Wash
.. ... i rifcK'
"•••.. w «t? ;..;.!,'• •:«.; ..
r r 1,231
• 33
9
i  711
-•,.* *.\oli98i •""'•"
>'.». •- •.•}..', ; - : . 1C
62
i1 *•"• ' , "; *> :• S • " '
2
1
..........35,..
100
i '- ~ lv! '
15,200
- • I - - '- * . . i v> '
38
- 31
15,515
c^,?' . i f ; L ,.
98 f
1.5
.3
.2
100 '
'! • .: ,. ' :
r!5
25
45
4,250
4,335Total1
Although the inorganic nitrogen (N) was reduced 40 percent
'-.'': «'f :-'. .,.•'/'''.'*' ' •- ;, . ';:" • - - ..•.""' • •. • ^" -.•'*- ••'>•..-•,'>. L ' ' •' i " !*"• •• . • . • ' • ' • ;
(1.0 to 016 mg/1) by'the<'settling'6f the siltj' It^ did'hot limit the
•'• -• . . " V . / •: .'•'••'Vi'. . •• •, 'V ••'..*.• , : ••«•'; .ii-. - •' -
production of algae since a sufficient amount, 0.6 mg/1, remained.
10k
There is little fishing in the turbid waters where the Colorado
River becomes Lake Mead, because of the inaccessibility, and also
because the fish population is predominantly small channel catfish.
Fisherman -use of the 300 mile reach of the Colorado River froa
: r i • ' • • •': ' . '.. 'V-.. -••:.. ''O r. ' " * : . ; ' ":, . . , .• ; • ,'
Glen Canyon to Lake Mead averaged 3*5 fishermen per day in the spring
and suaner of 1962.* The fish catch averaged 0.8 fish per nan-hour
and was predominantly small channel catfish. In June 1963, the reach
• . , . ' . ;i -. - ••. •••*..• • .••••;;. r.v' - ;;&•• • .•: <>r.q ", , •--.: \
of river downstream from Glen Canyon Dam was stocked with trout that
•. • ; .IT -';Tr-.:, ' ' .•'. ' '^ £::« i. • ,• ' .• "r.'T^ r'r • ! . •'. ;• .-'^cul- ...» •
provided good fishing during the summer and fall months.
\ ".;-<!• r.v.-'.2a' i -s;."T .jao \• r.v.-' 2a i i . t (,<tc<Tf!Gflq -,•._'•. ,>.:;><= i.;./. ) . .^ u ''•• -
An estimated 350,850 anglers fished in Lake Mead during 1963. *»
••-.(:<-i: ,••:•.'! anJ 9sr..!e .•.''ir-ia TS.I': s':'rjj-:--fi .trrsit •',!.<>• s: 3-. r.T*'r.:^ » .ni^ /^r./,
A sampling of 960 anglers shoved the average catch to be 0.66 fish per
; '"h.v\.r?» 'ic'' -i v.,i ; ' l.r •- jci; £•<;•»,•• ?^ lD!:jtj«i.'r «=..)• . " :,n;(f/-": v ' J - i - i --. '
man-hour. The catch consisted mainly of largemouth bass with lesser
.
numbers of catfish, crappie and blue gill.
oJ a i/ioriou.: G. fo :>i-;u.Lo8 '*o 'jaoji^u jl-i^rstJO ^.^b/'l'T.nj oriT
In summary, the substrate of the Colorado River is unsuitable
nl L^^aJi ^ta ,x"'J. llitjA #nl~i.ti'o
for the development of bottom organism populations because of silt
shifting, sand. v,, The loir.populatlpnopf iphytoplankton in the Colorado
j/'^v,i voXS a ' • ' - . ; .c\ foil v,ai;'\i-s.jur/.t-t3no',River Is due'to the action of large quantities of suspended silt. The
" 3v 00.:-:, <.'•• So .Q:S./ -19. 1
Colorado River furnishes 62 percent of the soluble phosphorus by weight,
* Bassett, H. M. 1962. A creel census of streams In District II.
t From D-J Report No. F-7-R-5, Job C-2, Ariiona Game and; Fish Dept.
Phoenix, Arizona.
••! : • " • f -si., v,. ' tft'j'.ri'.'O'-j i j f j v I ' H ) (;«svm.,1 l./j '.-, Jn^TCii f ••>'!: ' . f,'.u^.i.'/lA.
**Vood, Norman. 196U. Aritona -Nevada Cooperative Fisheries Survey
1963. :;From.Mlnutesi^  Tech. > Coma >f of ^Colorado River Wildlife
Management Comm. Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada (Jan. 22, 1964).
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and 98 percent of the flow to Lake Mead. A limited channel catfish
fishery exists in the Colorado River upstream from Lake Mead.
Virgin River
The Virgin River has its origin in Zion National Park, Utah,
where the stream is composed of a series of riffles and pools. At
,, \ , ' ':
St. George, Utah, the stream bed widens and the rocks become covered
with fine sand. The benthic population in this reach (R.M. 386.50/
. '. I . • 'X ! • .' • ; '.'
109.0) was composed of three kinds of mayfly nymphs, one kind of
caddlsfly larvae, one kind of black fly larvae, and sludgeworms.
(Table 3^ )• The same types or organisms collected at the St. George
station were found at Littlefield, Arizona (R.M. 386.5/71). Wastes
discharged to the Virgin River from St. George, Utah did not degrade
the benthic population. At the last station on the Virgin River
before entering Lake Mead, silt had reduced the density of the benthic
..•T>«" >. ; ,;r---if v
organisms; however, the number of kinds of organisms remained essentially
v / ^ > A "?ciJ v^.j h'3fijj*jn?eb j f : r - • • • ;«vi;T '.irn" • • ' • ' -^ ' .v'ikji*: -..••; -.• i
the same as at upstream stations. The only location where organisms
i o 3 "too «-!>•!•;••'} '^;.;nw ^KTU-I .:. ~:.:*i lo ,ri. ,s « •• - ••<? :.;#*"< : ,.•••-!. :•':•
could be found at a downstream station was a submerged brush pile at
::JUJj)ar.1^  -*iV ^iv/ifl/AT BJ/la --a^-':T' .tJUJ*-4;;- *•••:••• • ' (?;''!-• "•. ''.•.'•!"'"•• *-'j
the head -end of an Island. Here the velocity was at its greatest and
;.,; • r* '^ ': . L-s*K.>q.tJOrv , .,'«-c-S - ~ . ;,p» 'f*o 'T ''.r/v : -T v-.ajj-; • • . • " • " !'•-
there was little chance for silt to settle on the organisms.
ci ' ;/ •'(*;••) 4 ''w.'.f'.: t*., .';., , .I*LC- -'•''" ;'- •'• ':- : ; T •'••'
Pollution from natural sources causes the degradation of the
Virgin River; namely, the silt resulting from the rapid runoff over
- . ; ; • , . .-'•• •. • >••• • 't. A.;- • ' ' ' . • ' •.- •
the arid, sparsely vegetated watershed. The phytoplankton population
: - Y- • ' '. ' ' : t'J «..'•} I. • 'I ' i . ' • . ; ••" '• •.'•'['
of the Virgin River at St. George was limited to 100 algae per ml by the
large quantities of silt. The attached algal population consisted of
a few pennate diatoms.
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The total phosphorus concentration at Riverside Arizona
(R.M. 386.50/48.4) in the Virgin River vas high (620 ;ig/l) because
• t .
large quantities of inorganic phosphorus vere bound to the silt. The
soluble phosphorus concentration, at this station hovever, vas loir
. . -d* . . • ; . < • . ..• . . • ••>•<"" • •••'! ' •' '• '
(25 ;ig/l). The contribution of soluble phosphorus to Lake Mead from
, • .. „, ....• ; ,;..-, . . - ; ' •' ••-:•'.•<•.:> :• • *«-:.M • ••' "'
the Virgin River vill remain at this lov concentration since the large
: ; >,; .; t ••' - • ' •>"•• '•"-»" ' ' '"' . •'••**•'*• . — '•' •' -' '
quantities of inertly bound phosphorus are settled and buried in bottom
,;-. M jt * i . , • • • , - . '• - • •• •-: '••'• .'•;'•• ••• , ! •ff.»-fl ' . ^  ' .' :V
sediment, and cannot be changed into the soluble form. The inorganic
I . . : / ' :-'„: .-. •,•'' . . •'-- •-"»::•• < • * ' * , .>..,;.\ I .'.' \.' ' >
nitrogen concentration of 0.7 mg/1 vould not significantly alter the
.••„•; - '-w^iuLf .1 ':.; ,•>.•-. '-f •'..••'' •;&*'•' 't( f-niA '-v.:. '^ voJil v..C'ii.tnf-i-r!
nitrogen concentration in Lake Mead because the lake's concentration
C ">'' . :;'H! 'Jff.S ... -i '•'>.•:.•; .V :; :.X"' f:;-.j'TO '!O 35»q\;f i-.'.ifi;! f^i'i1 . (if '3 ' • ' ::iT .'
vas already equal to or greater than this level. Wastes from St.
.,.._.-,. . f.i.YV'.'.•'••'• '•' l - :•.:'•<•»' ' •:-/-v.i-'»i».f;^J:J .'".c ;-;'n'c':; '^c^ w norar, •;•
George, Utah increased the ammonia nitrogen concentration from less
• • • < :<( ,;^n .6f k J r i ; > ' . ' . . - • - • • . - - - . ; ' • : ' : " . Jv iH rU;ji.i'. r-.M rJ . ' . ' -M-Tgi '^ ; • ] >
than 0.1 to 0.9 mg/1. The ammonia concentration vas reduced to 0.2
• . v C ' i iJljjiiV - ; - . . - ; • • > roi . t^ja ,'ix L V.I JA .nol.1:;li;qoq o.MJr.('jd s j - . ' f
mg/1 at Riverside, Nevada, the station farthest dovnstream on the
'v.j sri.t to ^J-laiTM- tvnj basuD^n 0Bd .tli:« ..bs?>M ;«!.&
Virgin River.
•i- ' .s iJsnJramsi amBtOiJ>.-i<.. to a6;ij> to ^ '^i':ay^ »n't .Tr
In summary, the Virgin River is not degraded by the activities
';onvio u-isrfv no,f,t^i-...,.' '{.Lio *uT .dnoJr.tj6.ta /rasijaqi;' .ta &a «fU48 ^f!,»-
of. man, but rather as a result of rapid runoff vhich transports fine
-»Ltr| riajJid i>ss~W1Ci"'8 te BJKV noJt.tata m«S(T.1afjwoi3 6 Ja ftnwo'l ad Jsl^-oo
particle of silts to the stream. These silts reduced the population
-as^jssia a^i ja SJBV -.rt.-5ol»v «rl^ stall .bnalal ns 'lo bns-basrt ^rfJ-
of bottom organisms from 39 per square foot, composed of 4 kinds, at
.awelaa^io arid .no *»J.,tJ-»B o,f JJfa tot snnArio slJ-^iJ aav aisriJ-
Llttlefield, Arizona, to a fev organisms that inhabit brush piles only
' H - -> •loljabBTusx) *>i;,? H!'ja;fan «-"> 11/013 ia^u^flf: mri'" noi.fulIc/T
at Riverside, Nevada. The phytoplankton population vas limited to
.'';<v<-;. biqty- >u .. . •: J •.•>:i.C;.M:.'.-J»f U.JK -"M , / l ' - n . ,C : . ;T?»vtH rs'. ' i^v
100 organisms per ml. The Virgin River provides 1.5 percent of the
• u i •-••"J-. 'f n xtr'ij rjn£cr» ' '.', • •".•"• . b'jr.c-'.••».i T-' f)t}.r*jio^9'1.- v, •' .>8t«'7o tbJ"rr t - r
flov and 2 percent of the soluble phosphorus to Lake Mead.
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Muddy River
The Muddy River empties into the Overton Arm of Lake Mead.
This river originates from several large springs situated 6 miles
northwest of Moapi, Nevada. The stream in the Glendale, Nevada
area is composed of rocks, riffles, and sandy pools. The benthic
population inhabiting the riffles was composed of 2 kinds of
midges, a sludgeworm, and 2 kinds of mayflies. Wastes from Glen-
dale, Nevada did not degrade the benthic population inhabiting the
Muddy River.
The degradation of the Muddy River, like that of most rivers
.•.' ;v> .;a?:--* ,• • •• - ' ••. J . .-;• •" • ': • . . . • ; • ''i.' : .
in the arid desert climate, is due to natural causes, namely, silt
. • . •-" •. -'".u<:' .' ' • > - ;.. • :- „ • ' ' .I:'/ '.- *!.!*•; ' I.'. . '-.
from rapid runoff. During April 1966 the Muddy River at Glendale,
. "•.:. .''• ' Cto-iir..1,
Nevada, (386.50/23.0/20.9) carried only a small silt load, per-
: ' ' 'V..' ':"•.•".:- '.'"< I.T'( "Vl'\ ' ' '~'"j'~:: ' .?>'KC.'> :..&;"i j..." •.) r"'f"'"~ ' ,
mittlng a benthic population of 2l8 organisms per square foot to
. *':""? ; .t ;.;,••." *••:•;<''"!j is ;r. •' £'. ', , '* •') ii. '.;•'•; :•• ./ :.i:- -. ; ,1: •', :.5"":Ih)" ' "•:
develop in riffle areas. Mayfly nymphs of the genus TrlcorythodeB sp.,
's^. s,--..«v»; ' •;• ••;• • '"'I;'..i' ,>a -f. :•••"> i 1 >.i:. ."-.fc i.svi'.•,•;.' .f** v.;. •/".'.•' ''
which are very resistant to even high silt concentrations, predominated
i •• .ay. ."r. • :.:. t ••-(:••.•,;• ••'•" . 0.. .... m 'y .•>,•..>.. -.; -...•• ;. j(':t/-f::j ?'..•.';'.....>.:-.
the benthic population. The phytoplankton population numbered 100
algae per ml in the Glendale, Nevada area. The attached algal popu-
lation on artificial substrates numbered, 1,517/000- per-square Inch,
or 100 times tihat of the Virgin River. The pennate diatoms, Nitzschia
and Cohnoneis, the green alga Basidadia, and the coccold group, pre-
dominated the attached algal population. :.
The nutrient contribution of. the Muddy River to Lake Mead was
Insignificant in that the concentration of soluble phosphorus was
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1*5 jug/1 and the total phosphorus concentration vas 300 jug/1, the
major portion of it being tied up in the silt. The inorganic
nitrogen concentration at the Glendale, Nevada station vas 0.7 mg/1;
but this also vas insignificant since phosphorus appears to be the
limiting element in Lake Mead.
In summary, the wastes entering the Muddy River do not degrade
the water or the substrate or adversely affect the population of
bottom organisms.
. , . . , ... • . i . , • . • '• • . •''.*''• , .
Las Vegas Wash
.>•{,••. vH.
The highest number of algae in Lake Mead occurred in the immedi-
- . . •• ',. '}<'< .r.... .j ...;,' ' •••'>s'f.'-< >..'.' t -"'V < > % •"• '. .1". .•-.>•., •. ?.ii'':
ate vicinity of the mouth of Las Vegas Wash. The highest value (39»300
algae/ml) vas obtained on April k, 1966 at the Park Service Buoy
:.• .:••;'. ' • ;'/» ....•; /.'./I ..••:.'.• •.-..: '-.-•.' , : . . • . ". r> ..:,:'.. . ' . i>.;v . .;c?.:r3 a?"
off Las Vegas marina (360.0).
^ ,:.:.' .)'.'• i, .'.i^.:^-.- .!'• V,..!..':.O f':iXl -.".<•.. •','< '/•- !J.; C- \k . fl- •} ^U^KV:.',
Surface algal counts exceeding 9, 000 /ml occurred for a distance
of 3 miles out from the mouth of the wash; surface counts exceeding
SSfXJ^ .hi'iOliil'J.1 S..n<3y,- -..a" !• • Bn'tjmY''' ti'T^ JoM ,S. ••.'•!••'..; -Jirt'" ;-CJt <JOf.OV5.>b
2, 000 /ml extended out 6 miles.* In the main body of Lake Mead the
!£.:'••>. :.'"C, , c».'OijjM"j.tH-";iioi.5 .i.t.j.a ,'l^ .iM -vvv.i oj .M;;V?f' h'.«n v -••••>,-- *)t« njj.flv
surface counts were less than 2,000/ml. The principal alga in the
OO.r ;:> - '• :;mirn nol^js.^b^oq .".•., txaf»£q<> '".fi^ e^i'T . uo i j .f.^^oq
i ,T.3 ^r:T . -vri-iL,: ^fve •/•«• If , *.t4ti>nv>.i'vi i>ric)' nt i
' •-"• ' ' -r-'T' ir'-rV V '!.' •' t.r.n- -a -(«•_' ...-. ^ !;... i .. .^ 'j ••• i' . !• -^' '• • •*•-, ff ^ [ <- f», V
*The studies of Las Vegas Bay have been reported in separate reports:
Anon. 1965. Algal and Hutrient Survey of the Surface Waters of Lake
MeadTJuper>-8, 1965- U.^S. rpublic Hefl^h Service, R(?l?er^0A.sTaft
SAnitary Engineering Center, Cincinnati, Ohio/ pp 8v (Mimeb)'
Anon 1966. Report on the Pollution1 in Las Vegas1 Wash and' Las Vegas
Bay. Dept. of Interior, Federal Water PollutiJn Control Administration,
Cincinnati, Ohio, pp 25 (Mimeo) ! j o T rf
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9,000/ml area was Oscillatorla sp. which, in many cases, comprised
50 percent of the total phytoplankton population. The arm of Lake
!<.:>* j,n .
Mead into which Las Vegas Wash empties was the only area that
. (" '•< '•' > .- •:','
exhibited surface algal concentrations 5 times greater than the sur-
face algal concentration observed in the main body of Lake Mead.
1 •' 1 '-t •" '
At Station SI-1 (near the Henderson and Las Vegas water
supply intake) surface algae numbered 1,600/ml, but contained
Asterlonella formosa and Fragillaria sp. Both of these species will
• • . • : • •••-<".• .-. .. ; ) . . . • • • . • ,!•'•.••,.• .. -•; .-: •
clog filters and shorten filter runs in water treatment plants. Two
. "•',.';;•'>: •},'-.} "•.•••.'•.•.••. ••• ;,•£"•.!< - •••' -i a.-^j -•'• . li-:... •:".' ' •' .''.•••'' "•••••
miles upstream from the Boulder City water treatment intake, the sur-
••• i .M MJ/?; /, '... - ':'., ••• .. .'•• :'.'•'• , ; < " . . . : ,.- • ' .-.V
face algal count was 900/ml and contained taste-and-odor-causing
•''':.••.. .-' -•. • ^t->.:'r^ ••"•-•iji i/. ' '<?•' • '" • ;«J:.1'-
algae, such as Oocystis sp. and 50/ml each of Asterionella formosa and
. •>. , .v, ••;:.; •••>.?•••'; . :.i" • ,• -. MJ' .';•" •. : ..' -. >;' --•*•'• '"•1"
Fragillaria sp.
; . : »^ JL '
Analytical results indicate that Lake Mead, except in Las Vegas
Bay, was phosphorus deficient in relation to those threshold limits
" '
that have been associated elsewhere in other lakes with algal blooms
- . - • • . -i.*- 'V' U? •'.'-.'•,:• ... r 1 ••.''•• .i..;j ,i.'-....; b awe,'. -...:' :;•" '- "'"
that interfere with various water usages. The surface portion of the
main body of Lake Mead contained a total phosphorus (P) concentration
of 5 jug A &n<^  no soluble P, whereas the 6-mile area out from the Las
•;. :•::•< ;••'.'"?:? . • > : \T" - - • ••.; , ' > . . ' . ' -
Vegas Wash contained a concentration of 2k >ig/l total P and 10 ug/1
• .:•' , ..CO,' •*:"! • . • •' • . : • . • • • • • ! ' ' ,i -.: .' ' '
soluble P.
: " !;' / .- --1 j.' . ; ' • . ;:.'' .
The surface inorganic nitrogen does not appear to be a limit-
ing fertility factor for phytoplankton production in Lake Mead
because concentrations exceeding 0.3 mg/1 occurred in the center of
no
the area containing less than 2,000 algae per ml. The total
organic nitrogen exceeded 0.5 mg/1 in surface water at many sampling
stations in the study area, indicating there was a large supply of
nitrogen available for the development of nuisance algal populations
if sufficient phosphorus were present.
In summary, nutrients entering Lake Mead from the Las Vegas
Wash were sufficient in quantity to produce surface algal concentra-
tions exceeding 39,300/ml in the immediate vicinity of the mouth of
. . . , , . . * • " • • . - ' • . . * • ' •' '" • ':I , . . / . ! • • ' . ' • - • > _ - ^
the wash. Algal concentrations in the lake decreased with distance
,.~. ••..«. j A.-, j;<««,•" • • . •' • • ' ?" ••• •: 1. •.'".'' •: :>: - • 'f r'! • ••'
from the mouth of the wash. Algal populations near the Henderson-
Las Vegas water supply intake and the Boulder City intake were char-
acteristic of Lake Mead surface waters and were not influenced by
the algal populations produced by the nutrients discharged from the
Las Vegas Wash.
Lake Mead
Lake Mead received 1,98^  pounds per day of soluble phosphorus
from four inflows during the April 1966 survey: (l) 62 percent or
1,231 pounds per day was contributed by the Colorado River; (2) 35
.
percent or 711 pounds per day by the Las Vegas Wash; (3) 2 percent
•->:<< iv -\"'\;wo a^ 'j^  "..i'T- ' •^ r<:; r,.?-j r ••.••-•• ;" ••»!;!!!..':;•:) n" '.;•.- \\y\' ':o
or 33 pounds per day by the Virgin River; and (4) 1 percent or 9
.•1 i lU'v M .'.I; ' : • \..' U • ^ i . ' r i " . '' '.•:•. )'.. Jri .•:••'.',.. :'•?;;'(.' C •^T,':''V
pounds per day from the Muddy River. The flow in the Colorado River
•': '.;[• .•[.",:
was 15,200 cfs and the Las Vegas Wash contributed 31 cfs.
•i - . - , . • . - • . • : . , . ,.- ,,., . !•-. : !•.• • - . - . ; -, ... t •••-,•• . v
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Previous studies, Anon (1965) of Lake Mead showed the only
area exhibiting any increase in algae and nutrients above the
open water of Lake Mead to be Las Vegas Wash arm.
The contribution of soluble phosphorus by the Las Vegas
sewage treatment plants was the most significant source of nutrient
pollution resulting from man's activities in the Lower Basin.
Havasu Lake - Metropolitan Water Intake
Fhytoplankton populations in Lake Havasu at the metropolitan
water intake (R.M. 200:65) numbered 350 algae per ml. The predominant
alga was Dinobryon sp. This alga is known to-cause filter clogging,
but at the low numbers observed, problems are not likely to arise.
On the floor of the intake structure for the pumping station,
Asiatic clams, Corbicula fluminea, were observed. Asiatic clams have
occurred in tht system for several years and have purportedly 'caused
hydraulic problems in the transmission of Colorado River water to
California. < ,-
There were no significant pollution sources observed In this
reach of the Colorado River*that had an adverse effect on the aquatic
life. • ', ••• >•• , • : • • . . ' • : • - • . , ,• • • ' • • . • - • • •
Colorado River- Parker Dam to Parker, Arizona
The reach of the Colorado River from Parker Dam to Parker,
Arizona is used extensively for recreation. The benthic population
in this reach, as in most of the Colorado River, was limited. It was
comprised of midges, sludgeworms, Asiatic clams, mayfly nymphs and
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beetle larvae. The predominant organism In this reach was the Asiatic
clam which numbered 15 per square foot. No effect from the intense
recreational use on the benthlc population could be observed in this
reach.
The phytoplankton population near Parker Dam (R.M. 198:10)
numbered 300 algae per ml with Dinobryon sp. predominating. At the
lower end of this reach (R.M. 182.5) the algal population numbered
kOO per ml and flagellated green algae predominated. An Increase of
.the above magnitude in the phytoplankton population and the change
in species were not significant because the density remained low. As
, a result of the intense recreational activity on this reach of river,
the total phosphorus concentration increased from less than 5/Wl "to
- 10 ug/1. The soluble phosphorus remained at the same concentration
3AI.I (less -than 5 >ig/l), indicating:that-the available phosphorus was
n Immediately incorporated into algal-growth. The'inorganic nitrogen
concentration (0.7 ng/1) remained constant from Parker Earn to Parker,
; Arizona. :• - -io.f. •: '' < -:,»• ';'••"• ; v ••;. ••• ,-',-•'',
•,-;.pjs ?.; The fish population between Parker Dam and Parker, Arizona
was composed of warm-water species such as catfish, largemouth black
bass, sunfish and carp. A creel census conducted by personnel of the
California Fish and Game Department found a poor catch rate of 0.16
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fish per hour between October and December 19^2.* Even so, .the
river bank was lined with fishing camps during the 1966 survey.
In summary, wastes from the intense recreational activity in
the stream reach from Parker Dam to Parker, Arizona did not adversely
affect the population of bottom organisms. The slight increase in
phosphorus did not cause a significant change in the algal population.
Colorado River Indian Reservation
The inlet channel for the Colorado River Indian Reservation
irrigation system is located 2 miles upstream from Parker, Arizona.
The population of bottom organisms inhabiting this channel was comprised
of midges, black flies, sludgeworms and Asiatic clams. Predominant
in this population .was the Asiatic clam which numbered 197 per square
foot (R.M. rl84.o). The bottom substrate in the inlet channel was com-
prised offine gravel, fine sand, and silt. , _v ;>-
The:irrigationrreturn canal, 11 raileS;(R.J«!. 139.6) upstream
from .Blythe, California supported a mixed population,of bottom
organisms predominated by midges and Asiatic clams. The Asiatic clam
population, however,, was reduced in the .irrigation return canal to
5 per square foot. The substrate of the return canal was comprised of
silt. The change In the population of bottom organisms in the irrigation
*Soule, Scott. 1963. Summary of California Fishery Activities
Along the Colorado River for 19t>2. From Minutes, Tech. Comm. of
the Colorado River Wildlife Nat. Comm. Meeting, Davis Camp, Arizona
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system was a result of a change in stream habitat and flow velocity
rather than a direct degradation of water quality by irrigation return
flows.
The phytoplankton population in the inlet channel was similar
to that found in the Colorado River. The algae numbered 50 per ml
and were predominatly flagellated green algae. The attached algal
population numbered 1,262,500 per square inch and was predominantly
pennate diatoms; on a few of the rocks along the canal bank, short
strings of Cladophbra sp. were found. L
In the secondary return canal (139.6/1.6) the phytoplankton
population had increased to 2,700 algal cells per ml and was composed
primarily of coccoid green algae. In a main return canal, flagellated
green algae numbered 200 per ml. The attached algal1 population num-
bered 992,700 per square inch in the secondary return canal approximately
the same as in;'the inlet canal; The centric diatom Bidduephia laevis
predominated volumetrically, while the pennate>diatoms predominated
numericallyi 'd': '-'••'• • •.•••^^•. . • > ' • > • , " . • . • . • •:, ••/••: KI..-,-,
*n*'. > -ijhe soluble Iftibsphorus concentration in"1 the-return'canal was 27
jig/l: cbmpared to < 5 jSg/1 in the! Tinlet canal; the total phosphorus
concentration increased from 10 to *H pg/1. These iricreasesrin the
total and soluble phosphorus are attributed to agricultural practices.
•' • • ' • • . - . ' ' • " ' • • u- I J !// , , •'
The Colorado River Indian Reservation .irrigation sysjtem, returned 1.2
pounds of soluble phosphorus per day to the Colorado River at the time
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of the survey. Whereas the inorganic nitrogen concentrations
remained relatively unchanged, with 0.7 mg/1 entering and 0.3 mg/1
leaving the irrigation system.
In summary, bottom organism populations in the Colorado River
Indian Reservation irrigation system were adversely affected by
increased quantities of silt and decreased stream velocities. The
phytoplankton population increased, but not to the extent that they
interfered with water usage in the Colorado River. The soluble and
total phosphorus concentrations increased 5-fold and 4-fold, respectively,
but neither was*present'in sufficient quantity to increase the plankton
•• population "in the Colorado'River. The inorganic nitrogen concentration
remained approximately the same.
Palo Verde Irrigation System ; "
£a The inlet canal of'i;he Palo Verde Irrigation system is situated
11 abouli 1 •mile-'upstream (RiMv l4O'.:2) from the outlet 'drain ofAth!e Indian
~iJ•'• •' Reservation irrigation dfstffct'.'" The population of bo€t'6m;6rlg$[niBms
' inhabiting the ihl'et canal was'"composed of mayfly1 nymphs, caddisfly
1 larvae,1 %nd As'iatic^ clams'.'"' This 'clean wafer population^  as 'described,
provided food fdr a gamerfish pbpulatiori. The sufastrate'bf ^e inlet
canal was composed of'silt and roclc. Three miles downstream from the
town of Ralo Verde the irrigation return drain empties into tHe Colorado
River (R.M. 101.'5). The population of bottom'organisms in the return
drain was composed of the same types of organisms as were found in the
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inlet canal. The phytoplankton population of the inlet canal numbered
200 per ml vith a yellow-green alga Dinobryon sp. predominating. The
attached algal population numbered Zjk,kQQ per square inch vith
Diatoma sp. predominating. In the return drain the phytoplankton
population numbered 600/ml (R.M. 101.5/2.0). A similar increase vas
noted in the attached algal community. The attached algal population
increased to 4,9^ 3,000 per square inch and the predominant alga vas
Achnanthes sp_.
Use of Colorado^ River water,for irrigation in,the Palp Verde
irrigation system increased,the soluble phosphorus from 5-ug/l in
, the inlet caneJ. to 11 ug/1,in the outlet canal. Total phosphorus
increased from 20 to 93 ug/1. The concentration of inorganic nitrogen
remained at the same level ,,lt: . ...... . , T-v i
., . B i .^ ,The Palo^ erd* irrigation system returned 31 pounds of soluble
er^ day %$ the.,Colorado River. ,,110 .detectable increase in
d^ea,^ could be found6,in the^  return dralfii for the chemicals tested.
„i : t :^ r , A^ym!lS^f'U^ P^ EV>la^ io9,P,f ^ 9^ tpn.,orga^ sjns4n^ heirreturn
., drain^  containe^ .^ he Hsamen^ y^ s;.of^ animals.as .fqu^  in^ the.^ nlet canal.
The phy^ op^ lan.^ ton populAtiq^  increased.2,5 times while the attached
algpap^ pu^ tlo^  Increased 2p-fol<i. JThis .increaBe resulxed from the
addition ,of nutrients to.the irrigation system. The soluble^  and total
phosphorus .concentrations increased^ .5-fold and 5-fold, respectively.
No significant change was observed in the concentration of inorganic
nitrogen.
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Imperial Dam to Laguna Dam
The productivity of aquatic life was greatly increased in
the reach of river from Imperial Dam to Laguna Dam. The population
of bottom organisms in the Imperial Dam area (R.M. 50.0) was com-
posed of midges and Asiatic clams. The population of bottom organ-
isms downstream from Laguna Dam (R.M. kk.O) comprised 12 types of
> f-i * • " ' • : , . ' ' ' i •
organisms, including midges, Asiatic clams, caddisflies, black flies,
' • - ' '- - v •
mayflies, and beetle larvae. This increase in bottom organisms resulted
from an increased food supply. The phytoplankton population increased
from 800 algae per ml at Imperial Dam to 2,600 per ml at Laguna Dam,
, '. - ..,; , •,:•• • .•,-• • . , . • : •'•' r .; •:'. •;; v ••• -• • ••' •'•"<-" •-'';'
as a result of an increase in major nutrients. Soluble phosphorus con-
-• v - •. ; --} !'?<„ ••'. • ..• ••.•••»,;•••,'••> , : . ;~r . ...•;•.,:•• ...•';..'•.»''•••'•'•. ' •
centrations averaged 17 and 10 jig/1 respectively at Imperial and
Laguna' Dams. The total phosphorus concentration decreased from 35 to
V ,U "•? . f:"4'. n.i,ii:.'iUJ ~.)U i;; •' J i; , -'li: '>n^ r. ."../nonr '..<.• ;)CJ »J'i.'jjc« »;1J .''"'-.
Ih summary, the increase in the population of bottom organisms
i ' - . ;'i' - >- '* :".-,' : >'•>»(;. '••, :-r--- ..•-.: :.; -..Oii'.. • .'.". fii'o 1 -id3 ..ri'*J."
observed in the Laguna Dam area resulted from an increase in nutrients.
This'1 in turn increas'ed'^ the algal population and provided more food
J'X-'*-1 " »H •>'•••• *"f" V i W '-**•'•*•- -• ' vl » •*. V^**. ' - •' ••:-«• — * '-' - - - •-•-"^  - ••• -- ••-for the bottom organisms.
Yuma, Arizona to Nbrelos Dam
Upstream from Yuma's raw sewage discharge the population of
bottom organisms numbered lU2 per square foot, with 5 kinds present.
Caddisfly larvae predominated. The bottom substrate in this reach
• •' U> ;!• •:'•• . •:, i: -••:• • -. - ; • .• • ; ••:> • .. ' ' ':':"•••
was fine sand. Fifty feet downstream from the sewage discharge
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(R.M. 27.0) only midges and sludgeworms inhabited the stream bed.
These pollution-tolerant organisms were feeding on the organic
sludge mixed with the fine clay substrate. About 5.5 miles down-
stream from the sewer outfall, the Colorado River had assimilated
the raw sewage wastes sufficiently to permit the development of a
mixed population of benthic organisms. At this station (R.M. 21.3)
the population of bottom organisms was composed of 9 types with a
density of 87 per square foot. The increase in the number of kinds
was in the midge group which are intermediately pollution-tolerant
animals.
i " -.- .. •. -- . . , '^,- . • ' . . - • • " "••-; ' • • ' ' -, . - . V V. fY.'t . --' -
The phytoplankton population in this reach of the Colorado
River remained unaltered by the discharge of sewage from Yuma,
... • ... T; ,- ,• ••;.., , . ' •.. ;$ ™ c'J.v. . • ' . - • ^- -- .-' ;' '•:-•:.-• :
Arizona. The phytoplankton population was predominantly coccold
greens and numbered 3,800/ml. Downstream from the sewage treatment
plant, the soluble phosphorus concentration was unchanged, 25 pg/1;
-«•*•• ii '-\ " •* * f. ' • ''• '\ • t*' •'".."t <\ f' ' ".>"' .'.'i-! 'V *\e* • -'A. '*. * • *T flL *• T" '"' ''5 i
i" 1 ' .-' ll* 1-.-' ' O '-'•..' i *.J •. :' - -'• ' * ' " • ' ' .,>•'•, .. . 7i *.l. , •' * 1 • • , ..Tf > -tt • .• • I -
however, the total phosphorus increased from 63 to 138 ^ 8/X«
Of the 20 pesticides for which water samples were^ analyzed,
only trace quantities (less than 1jMg/l) of some were, detected in
the water samples collected in the Yuma area. Presence, of the other
pesticides was not*indicated.
The fishery between Imperial Dam and Morelos was severely
limited by the large quantities of silt resulting from runoff and
the desilting operation at the All-American canal. There is no
recreational development of the river in this reach. A few fishermen
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utilize the river near Yuma, Arizona with catches consisting mainly
of catfish, mullet, and carp.
In summary, raw sewage from Yuma adversely affects the popu-
lation of bottom organisms downstream for approximately 2 miles
(Figure 40). The phytoplankton population was not affected by the
wastes discharged because of high stream velocities. The soluble
phosphorus concentration was not increased, but the total phosphorus
increased U-fold. The inorganic nitrogen concentration remained un-
changed. The fishery in this reach is limited by the large quantities
of silt entering the river in the reach near Imperial Dam.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
Table 1
Tenmile Creek Sailing Stations
STATION NUMBER STATION DESCRIPTION
T-l Clinton Gulch-at its diversion for
the water supply of Climax Molybdenum
Plant. It would normally enter the
Tenmile Creek one mile downstream
from Searle Creek confluence.
T-2 Kbtono Creek-at its diversion. It would
normally enter Searle Creek just up-
stream from the abandoned town of Kokomo.
T-3 Sear]* Creek -upstream from its diversion.
It enters Tenmile Creek h miles down-
stream from Climax.
T-U SearleCreek-50 yards upstream from its
confluence with Tenmile Creek.
T-5 Tenmile Creek-100 yards downstream from
Climax molybdenum ponds and one-quarter
mile upstream from Sear ]e Creek.
T-6 Tenmile Creek -two miles downstream
from Searle Creek near Mayflower Gulch.
T-7 Tenmile Creek-1*^  miles downstream' from
Searle Creek an
Tenmile Creek.
d 3 /£ miles upstream from West
T-8 Tenmile Creek-1,000 yards upstream, from
- West Tenmile Creek.
T-9 1,000 yards downstream. from West Tenmile
Creek. . „
T-10 . " ' , '•; .. Tenmile Crtf&k-halfr Way between West Teidmile
£•;; : ; > " ' and Frisco, Colorado, near Officers Gulch.
;'. ( I' ' ' ' i . i ; •
T-ll Tenmile Creek- just upstream of Frisco,
Colorado.
T-12 Tenmile Creek-1,000 yards upstream from
Billion Reservoir.
T-13 West Tenmile Creek-200 yards upstream
from its confluence with Tenmile Creek.
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TABLE 3
Eagle River Sampling Stations
Station Number-River Mileage
57.7-0.5
57*7-10
- 50 "..
U9.9-0.1
49.3-1.0
~a.'. t'i
48
47.5
46.5 if
46.5 rt
44.2
43.8-0.2
Station Description
Eastfork of Eagle River 0.5 Mile Up-
stream of Confluence.
West Fork of Eagle River 1 Mile Upstream
from Confluence.
Eagle River 0.5 Mile Upstream of
Redcliff, Colorado.
Turkey Cr. one-tenth Mile Upstream of
Confluence with Eagle.
Eagle River 0.2 Mile Upstream of the
Confluence with Homestake Cr.
Homestake Creek One Mile Upstream from
Confluence with Eagle River.
Eagle River 0.5 Mile Upstream from
Belden.
Eagle River at Gelman Upstream of
Tailings Piles. ;•
Eagle River (left bank) at Discharge
of old New Jersey Tailings Ponds.
Not influenced by discharge.
Eagle River (right bank) at Discharge
of Old New Jersey Tailings Ponds. In-
fluenced by Discharge.
Eagle River Upstream from Spring Effluent
of New Jersey Zinc Tailings Ponds.
Cross Creek 0.2 Mile Upstream from
Eagle River.
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TABLE 3
Eagle River Sampling Stations (Con't.)
Station Number- River Mileage Station Description
k3.8-U.O Cross Creek 0.5 Mile" Upstream from
New Jersey Zinc Tailings Pond
Effluents.
U2.5 Eagle River One Mile Upstream of
Minturn, Colorado.
, IfO.l •'•'-•: Eagle River 1.5 Miles Downstream of
Minturn, Colorado, One Mile Upstream
of Gore Creek Confluence.
- , - - . • ; . • ; ' • . ' . . . . - . .-•••(' " .' ->•' . - '
39.9-U .,-.:-. Gore Creek One Mile Upstream of
Vail, Colorado.
•V V- V" . ••:.: -,i •••' • ' • --.. '.v.;
39.9-1.0 , . ; . , ; ,v •'•.<-. Gore Creek One Mile Upstream of Con-
fluence with Eagle River.
.. . .
13.1 . ;> .;.-. >,.i-.- • - !v .,n'?.rilnc: Eagle River 0.5 Mile Upstream of
Eagle, Colorado.
!• r .:.',•,; :.,U ' '. ;M •: ;v.;' '.i/urM u':
11.9 • ! : * • " ! Eagle River One Mile Downstream of
Eagle, Colorado.
.• i .i^ o-.. ,-.• - c? - . • • : . f - '; ; ;H 'j.i vi.-i^  •"' • ; '
6.8 . , < ! ^ ; , i i i rB j Eagle River 1.0 Mile Downstream of
Gypsum, Colorado.
- . , •'!')?. tC! ;u; ( 'id.S'.f :''i'i. • '!•-.• if. t) i./.? '•( '- - ?• ? < ;
Q*2 , ,; !! r-r • w )V] .jc ':o Eagle River 0.2 Mile Upstream from
' .,., '.Hri:,;:. .d s >;. >.;! u, ::..^K the Confluence with the Colorado.
U6/. 5-0.1 /•, . .. .f ;•; , . ••; Effluent from Old New Jersey -Zinc
v.f •-, Ponds.
M*. 1-0. 2 Spring Drain from New New Jersey Zinc
, , , Ponds.
3^.8-3.0-0.1 Effluent from New New Jersey Zinc
Ponds to Cross Creek. .
TUU *f - EAGLE RIVHi
Bottom Fauna Data - No. Per 3q. Ft.
October 1966
1217. "> -0.2
Brechyptera sp.
Isoperla sp.
Pteronarcella sp.
Nevoura sp.
Mayflies
Epneaerella sp.
Heptagenla sp.
Baetls sp.
Poeudocloeon sp.
iihithrogena sp.
Paraleptophlebla sp.
Cadaisflles
Psychbvyla sp.
Arctopsycbe sp.
Bracbycentrus sp.
Polycentropua >p.
CaosaoWBa sp.
Hydropsycbe sp.
Beetles
Beterllwiius sp.
Optloservus sp.
Cylloepus sp.
Midges
Spaniotom sp.
Pseudocblronosnu sp.
Pentaaeura sp.
Crlcotopus sp.
57.7-1.0 *9.5 1*9.3-1.0
Lf Rt
60 10
8 3
7
It
It
12
It
12 IB
5
7
.
1
-
33
1
26
6
100
21
10
26
.
20
2*
.
8
50
5
**5
37
3
88
.
8
It
8
7
3
1
lltl
_
11
2
20
9
11
72
19
17
12
16
2
11*
2
_
-
37
17
1
1_
2
1
-
—
22
-
2
2
1
15
14
-
1
i.
11
15
11 16
8
lit
itu
12
2
2
6
38
19 56
5
5 80
2
28
30
18
ItO.l
7
It
11
12
1
6
2
80
16
Atberlx sp.
Tlpulldae
Biting Midges
FalpoByia sp. 8
Psycbodldae 6
Efcopldidae
Plaaarians
Heastodes
SludgevorBS
I\Bber of Kinds 11
lIuBtcr Per Sq. Ft. 132
1WU1 Im 0.8
QBPBBIMB ^0.08
ItMMBBa** O.1
Zlae O.oe
o»fa»r o.oe
Miljliilamsi O.5
Laa> O.oe
1
2
2
1*
66
0.6
o.oe
O.I
o.oe
o.oe
0.5
O.Ol
i
i
-
in
2*1
0.8
0.08
0.1
O.O8
0.02
0.5
O.Ol
. 8 IT
1 1
2 2
1
1 1
-
16 19
323 38T
O.8
o.oe
O.I
o.oe
o.oe
0.5
O.Ol
2
36
1*
26*
0.5
o.oe
0.1
o.oe
o.oe
0.5
0.01
5
5
it
30
15
t
302
0.5
0.02
0.1
0.13
O.02
0.5
o.oa
i
8
9
77
0.*
o.oe
O.I
o.oe
o.oe
0.5
0.01
2
*
13
TO
M
o.oe
o.e
0.150.02
0.5
o.oi
-
-
0
0
3.-*
o.oe
10.6
*.i
0.10
0.5
0.02
-
-
2
3
1.6
o.oe
1.1
0.31
o.oe
0.5
0.01
1
2
-
8
15
1.0
o.oe
*-3
1.7
0.02
0.5
o.oe
2
6
I"1
158
0.2
o.oe
O.I
o.oe
o.oe
0.5
0.01
-
-
It
3*
1.*
o.oe
2.0
0.580.02
0.5
0.01
5
1
-
A
153
0.9
O.O2
1.6
0-57
o.oe
0.5
-0.01
to\J1
39-9-4
TABLE k - EAOL1 RIVER
Bottom Fauna Data - Ho. Far Sq. Ft.
Oetobar 1966
9-1.0 13.1 11.9 6.8 0.2 44.1-0.2 43.8-3.0-0.1
Stonefllea
Pteronarcya ip.
Pteronarcella »p.
Brachyptera ap.
laoperla ap.
Mayfllea
H«ptag»nla ap.
Rhltbrogena ap.
Epbenerella ap.
Baetla ip.
Paeudocloeon ap.
Caddiafliea
Ballopayche ap.
Oloaaoaona ap.
Brachycentrua ap.
Hydropayche ap.
Cheunatopeyche ip.
Arctopayche ap.
Agrayle* ap.
Paycboayla ap.
Beetlee
Hatarllonlta ap.
Optlbaerru* ap.
Blaekfliea -v: >
" ProalaulluB ap.
Ktdgea
Klcrotandlpea ap
1
14
26
2
20
k
1
2
25
1
79
185
37
2
29
13
3
96
32
2*.
256
126
640
560
6
129
243
31
7
10
9
26
170
162
- Spaniotoaja, ap.
Crlcotopui ap.
TlpulldM
Atherlx ap.
BlepharocerldM
Sludgeworni
Ho. of Klnda
Ruaiber Per Sq. Ft.
CHBCCAL DATA - B«/l
Total Iron
ChrtmluB
Manganeae
Zinc
Copper
Molybdenun
Lead
4
-
8
75
<0.2
<0.02
0.1
<0.02
<0.02
<0.5
0.01
10
3
11 '
4
2
17
385
<D.2
<0.02
<0.1
<0.02
<0.02
<D.5
<0.01
1
2
3
-
12
214
0.2
<0.02
<0.1
0.04
O.02
0.5
O.01
88
1
2
-
11
1835
0.3
O.02
0.1
0.03
0.02
0.5
O.01
1
-
15
453
0.3
0.02
O.I
0.04
O.02
0.5
O.01
3
1
2
-
13
390
0.5
O.02
O.I
0.03
O.02
0.5
O.01
2700
0.04
880
240
1.1
0.5
0.01
60
o
310
26
0
O
0
.0
.02
.0
.18
.5
.02
1
O
14
6
0
O
.1
.02
.0
.0
.06
.5
-
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TABLE 5
Roaring Fork Sampling Stations
Station Number - Mileage
1199-1*8
hk
U3-1.2
U3-1.0
U3-2.0
U2.1
Uo
38 If &- rt
Station Description
Roaring Fork River 0.1 Mile Upstream
of Aspen, Colorado.
Roaring Fork River 0.3 Mile Upstream
of Aspen Sewage Treatment Plant.
Roaring Fork River 0.7 Mile Downstream
from Aspen Sewage Treatment Plant.
Hunter Creek 0.2 Mile Downstream
from the Aspen Consolidated Mining
Co.
Hunter Creek O.h Mile Downstream
from the Aspen Consolidated Mining
Co.
Hunter Creek 0.8 Mile Upstream from
the Aspen Consolidated Mining Co.
Roaring Fork River 0.9 Mile Down-
stream from the Confluence with
Hunter Creek.
Roaring Fork River across from
Aspen Meadows.
Roaring Fork River at Woody Creek
Road Downstream of Wood Creek,
Colorado.
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TABLE 7
Colorado River Sampling Stations
C-l Colorado River from State Highway 13 Bridge at Rifle.
RC-2 Rifle Creek on Highway 6-2k Bridge West of Rifle.
C-3 Colorado River at Water Intake of Union Carbide Plant at Rifle.
C-H Colorado River at Rulison Bridge off Highway 6-2k about
Six Miles Below Union Carbide.
C-5 Colorado River at U5 Rd. Bridge in DeBeque near Water Intake.
PC-6 Plateau Creek at Highway 65 Exit from 1-70.
C-7 Colorado River at Bridge Entering Public Service Power Plant
Near Cameo Exit from 1-70.
C-8 Colorado River at Clifton Bridge in Clifton Above Grand
Junction.
C-9 Colorado River at 5th Street Bridge in Grand Junction.
G-15 Gunnison River at Bridge N. of AEC Compound in Grand Junction.
C-10 Colorado River Wade in above Irrigation Return 1.2 Mi. on
West Ave. after Right Off Highway 3^ 0.
C-ll Colorado River at Highway 3^ 40 Bridge above Fruit a.
C-12 Colorado River Walk in at East Side of American Gilsonite
Plant. -
C-13 Colorado River at Loma - WPSS Station.
C-lU Colorado River at Westwater - 3 Mi. below Stateline.
C-16 Colorado River from State Highway 128 Bridge in Utah.
C-17 Colorado River at Highway 160 Bridge above Moab.
C-18 Colorado River below Moab.
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TABLE tt
Colorado Hirer
Grand Junction - Maab
Botto» Fauna Data - Bo. Per Sq. Foot
July-August 1966
Hirer Mileage 1119.8
C-7
Caaeo
Stonefllea
Brachyptera sp.
Perlesta placida
Mayflies
Rhlthrogena sp. 1
Baetls sp. 7
Pseudocloeon sp. 13
Trlcorythodes sp. 3
Heptagenia sp.
Aajeletus sp.
Choroterpes sp.
Traverella sp.
Caddisflies
Hydropsyche sp. 22
Cheaatopayche sp. 38
A^ -aylea sp.
Brochycentrus sp.
Bydroptlla sp. •
Arctopsycbe sp.
Beetles
Cylloepus sp.
True Flies .
HLackflies '"'•
SiMiliu. sp.
EBpididae 1
TipulidM
Midges
PraudnrM ronoaus sp.
Spanioto»a sp. 2
Teadipes sp.
Polypedilusi sp.
Pentaaeur* sp.
Cr<cotopus sp.
CryptochlronoBua sp.
BluodsoiSM
Tendipes
Bcsatode
Slugmoras
Total Kinds 8
Total Bo./Sq. Ft. 87
1109.05
C-8 U.S
Clifton
2
15
2
71
16
20
5
•
190
10k
2
28
1
,
38
25
1
9
o r-i
?.i
-i
5
17
53k
11O8.5 1102.80
C-8 D.S. C-9
Clifton M»ln Chen.
16
32 16
... 28
152 60 -
k8 « 12
'6k '^ -
..
; ~ 12
"*-
138k "' k2k • i
800 i 288 -
izL ' ' ~~''
:» P" • :f:
_ >,' ^ .,
rt ?•
TV
'-. '^
16 -
,< '^ .,
:-; j; ., f
r- -- x-' /.
- x & " :
;
168
"288 ko.
"l
ko
•-'16 '-~' '-.'• •'
K .8;. '
3 !> --. ."."-
r T fi~? ^ >
'^  o £ :.>
16 , 12
Ik 12
3065 9kl
1102.8 1102.2 1102.2
C-9 C-9A C-9A
Lf. Bk. Main Chan. Lf. Chan.
;,
'r. "
—'-.'
71 '••
~. • 6 :
-•"r' . '
i. 5
^\7 r- ko •
;7 77
si
U*" *~T '• •
^ >-•
. - , . * .
~- i x
'* '-
,j -\' '•j
vT •?'
,.; • '
>i":
10 15 '
r "*
"; 10
'-•• ? .2 '
,-:TO .; ik . .. •
. P o '"•.:• < .' f
" h-l p ".' • r
&^  S S • - t ; ;r.
2
6 " 13 0
15k 253 0
1099.5
C-9B
Rt. Bank
7
7
Ik
11%;
kl-
5k
19k
3kO
I*
68
88
82
.:
•'. . ; ,•
y. •
7
13
1030
1099-5
C-9C
Lf. Bank
2
2
153
102
2
3
6
26k
1098
C-10
Lf . Chan.
k
36
172
20
Iko
8k
k
280
116
8
160
k72
12
Ik96
109L1
C-ll
Fruita
8
12
68
16
52
16
8
20
56
ko
12k
11
kao
1089 108k 1058.7
C-11A C-13 C-lk
Salt Wash Loam Westvater
k 6
20 20
6k 56
V
2
20 12
ko 6
2
Ik
52 20
51
3 k 28
7 k 2
3 8 12
6l 208 172
0995.
C-17
Maab
8
k
k
3
16
TABL7, 9
Slate River Sampling Stations
SAMPLING STATION DESCRIPTION
S-l Slate River-1 mile upstream of Standard
mill
S-2 Slate River-50 feet upstream from the
confluence with Coal Creek
SR-3 Coal River-50 feet upstream from the
confluence with the Slate River
SR-U Slate River-100 yards downstream of
Coal Creek
SR-5 Coal Creek-100 yards upstream from
Keystone Mill
SR-6 Mine drainage water sample only
SR-7 Coal Creek 100 yardo downstream of
Keystone Mine drainage
SR-8 Slate River-at Highway 131 crossing
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TAJU 10
SLAT! BIVCT
Bottom fauna Data
Numbar Per Squart Foot
Octobtr 1966
STOUEFLIES
Ncmoura op.
Bruchy:.lcra cp.
rtL'ronorcc'Ha L;P.
I::opcrlu sp.
Leuctra up.
MAYFLIES
Bhlthrogcna t:p.
1'arnlc-ptophlebla cp.
Kphcmcrclla ::p.
Baltic op.
I'seudocloeon sp.
Hc-ptogenla sp.
CADDIS FLIES
Palycentropuo cp.
Arclopsychft Bp.
Brachycentrus cp.
Hydropsyche cp.
Agraylea sp.
Psychatnyia sp.
BEETLES
lleterllmnluc ap.
Cleptelmls sp.
MIMES ! . '
Spimialama sp.
I'seudochlronoraus ep. ''
IVnteneure sp.
I Pmi°*E . ' • . ; . , _ .
TlfULIPAE
i'LANARIANS
oLUDGEWOHMS
HB-IATODES
Nuiibpr if Kinds
i^unlK-r ier Square F^jt
CilKMlCAL DATA (ni'l):
T - n l Irjn .
Clirv-.iu:-.
" ,i..jn;>-. •<-
' ! , . •
C .,. :
'•• ./l.l. I.-.;.-:
:t .
SB-I SB-8 SB- 3 SR-1
2
7 10 2 2
1 2
2
125 80
2 Ml "t2
3 30 1 6U
1 1 10
2
1
1
1 2
5 !"• , . 5
2'
2
- : ; ;
2
5 ,10 20
10 l"l
2
1 2
20
1
111 8 8 11
10% • 192 15 162
O.2 0.2 O.2 0.2
O.02 O.02 O.02 O.02
O.I O.I 0.2 O.I
0.02 O.02 0.17 0.03
O.02 O.02 O.02 O.02
O.5 O.5 O.5 O.5
0.51 O.01 O.01 O.01
SH-5
I
2
1
5
10
8
1
2
9
1
1
ll
11
13
56
0.2
O.02
1.3
0.33
0.02
0.5
O.O)
SR-7 SR-B
1
22
111
1
2
9
38li
1
1*
1
2 10
1 12
2 107
11.0 0.2
0.02 0.02
1(1.0 0.1
26.0 0.06
i .ti 0.07
0.5 0.5
2.0 O.01
8B-b
22.6
0.02
63.0
35.0
2.3
0.5
3-37
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TABLE 11
GUNNISON RIVER SAMPLING STATIONS
G-l Gunnison River above Gunnlson on Highway 135.
OhC Ohio Creek, 2.5 Miles Up from Mouth.
G-3 Gunnison River below Gunnison about 3 Miles.
G-U Gunnison River at Highway 1U9 Bridge above Headwaters of
Blue Mesa Reservoir.
G-5 Gunnison River at Discharge Pipe from Blue Mesa Dam.
NFG-6 North Fork of Gunnison River above Paonia.
NFG-7 North Fork of Gunnison River below Paonia
NFG-8 North Fork of Gunnison River above Hotchkiss (B St.)
NFG-9 North Fork of Gunnison River below Hotchkiss at Abandoned
Fish Hatchery.
G-10 Gunnison River on Highway 92 Bridge about 5 Miles E.
of Delta.
G-ll Gunnison River on Highway 50 at Delta.
G-12 Gunnison River below Delta.
G-13 Gunnison River on Escalante Canyon Rd.
G-l4 Gunnison River on Highway lUl Br.
G-15 Gunnison River in Grand Junction.
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TABU! ' 12 GUNNISOH RIVER
Rotto Fauna Data - Ho. Per Sq. Ft.
July - August 1966
11O1.8-
Jtoneflles
Pteronarcys sp.
Brachyptera sp.
IsoperlA sp.
Perlesta placlda
Pteronarcella sp.
Rhlthrogena sp.
Ephesterella sp.
Pseudocloeon sp.
Baetls sp.
Trlcorytbodes sp.
Reptagenla sp.
Faraleptophlebia sp.
Choroterpes sp.
TraTerella sp.
iCaddlsflles
Rydropsyehe sp.
Arctopsyche sp.
Glossosove sp.
Brachyceatrus sp.
Cheuaatopsyche sp.
Agraylea sp.
'Beetles
Optloaervus sp.
Heterltniua sp.
Cylloepus sp.
•True Tiles
Blackflles
ProslBullua sp.
Siaullua sp.
Midges
Spaniotoam sp.
PolypedlluB sp.
Crlcotopus sp.
Pseudochlroocaus sp.
Pentanenra sp.
Mlcrotendlpes sp.
Lepldoptera
Atbertx sp.
Tlpulldae
Deuterophleblldae
Psychodljdae
Pcrlcoaa sp.
Sluogfnrarms
Total lo. Kinds
ToUl.lo. Par Sq. ft.
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TABLE 13 - Colorado and Gunnison River Fishery Data
July 1966
Colorado River Gunnison North Fork
River Mileage
Fish
TI19.8C-7
Cameo
1098C-10
Co.Rd.23
108UC-13
Lama
1101.8-73
U.S. of
Ho. Fork
1101.8-52.6
3.5-mi.D.S.
of Delta
G-12
1101.8-1.5
0-15 ABC
Compound
1101.8-72.3-7.7
No. Fork
1101.8-72.3-
0.5
No. Fork
Sculpin
Dace
Chub 17
Large-Mouth
Bass
Green Sunfish
Killfish
Shiners
Stonerollers
Minnows
Fathead Minnows
Mountain Sucker 1
Fine Scale Sucker 5
Channel Catfish
Black Bullhead
Carp
1
7
1
5
6
23
2
i
19
21
5
2
22
2
5
12
10
12
2
2
3
7
21
Method ~ - Hert: :
,• rU Herb ^Nights •
-5 . -^ - j ^ : •« ' ,
•"'
200*
V15»ln.
. Shocker
300'
8 min.
150'
12 min.
100'
8 min.
Shocker
100'
8 min.
TABLE Il4
Cimarron River Sampling Stations
Station Number Station Description
CI-1-6.2 Cimarron River 2 Miles Upstream of
Gravel Washing Operation.
CI-2-3.9-0.2 Little Cimarron 0.2 Mile Upstream of
Confluence with Cimarron River.
CI-3-3-5 Cimarron River 100 Yards Downstream
of Gravel Washing Operation.
CI-^ -1.5 Cimarron River at Highway 50
Crossing.
CI-5-1.0 Cimarron River 0.3 Miles Downstream
of Dam Construction Camp.
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TABLE 15
CWARROB RIVER
CHEMICAL AND BOTTOM FAUHA DATA - DUMBER PER SQUARE FOOT
OCTOBER 1966
1101.8-108-
Stone flies
Pteronarcella sp.
laoperla sp.
Mayflies
Ephemerella sp.
Rbithrogena sp.
Reptagenla sp.
Paeudocloeon sp.
Caddiaflles
Hydropayche sp.
Cheumtopsyche sp.
Bracbycentrus sp.
Arctopsyche sp.
Beetle
Optloserrut sp.
True Files
Blackflies
Proelmulium sp.
Midges
Spanlotoma sp.
Cricotopus sp.
Bloodworm
Tendlpes sp.
Biting Midges
Bezzla sp.
Tlpulldae
Dollcbopodldae
Atberlx sp.
Sludgevorma
Nemotodes
Number of Kinds
Number per Square Foot
Total Suspended Solids,
«S/1
Turbidity, Units
6.2
CI-1
1*
180
8
80
136
ItO
36
-
1*80
61*
-
.
-
8
8
332
-
13
1380
17
< 25
3.9-0.2
CI-2
.
32
236
120
kk
80
It
96
28
-
.
I*
-
-
181*
12
11
8*0
39
< 25
3.5
Cl-3
-
22
2
116
1*0
2
-
16
6
-
.
-
-
-
8
2
9
21*
118
<25
1.5
-£ii.
1
19
2
1*0
1
8
.
U8
20
-
3
•
-
1
78
3
13
238
169
80
1
J3i
-
25
1
50
20
2
26
-
90
10
i
-
-
-
5
272
-
11
502
1U2
75
138
TABLE 16
UNCOMPAHGRE RIVER SAMPLING STATIONS
• • . i . • r:^
U-l Uncompahgre River above Confluence with Red Mountain Creek.
RMC-2 Mouth of Red Mountain Creek. c.
U-3 J Uncorapahgre River .above Ouray. • • - « ; > • • • • ;, •,; j.r,
CC-4 Mouth of Canyon Creek.
OC-5 Mouth of Oak Creek.
U-6 Uncompahgre River in Ouray. "•" '4 ? °
U-7 Uncompahgre River below Ouray 2 Miles. J
U-8 Uncompahgre River above Ridgeway.
i 1
U-9 Uncompahgre River below Ridgeway.
U-10 Uncompahgre River above Montrose.
U-ll Uncompahgre River below Montrose. . y • •
U-12 Uncompahgre River above Olathe.
U-13; Uncompahgre River below Olathe. * I
U-lU Uncompahgre River above Delta.
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17
Botto* Tmtxm H»t» - Bo. f*r Sq. Toot
1966
6T.8-T.1- 6T.e-5.T- «T.&-
* , o.l °-3 1-Do. .>. of TIXCFC son
~*_* — -— --
£5.8- 65.1-
o.X o.l «5.8 65.e«1.5 56-8 51.5 39 29 12.il 11.5 2.0 1.2 1.2
:t,n,rii...
I 1» *•
MayfiUs
ver^ sp.
Ps-wl tcloeoa 37.
Ba^tla sp.
Rpheaerella sp.
« «_ , *
** ^*~»hi*lsi
awITw *** **"1*c *P-
•viiiisfiies
_
Harlr-jptychc up.
Arct-jpsych* ap-
"J^ 110 ^  f?"
M'Ttl-S
Jntloserrus sp.
TV-,* Files
SlackfllM
Proslwillw vp.
Midges
Spaniitom sp.
pfeua^cnuroiMjsMi
Biting Hldg«i
BexiiA sp.
««.,.
V^riMr of Kinds
•o. Per Sq. Foot
D-l
10
-
-
2
3
*
-
-
-
6
f t
CrBtznl Mine of Uui
B«d Mt. Crk. Drmlaa^e Mtac ta
2 C
2 1
1
•. . - '1 £
v_ »»
:5, f::
*- P
r iA ?*
- <^ %
U; (f
"I t
"6 "3
O '•
w o
; :a r
k o ;r ?;
>to r^.i n i
Id Gulch
-
-
-
}
C— . * *b ^
? o
*£ »?
JE vr
a _ s
^ t -
£ *1
=, -n.
•i *"§
^ iiS " a
.).! 8 1
qraamoraam
»C-2 0-3 CC-I> OC-5 V-6 O-6 D-7 O-8 O-9 B-9» B-9B U-10 O-11-: 0-11-2 0-12 11.13 n-U o-l« I'-l
- 1 6 • 8 - - - - - -
13 16 * 1 - 3 % 12 8 € 60 no 3*0 1*3
- - 2 O - . - 2 1 26 W> l£ 2T ?3 *•" 11^  10O -
2 1 0 - 3 5 2
- - . _ . _ - _ _ - 2 - i
» -
- - , • - - - - 1 2 - 3 1 1 7 0 * 7 * - -
- - ^ - 1 - - * U £ - 1 -
!„- - '—r ^ "
-r " :t. - -,• - -r - - - - 8 - - - * *0
V " '•• ~ -•_ ' 0 " i.7 * " * - - -
-^ - ^ 1 8 V'a> '' » 5 - - 68 ft ft • T 12 17 TO *O - 26
. * - - . ' . - - - - 2k - - 3 - - 5 - - 12
- . . - . . - ; * „ . - - - . . 2* - * - 15 - - °
' ' " * • - ^
;* K. ' S;
,_ ~,*f % ^ E-* '3 ' a ^ ?t ^ - .. i . .
- * . . . . . . 51** - 9 - - 1 3 - - -
0" O r 2 7 8 50 8 8 10 611 13 10 10 17 2 1 >•
0 * C f 3» '88 ted. 16 0 ' 2* 11* 386 53* 55 1*7 2O* 79B *9l 5 2 5«
1
rit11aele4 «at ^alllsj In
TABLE 18
Uncompahgre River
Fish Data
July 1966
River Mileage s
1101.8-5^ 5-
Fish
Trout
Sculpin
Dace
Chub
Minnows
Mountain
Sucker
Fine Scale
Sucker
Bullhead
Method
6k. 9 '
Ouray
'.7.
U-6 r<
0
0 - \ 4
0
0
0
0
0
Shocker
12 min.
150'
't ^ ' ,'"
Between Ridgeway
'and Colons'
': U-9 *
• --. o
:: . . 2 -• :••
, Z- 12 .
0 7
-~1 - -
0
25
2
0
Net .
k Net
Days
29
Upstream of Montrose
U-10
2
0
18
0
0
53
>3
0
Net
k Net
Days
27
Downstream of Montrose
U-ll
1
0
91
2
1
452
137
1
Net
k Net
Days
TABLE 19
Upper Dolores River Sampling Stations
Station Number Station Description
D-l .5 Miles Upstream of Gravel Washing
Operation, 1.9 Miles Upstream of
Rico.
D-2 .5 Miles Downstream of Gravel Wash-
ing Operation, 0.9 Miles Upstream of
Rico.
D-5 .1 Mile Upstream of the Confluence with
Silver Creek.
D-6 Silver Creek Upstream of Rico
Argentine Mining Co.
D-9 Silver Creek 0.1 Mile Upstream of
Confluence with the Dolores River.
D-9A 0.2 Miles Upstream of Silver Swan
Mines.
D-10 2.5 Miles Downstream of Rico.
D-ll k Miles Downstream of Rico
Montoloras Bridge.
D-12 Upstream of Confluence with West
Dolores-Stoner Creek.
D-13 West Dolores - O.k Miles Upstream
from Confluence.
D-lU Dolores River at Dolores.
TABU 20- DOLOHES RIVER
Hlco - Dolores, Col.
Bottom Fauna Data - No. Per Square Foot
October 1966
1027.1
Organism
Stone files
Brachyptera sp.
Nemoura sp.
laoperla sp.
Pteronarcys sp.
Mayflies
Ephemerella sp.
Rhlthrogena ap.
Heptagenla ap.
Baetla sp.
Pseudocloeon sp.
Cnddlsflles
Arctopsyche sp.
OlossoadOB ap.
Brachycentrua ap.
Paychomyla ap.
Hydropsych* ap.
Hellcopaycbe ap.
Cheunatopayehe ap.
Beetles
Optioservus sp.
True Files
Blackflles
ProslmulluD sp.
Midges ' •''
Spanlotoma sp.
Mlcrotendlpes sp.
Tlpulldae
Blepharoeerldae •''. . . , ' •
Atberlx sp.
Planarlana
Sludgevorms
Number of Kindly
Total Bo. /aq. Foot
CHEMICAL DATA - mg/1
Total Iron
Chromium .
Manganese
Zinc
Copper
Molybdenum
Lead
Total Suspended Solid*
Turbidity - Unit*
River
D-l
6
1
-
-
Sk
63
-
-
-
10
2
17
1 .
-
-
«
-
-
.
-
2
:;: V
_
—
16
. 11
1*3
< 0.2
< 0.02
< 0.1
< 0.02
< 0.02
<0.5
0.02
2
<25
Miles:
236
D-2
3
2
1
-
0
20
2
-
-
10
-
15
.
-
-
-
-
-
^
-
1.
- • ' •
.
.
'-•'
9
62
- ~>-
10.2
< 0.02
0-3
0.06
< 0.02
<0.5
312
1»50
235.1 235.0-131
D-5 D-6
1 3
2
-
-
17 7
\z 3
-
1
-
Ul
.
ik
2 7
-
-
-
-
-
a> ' •' «•
-
• •. - 2
: • • . ' • : .
.
1
• • . ' • - • > • • . -•
6 '• • ••• 8 .
117 26
r - . ; : : • ; . - • > •
10.1
< 0.08
1.0
0.11
< 0.02
<0.5
0.0<» '
-
-
235.0-.11 23V
D-9 D-9A
2
.
-
-
2
21
-
-
-
1
.
1» 7
10
-
-
-
-
-
1 1
-
-
-
'
.
.
3 5
15 33
0.5 I-1*
< 0.02 < 0.02
1.0 0.9
0.67 0.30
< 0.02 < 0.02
< 0.5 <0.5
0.15 0.16
-
.
232. 5 231 212. 7
D-10 D-ll D-12
1 3
. . .
.
-
2 - 3
2 5 7
. . .
1 - 1
- *
5 5 2
10
15 17
. . .
7
. . .
. . .
-
.
1
. . .
.
1
1 1
. .
-
k 5 n
10 27 53
• *
8.3 - 0.2
< 0.02 - < 0.02
1.0 - < 0.10.29 - < o.oe
< 0.02 - < 0.02
< 0.5 - < 0.5
0.02
220
.
2108
D-13
U
-
-
2
33
23
-
-
2
30
63
20
5
70
-
-
Sk
1
1
-
1
-
9
.
-
15
288
< 0.2
< 0.02
< 0.1
< 0.02
< 0.02
<0.5
0.02
-
-
195
D-lU
i*
.
.
-
20
17 •
9
-
-
5
5
11
-
20
1
"*3
1
-
_
li*
-
-
.
_
-
12
150
< 0.2
< 0.02
< 0.1
< 0.02
< 0.02
<0.5
0.02
-
-
1. Silver Crack
2. Weat Dolores River
Table 21
Lower Dolores and San Miguel Rivers
STATION NUMBER STATION DESCRIPTION
SM-1 Marshall Creek - k miles southwest
of Telluride, Colorado; 100 yards
upstream from its confluence with
Savage Creek.
SM-2 Savage Creek-100 yards upstream
from its confluence with Marshall
Creek; 4 miles southeast of
Telluride, Colorado.
SM-3 Water sample only - downstream of
Pen Tunnel MineJ 1/X)0 yards
downstream of SM-1.
SM-4 Marshall Creek-100 feet upstream
from its confluence with the San
Miguel River in the Idardo Mill
property.
SM-5 Bridal Creek-1/4 mile upstream from
Bridal Falls.
SM-6 Ingram Falls-100 yards upstream froa
its confluence with the San Miguel.
SM-7 Meldrum Tunnel drain - 300 yards up*
stream from where it joins Ingram ««i
Falls Creek.
SM-8 San Miguel River-150 yards upstream
from the Idardo Mill.
SM-9 , , San Miguel River-at the downstream ' r
bouridary of .the Idardo Mill property.
SM-10 San Miguel River-at the upstream
edge of Telluride, Colorado. - ' •••-?-"
SM-11 San Miguel River-150 yards downstream;.
,; of Telluride, Colorado.
SM-12 San Miguel River-at Highway 1^ 5 bridge.
SM-13 San Miguel River-1,000 yards up-
stream from the confluence of the '
South Fork.
SM-14 Howard's Fork-at the upstream
crossing six miles upstream from
Ophir, Colorado.
Table 21 (Continued)
STATION NUMBER STATION DESCRIPTION
SM-15 Discharge from an unnamed mine 100
yards downstream from SM-lU.
SM-16 , Drainage from the Yellow Jacket
Mine.
SM-1T Mine drainage located between the
Iron Springs and the old Ophir
cemetery .
SM-18 The upstream side of the iron
: ' .- diggings for the paint pigment.
SM-19 . ;' -Drainage from the spring flowing
- i :: through the iron diggings.
' ' A
SM-20 One hundredytownstream from the
> ., i' iron diggings. .••
•• .-..'C. '•..'.',•••: •>• •-.&&
SM-21 Drainage from the Silver Hat Mine.
SM-22 f , ir " r Howard's Fork-downstream from the
old Ophir cemetery
SM-23 '- * '•"• '•"•'- ^Drainage from the mine located
150 yards downstream from the
•'-•'-••'• • ^ . ': '•->.' •-•" •.iV.-.t;- -*.•: ,j old Ophir mine. :>; . (^
SM-2^ '» •"if.tnKi''-: - -1 , ;-n - -rov?: ---oicOne hundred yards upstream from-,- _-.,;.•-
- : >.----..-'.h •.'/• ;;/rbhe Silver Bell Mine.
SM-25" ' • -' •'••-' ? -o 'Drainage from the Silver Bell Mine.
SM-26 ' - / •(., ;.150 yards upstream of the power
plant .
nu.v '-1 :••..:... .;jij.j:a ;;...- ..v.f?: n-*TrJ xl fi'--.i;i
SM-27 !' .-<.»» •) - >:) ff.rj-3 Water sample only from the South
Fork, just downstream from the
•°- ••'•'"'- ! '<'?<<:• •'•' J: --r/f« < -i!> confluence of the Lake Fork and> > .-;
1 ' Howard's Fork.
SM-28 South Fork-six miles upstream from
the confluence with the San Miguel
River.
SM-29 South Fork -1,000 yards upstream from
the confluence with the San Miguel.
SM-30 San Miguel River at Placerville.
1U5
Table 21 (Continued)
STATION NUMBER STATION DESCRIPTION
SM-31 San Miguel River-at Norwood, Colorado,
Highway 1^ 3 crossing.
SM-32 San Miguel River-at Highway 97 in
Naturita .
SM-33 San Miguel River*l,000 yards down-
•••' stream from the Naturita sewage
-treatment plant.
SM-3^  • ' " • • • >• San Miguel River-1,000 yards down-
stream from the Vanadium Corporation
of American mill at Naturita.
SM-35 o San Miguel River -on the upstream
edge of Or a van, Colorado.
SM-36 San Miguel River -100 yards downstream
'aj '-"•'• -:'^" '<'• '•'-'•-'• s . - >vof the Number 5 waste discharge; • ;
v . : • . . • - • • • : . : / • . . . ' Mr.
SM-37 San Miguel River-1/2 mile downstream
' 'K' " ' •''« from the Union Carbide mill.
'^ ' "•'.)*! 'i "-.e^-i .; .-..; v .-n*r.-v v/;l
SM-38 T ,1^ ;;'. fu Dolores River -at Bedrock, Colorado.
SM-39°'T ' -:'iJaqi/ ?i -BY -lu-xf:,, ; ,. 5f>r;Dolores River-3 miles downstream.,?/,
«n»v a^fi -;wj :,i;: -. nf rom Bedrock, Colorado.
-- - 'isvi.i?; ^>ri .«,..(•: v .e. fs- Dolores River- 6 miles downstream > \m the confluence with the San
w-.v -MiJ- 'lo i-.:c.-v i.-ufi, ejL-if t ' , ' Or'Miguel. -. ; - M <
Dolores River^5 miles upstream
moi'j yfno yj'.ri«;fH:i -v^J-fiTrom Gateway, Colorado. •
'•'-'i»' ->f^-'T. —a. rxn^ Dolores River-at Gateway, Colorado,
M •' . ... •-.••{vi on the l4l bridge crossing.
TABLE 22
DOLORES AND SAN MIGUEL RIVERS
BOTTOM ORGANISM AND CHEMICAL DATA
October 1966
(Continued)
SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 SM-"» SM-5 SM-6 SM-7 SM-B SM-9 SM-10 SM-11 SM-12 SM-13 SM-1'»
f.TONEFLIES
Isoperla sp.
Nemoura sp.
Taenlopteryx sp .
Pteronarcel la sp.
Brochyptera sp .
Leurctra
MAYFLIES
Rhithroge na e p .
Pseudocloeon &p.
Epheraerella sp.
Paetie sp.
lit j 'togenla sp .
Trlchorythodes sp .
CADDIS FLIES
Heliopsyche sp .
Agraylea ap.
Leptocella sp.
PoLycentropua Bp.
Paychomyia sp.
Arctopsyche ap.
Gloasosoma Bp.
Brachycentruj ij>.
Cheunatopayche sp.
Hydropsyche sp.
EZETLES
"""TyTToepua ap.
Optioaervua ap.
BLACK FLIES
Proaimuliura Bp .
Slmullum sp.
MIDGES
Polypedllum Bp.
Spanlotoma sp.
Crlcotopus sp.
Brillla sp.
Pentaneura sp.
Ps eudoch i ronoraus sp.
Cryptochironomus sp
BITDC M3DOE8
f iezz la Tap .
BLEPHABOCERIDAB
EPHYDR1DAE
RHAGIONIDAE
TIPULISAE
EMPIDHAE
PLAMARIAM3
SLUDGEWORH3
Number of Kinds
Number per Square Foot
CHEMICAL DATA - mg/1 :
Tytal Iron
Chromium
Manganese
:inc
C3;-|>cr
Holybiienu-i
It si
6
69 ' '* 5 9 1 33
7 12 5 1
1 2 3
17 2
8 8 IT
2 3 18
5 2
3 2 2 1
19 2
2 1 20
6 1 2 >> 11
2 19
1 2 63 1
1 :
!
8
5 1 It 3 1 2
2 1
•'.:• ' 1
It
. ' . '
. , ,-
,! <<: • • •;
•' •Vv .
1 I'..'1.1':.
1 . . ' : • '
3 2 1 1
1 1 . L' 1 1
0 13 7 1 1 12 - 10 9 13
0 ll>7 51 1 1 38 :: 26 110 Ik7
0.6 <D.2 0.6 0.9 <D.2 O.2 1.0 0.8 1.2 0.6 0.3 <D.2 - 0.6
O.O2 <D.02 <D.02 <O.02 <O.02 <D.02 <D.02 O.02 <C.02 <0.02 O.02 <D.02 • <D.OZ
13.8 <5.1 7A 6.7 <D.l 0.1 0.2 0.1 3.3 2.1 1.0 <D.l - 0.1
6.0 2.6 k.8 It. 5 0.04 O.ItT 1.2 O.k5 2.3 l . U 0.62 »09 " °'ca
O.llt O.02 0.10 1.1 O.02 <0.02 0.06 O.Olt O.OT 0.05 0.02 <D.02 - <D.02
O.5 O.5 <D.5 <O.5 O-5 O-5 <D.5 <B.5 O.5 O.5 O.5 O.5 - O.5
O.OU 0.05 0.02 0.3l» 0.0£ 0.02 - 0.12 0.37 0.17 0.08 0.08 - 0.02
TABLE 22
DOLORES AND SAN MIGUEL DIVERS
BOTTOM OHUNISM AND CHEMICAL DATA
October 1966
(Contlauad)
STOKEFLIES
riemoura sp.
Taenlapteryx sp.
1'teronarcel la sp .
Brochyptera sp.
I^eurctra sp.
MAYFLIES
Rhltrogena sp.
Paeudocloeon sp.
Ephe-*rella cp.
Beetle sp.
Heptogenia ap.
Trlchorythodes sp.
CADDIS FLIES
Heliopsycb* sp.
Agraylea ap.
Leptocella ap.
Polycentropui sp.
Psychonyla ap .
Arctopiyche sp.
Olotcosona sp.
Brtchyoentrui sp.
CheuMtopayche sp.
Hydropaycbe sp.
BEETLES
(Syl'loepus ap.
Optloaervua ap.
BJLACKTLjm
^ pfoiiimiTlun sp.
Slnullun ap.
HIDQB8
Polypedilua ap.
Span lot ona sp.
Crleotopua ap.
Brlllla ap.
Pentaneura sp.
Pseud ochironomu* sp.
Cryptocblronooua ap.
BITIBO HIDOEB
Ben la ip.
ELEPHABOCERIDAi:
E1WDRIDAE
RHACIONIP«
TIPULIDAB
PLAMABIAflS
SLUDQEWORMS
Kufflber of Kinds
Number per Square Foot
CHEMICAL DATA - mg/1 :
Total Iron
Chranlum
Manganese
:;inc
Copper
Molybdcnur.
Load
SM-15 SH-16 SH-1T SM-ld SM-1^ SM-20 SM-21 SM-22 sM-23 SM-24 SH-25 SH-26 BM-27 SM-2B
s to 63 55 22
k 17
1
2 5 23 10 30I\J
1 _
1 2 U 3
"> i 5 10 15 7
23 O T A
*-j
**5i
1 H 2
2 12 2 6 * .
8
1 8 1 9 9 7 9
2 ^— ^ „,-,-,.-. „.., 91 123
•
1.0 20.0 6.0 O.k 3.6 22.0 2.0 0.7 10.1 0.5 1.1 0.5 0.7 03
<D.02 <D.02 O.02 O.02 O.02 <D.O2 <D.02 <D.02 0. 02 O.OS O.02 <0.02 4D.02 «O.Ot
0.2 i.2 1.3 0.1 1.0 oA 1.8 0.2 2.5 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1
o.ou 0.31 0.08 0.02 0.33 0.02 i.V 0.15 0.19 o.io o.iu 0.06 o.io o.oii
<O.02 O.02 0.04 O.02 0.53 0.02 0.07 <D.02 0.10 O.02 0.05 O-02 <0.08 O.O2
0.5 0.5 O.5 O.5 <D.5 O.5 O.5 O-5 O.5 «I>.5 <D.5 <O-5 O.5 Oi5
0.02 O.A 0.02 0.03 O.OS 0.05 0.05 0.05 0-05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
TAMJt 92
DOLORES AND SAN MIGUEL RIVERS
BOTTOM OKUUflSM AND CHEMICAL DATA
October 1966
STOMETLIES
Isoperla ip .
Nrmoura ip.
Taenlopteryx sp-
1'teronarcella Bp.
Brochyptera Bp.
MAYFLIES
Rhlthrogena pp.
Pceudocloeon ip>
Ephemeral la »p.
Baetia sp.
Heptogenla sp.
Trlchorythodee *p .
CADDIS mre
Heliopiyche ip.
Agraylea sp.
Leptocella pp.
Polycentropup »p >
Pnychooyla ip .
Arctcpayche «p.
GloppoBcna ep.
Brachycentru* Bp.
CheuHktopayche sp.
Hydropayche ap .
BEETLES
Cylloepua sp.
Optloaerrua pp.
BLACK FLIES
Prop Imul lun §p.
Slaullum ip.
HTOQBB
Polypcdllun •?.
Span lot CMM Bp.
Crlcotopui ip.
BriUla pp.
Pentaneura pp.
PceudochlroDomui sp.
Crypt ochlroaomi* pp.
BITiac M1DOH3
leztla pp.
BLEPHABOCBRIDAl
EPHYDRIDAZ
RHAOIOMIDAg
TIPULIDAE
PLAKABIAIB
5LUDCEWOW6
Number of Klndi
Number per Square Fsot
CHfMICAL DATA • iut/1*
TTta> Iron
Chra-ilip
Man.;an- Tf
. '. no
C.'P!.-V
y.-i-kdrn,;r,
I . :,.!
SM-29 SM-30 BM-31 SM-32 BM-32A BH-33 SM-3» BH-35 BM-36 SM-37 SM-3B SM-39 SM-DO SM-»1
1
1 17 2
k 2 1 2
Ik 9
1 2
2 3
2 8 1
k 2
2 3 1 2
5
1 8
1
7 2 1
9 81
9 1 0 132 1 8
2 2 Ik 210 3 8 1 102 9
15 8 1*8 12k k 12 l • ko 35
"• , ' . . : ; ' ' ' •
7 8 2 •
3
. • V •*? : • . ! ' b. ' ! - -: • ' ' • ' • . :
2
1
1 9 7k 3 1 k
• . • • • , . • )'.:•• *:. ' . •' / ; - • • . ' . : . T
6 6 2 1
1 2
:.•>"• ' ! • ' • ' . . 'i . 1 . ; • ' • ' :-';la • ' .* i f . ! V ' ' • • • •'- ' . : ' " ' ' • • - • , • ' • ' :
k 1 1
< . ' I . . . . . ' . . '..' : . - , • • • . _ • • . ! • . ' V.I. .1 '. -l" ,-.» • . • : ' - ' • • . •
I
• •• • ^ - •• . . , : : . : . . . , . • •' •: .! i"
, - < ' ' • . ' 3
2 2 1
' •!•••: . ;":- . : -• . • • : • • ' ; • ' • • ' - ,,-i • • . - . . ! : ; • - : ' ' ' •
: . * * -' '","f ;•' \ *• •t ' - .' -• • .' ',.. • „ • . * • • ? • 1 1 '
18 12 i 8 k 2 i
' ; ' - 8 ' T * ' : ' ! a ' ' 3 •'"'"• !ij" " : K : ' 10 ' ' ' ' " i ' ' « • ; ; ' ' B V > ' ; ij ' '" ' ! • • ' o '•- k 3
k7 12k 156 Ik 115 kflk 20 37 15 9 152 0 5k 7
0.5 - 0.6 - 0.5 2.6 2.2 - k.O 0.8 0.2 1.2 1.0
<O.02 - - O.02 • <D.Ot <3.02 O.02 - O.02 O.02 «D.02 O.02 «O.02
O.I - - 0.1 - 0.1 0.2 0.1 - O.k <D.l 0.1 <D.l 0.1
0.06 - - 0.03 - 0.03 °-ol> 0-03 - 0-26 <O.02 <O.02 0.03 0.02
<D.02 - - <D.02 - 0.02 0.02 <0.02 - 0.09 «.02 0.02 <D.02 0.02
0.5 - - 0.5 - <o.5 O.5 0.5 - 0.5 O«5 <o-5 ^.5 O-5
0.02 - - O.Oii - 0.06 0.0k 0.02 - 0.0k 0.02 0.0k 0.02 0.0k
SM-it2
k
k
3
3
2
k
11
1
1
9
33
1.2
<D.02
0.1
<0.02
0.02
"0.5
0.0k
11*9
TABLE 23
PRICE RIVER SAMPLING STATIONS
P-19 Price River on Highway 50 Upstream of Castle Gate Bridge 0.6 Mile.
P-20 Price River at Bridge into Castle Gate above ABC Independent
Coal and Coke Company.
P-21 Price River on Highway 33 below ABC Company at Power Plant.
P-22 Price River above Helper.
P-23 Price River 2.5 Miles below Helper on Highway 6-50 Bridge.
P-2U Price River at Carbon St. Bridge in Price.
P-25 Price River below Price Sewer Outfall.
P-26 Price River at Highway 296 Bridge South of Wellington.
FW-27 Flood Wash Upstream of Carbon Dioxide Chemical Company.
FW-28 Flood Wash Walk in at East Wellington R.R. Bridge.
P-29 Price River at Wellington Coal Cleaning Co. Pump Intake.
IW-30 Icelander Wash from Highway 50 Bridge.
P-31 - Price River at Highway 6-50 Bridge at Roadside Geyser
Standard Station.
G-32 Green River at Highway 6-50 Bridge E. of Town of Green River.
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Price River - Bottom Organism Data - August 1966
TABLK 2k
Green River
River Mileage 929-9-135
Organisms
Mayflies
Heptagenia sp.
Rhithrogenia sp.
Baetls sp.
Pseudocloeon sp.
Bphemerella sp.
Tricorythodes sp.
Tricboptera
Hydropsyche sp.
Cheumatopsyche sp.
Brachycentrus sp.
Agraylea sp.
Potamyla sp.
Blackflies
Slmullum sp.
Prosimuliua sp.
Midges
PolypediluB sp.
Pseudochirononus sp.
Spaniotoia op.
Brlllia ep.
Crlcotopua
Pentaneura sp.
Sludgevcanas
Beetles
Ampunifes sp.
Optloserrus sp.
Leeches
Stone files
Brachyptera sp.
Bloodworm
Atherlz sp.
Stratiottyldae
Dolichopodidae
Biting Midges
Bezzia sp.
Kinds
6-117.5 112.0 1O1*
P-19A P-ifB -f-J9
Above 3 Bl down Csstle
7 7
1*7 . "4 I 100
11 '.-5 >-- 18
.1
31 7 -> 13
10 10 11
1 25i ;a
52
90 •
33 13
16 ,2
24 ' ' ~
2 .-:
•3 "' o
15 ' '3 ;,• \ 1
i i ~ ;•,
-. - - - i
2 4
1
1
18 17 6 -
3*7 87 1^ 7
103 102.2 97.1 89.} 80.0
P-2C P-22 P-23 P-24 P-26
Upstream Down from Upstream E. Wellington
Power of Helper Helper Brid @ Price Around Bridge
Plant
15
3 i
13 .„ 4 "*3
.1 ji 1 15
10 iv 4 i;6 -. '::
•: 2 2
1 x, . 2
7
;> j . • 13 - ' ^ - 7
•i ; - ;« :•• ' 1
<: Sr 7> " r & f.
' • * - - ' • • * •
*- c- •;•-. ., -; •' * :. 2
1 17 1 . 36
-z b 2- /; -/ %
1 3
3
6 8 11 4
33 18 1*3 W
— 55
P-26A
Below
W. Bridge
2
112
0
s
•3
1
k
155
3^ .0 21.2 929.9-11B.20
IW-30 g^ °"32
Icelander
Wash "rate
1
1
2 2
2
5 35
17
36 4
2 1
S
CO
H
r
6 5 3
67 43 19
TABLE 25
SAN JUAN SYSTEM STATION DESCRIPTION
SJ-1 Bridge Downstream of Aneth, Utah.
SJ-2 Colorado State Route kO (Arizona State Route
Bridge near Four Corners.
SJ-3 Downstream of Shiprock, New Mexico, Area Est. Four (U)
Miles - U.S.G.S. Cable Car.
SJ-k Bridge at Shiprock, New Mexico - U. S. Highway 666.
SJ-5 Upstream of Shiprock and Downstream of Farmington -
Bridge off Highway 1*89
SJ-6 Walk-In Station Below Bloomfield Outfall.
SJ-7 Highway kh Bridge South and Upstream of Bloomfield.
SJ-7A San Juan Downstream of Blue Mesa Dam.
SJ-8 San Juan River near Carracas, Colorado.
JSJ-9 San Juan River Downstream of Pagosa Springs. ' - '.';'>
SJ-10 Highway 160 Bridge Crossing San Juan Upstream of
Pagosa Springs.
lMC-11 McElmo Creek at Aneth, Utah. Highway 262 Crossing. >
• • -f
MC-12 County Road Bridge, Est. Eight (8) Miles Downstream
1 of Cortez, Colorado.
MC-13 Highway 666 Bridge Crossing McElmo Creek downstream
of Cortez, Colorado, outfall.
MC-lU County Road Bridge Crossing McElmo Creek Directly
Opposite Colorado Route 1^ 5 to Dolores.
LP-lUA La Plata River at La Plata.
AR-15 Highway 17 Bridge Crossing Animas River Upstream of
"••; L Farmington Outfall.1 ,:l
/ ; ' ; ' 152. • ' ' .
TABLE 25 (Cont.)
SAN JUAN SYSTEM STATION DESCRIPTION
AR-16 Wade-in Station at Flora Vista Downstream of Aztec.
AR-17 Highway 550 Bridge Upstream of Aztec at Cedar Hill.
AR-18 U.S.O.S. Gage Station, Est. Two Miles Upstream of- '
Colorado-New Mexico State Line.
AR-19 County Road Bridge About One Mile South and Down-
stream of Durango, Colorado.
AR-20 County Road Bridge Crossing Animas River Upstream
of Durango, Colorado.
AR-21 Walk-in Approximately One-Half Mile Below Confluence
of Mineral Creek and Animas River.
AR-22 Above Silverton - Highway 110 Bridge.
AR-23 Extension of Highway 110 Bridge Near Eureka, Colorado.
MI-2U Mineral Creek at Railroad Bridge Downstream of
Silverton Outfall and Just Upstream of Confluence
with Animas River.
MI-25 Mineral Creek at Highway 550 Bridge in Silverton -
Above Municipal Outfall.
CC-26 Cement Creek at Highway 110 Bridge in Silverton.
LP-27 The Most Downstream Station Possible on the Los Pinos
Above the Reservoir.
LP-28 Wade-in Sample Approximately One Mile Downstream of the
Ignacio Discharge.
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TABLE 25 (Cont.)
SAN JUAN SYSTEM STATION DESCRIPTION
LP-29 * -" The Most Upstream Station in the Ignacio Area.
LPr-30 Downstream of Bayfield Discharge.
j ••••••. c. j. Highway 160 Bridge Upstream of Bayfield.
PR- 32 County Road Bridge off Highway 151 just above
. • r.f. -Stream's Entrance to the Reservoir above Arbolee.
"to if iHic
.r 'a^tcrO rit^i:' "f ' .
r v ••; ?,ji-f i r .1, rf:: J.'
.no)';. ^vJ'.IH ;tl •j^
;''l aoj "d.l no i> . i i i^bo0 i i o i . h - . ' c r.'ftf.i.i '•.!V«'>1 ,' .v '•• r-rl
• .'Jtj-,; (/.:.< - :,-. - i. j!V;.; r
•.••x:'';Hi-:,\•
TABLE 26 - SAN JUAH BOTTOM OBGANISM BATA - JULY-AUGUST 1966
River Mileage 789.6 - 158.6
SJ-1
Organlaa Rt. Bk.
Stoneflles
Brachyptera sp.
I«operla sp.
fteyflies
Traverella sp. k
Aneletus sp. 1
Pseudacloeon sp.
Baetls sp.
Tricorythodes sp.
Hfrptagenie sp.
SpYKMsrelle sp.
Caddisflles
Hydropsyche sp. 9
CbeuoBtopsyche sp.
Potaayle sp.
Brachjreentrus sp.
*7? Tr\ Files
Vj{ Tipulldae
RexntonB sp.
31*cknies
Slnulliw sp. k
ProsiBuliw sp.
Midges
qrlllia »?. 1
Pentnnsura ST>.
Pslypedil'.oi sp.
Opanl^tooa sp.
Pseudochlronoaus sp.
Cricot-jp'ss sp.
CryptocMronomus sp.
Harnischia sp.
Bnyi.Uiae
Snails
Leecbas
Planarlnns
Slod^evorms
Total Kinds 5
T-..tal Bo. 31. ft. 19
158.6
SJ-1
Lt. Bk.
3
219
5
25
30
10
5
1
210
250
53
1
16
2
39
90
1
IT
960
158.6 165
SJ-1 SJ-1A
Rt. Center DonutreaB
1
3- 5
12
38
2 U
1 4
1
nt) g
10 30
8 1
5
5 -
5 2
«;. V w e
--185;: ;;:M! U8 -
165
SJ-1A
Upstream
Uo.
16
31
3
3
50
Ul
1
1
2
2
11
190
106 213
SJ-2 SJ-3
Side Chan.
3
19U
3
22
66
2
8
9 15
2
6 25
3
1
12 3
.IW M
213
SJ-3
KLd Chan.
1
130
17
2
200
bO
U
29
69
51
10
5^3
g^2 216.8 235
Main SJ-V SJ-5
Cbaa. Rt. Chan.
2 1
1
20 ^3 05
5 5 5
1 2 10
2 9
10 15 109
5 12 60
1
7
2
72
21 38 120
It 20 to
1
9 9 1"»
79 139 531
262
SJ-6
Main Chan.
U
l»£
U
15
9
25
35
125
105
3t
2
12
U05
862, 263 ae^.tST6 SJ-7E SJ-7
Side D.S. of Rt. Bk.
Chan. Eff. 200 'doim»trea»
2
"* 1 3
66
12 1
32 to
10
36
112 1 3
52
170 85
tou 18 12
13
60 25 5
7
7 9
1
1
273 27 1*
15 7 11
1235 ifi 110
263.2
SJ-7
Rt. Bl
13
U
90
25
21
102
30
61
71*
1C
*S2
TABU 26Jan Juan River Cont.
aiver Mile.'.ts 265
SJ-TB
Orsanloro Rt. Bk.
St3nefll*3
Brachyptara sp.
Psrleita sp.
Ptsronarcys sp.
Psrllaella 3p.
hteyfllu
Trlcorythodes ap. 9
Hepta^enla sp.
Rhlthr^enla sp.
Epheuerella op. 3f
Baetis sp. 36
P»-:uJ DclMOn sp. ItO
Parulcotaphlebla
sp.
Trnverella sp.
Kjrdropsyche sp. 220
Cheumatopsyche
sp. 62
OlaisosooB sp.
Arctopsycbe sp.
Hydroptlla »p.
Brachycentrus sp.
Leptocella sp.
Agrayleft
Optloservus sp.
Cylloepus sp.
Atheux sp.
True files
Tlpulldat
Blackflles
SlBUllUB sp. >t6
ProslBullum sp.
Hld«es
PoTypsdllun sp. 3DO
Spanlotona ap. 370
Crlcotopus sp.
larnlschla sp.
Pteudocblronoaus
sp. 60
Pentaneura sp.
HlcrotendlpCB sp.
Biting Hldges
Bcnnla sp. 1
SnaUs
Snpldldae
3lujg»von»s iiO
Total Kinds 11
Total No/sq ft 1,060
265
SJ-TB
Lt. 3k.
9
3
9
9
3
21
3
3
3
60
320
30
80
3
57
lit
633
Los Plnos River
789.6-295.9
20? re.c- 361 *l 361 362.lt 16
SJ-TA SJ-B 3J-9 SJ-9 SJ-9 sj-io
Lt. Bk. Rt. Side Lt. Side Mid -Chan.
2 1 3
1
1 1 5
2 1 5 1
1 1. k 5 U 16
6 1 ID
Uo 2 3 9 1
29 It It 2 29
96 7 8
ItO 29
20 5
22 20 32 7>t
3 13 3
1 ifc
8 1 1
1 1
• 2 1
U 1 1
15 1
90 U
126 15 21 38 18 2
6 15
-
2 5
2 1 2
L?-Z7
Center
8U
U
60
2»
50
80
IiO
1
2
' <;j ';'
' "
r;
10 ' .;. ,>:
90 ;j - .
28 ;.
i -
e
11 12 lit 7 15 12 13
Un 77 88 86 9"t 160 1.W5
85.J1*149
l-Surb
2
2
U8
12
30
1
;.,-
• • • 2
'- ' 2
2
1- 20
7-' 8
12
8
12
lit
395
'
33 kipiji1
i
3
1
5
1
9
1
5
3
551
Ik
ai
187
6
1
19
132
156
TABLE 27 SAN JUAN BASIN - Fishery Data - July 1966
San Juan River San Juan River Animas R.
Shiprock Bloomfield Silverton.
789.60 789.60 789.60 - 21*9.00
Down- Up- Dovn- Up- Down- Up- Central
st:"'•'•earn stream stream stream stream
Animas R.
Mineral Cr. Cement Cr. Duran~o
789.60-81*9.00-106- 789.60-21*9.00-107- 789.60-21*9.00
Down- So. Up- Down- Up- Up- Down-
stream Fork stream stream stream stream stream
Animaa R.
otftcline
Aniaar ;?.
River Kilea.-a 216 21C
Station .Ta. 3J-1* 'J-'v
Trout -> 0
Dc'.api..-, ; 0 '">
Dace '(" f-1
Oh-jb 0 0
Fathead 0 0
Aj-.mtainI.jn;iose sucker 0 0
Finrr seal?
Sucker 0 5
3reen Sunfish 0 0
Crtfish 3 7
Bullhead 0 0
Carp 51 1*
ohocker
i-°2th-".l 1^  min. 15 rain.
Uoo* too1
262.8 265
sj-f. ' r«J-7I
0 0
:*~ r:
e
0
0 0
fc ?
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 1
f. 9 12
"et
FO'i- ret
Rights'-
105.9 111.2 115.1
AS -21 »B-22 /a -23
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 - 0
0 C 0
0 0 0
Shocker
5 min. 5 min. 8 min.
100 ' 75 ' 100 '
0.5 03-0.5 01*.
Ml -25 Ml -2?1 MI-25B
0 0 ll*
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Shocker
8 rain, fi min. 8 min.
100 ' 100 ' 100 '
0.5 03.
CC-26 CC-26A
0 0
C 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
ohocker
5 min. = min.
75.' 75'
598 55.8
AR-20 '3-19
0 2
1* 1
k 12
0 0
0 0
12 1*1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
K?t
Four Met
ni^ht-i
38.2
AR-18
O
.-
13''
Q
0
26
0
1
0
0
3
Net
Four I.? I
ni^htc-
0.1
•VJ-13
n
i
r
PC!
0
1
2P
0
r;
0
0
C
"h >ck-.-r
10 u.in.
IPO '
VJI
28
BottOB Ifctt lo./Sq. root
JvOy 1966
115.1 111.2 105.9
AH-23 AB-22 A»-2*
Jtoneflles
Brachyptera 3p.
Issperl* sp.
Pteronarcyi >p.
Nesnurs. sp.
Paraperls «p.
I«ogenus sp.
Alloperlx sp.
Mnyriles
£pheKrells
Bnetis sp.
Pseudocloeon sp.
.-thithrogens. sp.
Tricorytbodes sp.
Ch^roterpes sp.
ClnyfpulJB sp.
Ir -modes *p.
58 57.0 57.0 57.0
Cssrtr Ctaa If Bk 1 Sq. Id.
All-aOA A»-2OA A8-2OA
56.7
«-19>
56.7
1 Sq. Td.
39.5 39.5
Sq. Td.
XH-18A AR-18*
38.2
Lf. Bk.
AH-16
38.2 38.2
Rt. Bk. Sq. Yd.
AR-lb AR-lt
20.0
Rt. Bk.
AB-17
3
ID
38
25
92
36
24
12
tz
12
k
98
1
21
51
13
3
29
20
too
8
It 24
2V
16
1
VI
13
10
113
80
60
56
68
3
32
HVJ)
00
rthyac3phllA sp.
Hydropsyehe sp.
CheuBtTpsyche sp.
Bmehycentrus sp.
Rylraptlla. sp.
H^rayle* sp.
Mayatrlehi* sp.
Arctopsyehe sp.
DteossMccus sp.
Psycbosyi* sp.
BMtles
Optloservus sp.
CyUoepUi sp.
Agsbus sp.
True Files
BUckfllss
1
If
12
68
. 8
26
12
6
24
112
15
12
83
15
HO
15
25
15
73
3
10
3
2
8
lUo
10
112
52
216
1£
1Z
120
6V
2656
2V
112
Vo
2V
30
13
87
30
51
5
12V
68
10
15
6
1
V
6
ProsljBUllism sp.
Esjpldidu
TlpulldM
Albert* 1 7
1£
V
StntlosgrldM
Nllges
FseudaeblroDassjs sp. -
^panlotosm sp. 8
PolorpedllvM sp.
Pcntaasirm sp.
Cricotapitf sp.
Tendlpn sp.
Cryytocblreoasus
Bltla« Iddces
Be«l« sp.
Leptdopura
u 22 16 £ 20 £ 12 12
9
22
8
66
10 80
32
88
40
3
20
15
V
31
10 9
»
10
284*
14 14
191
1O
488
10
3034-
12
205
19 15
539 1260- l£6
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TABLE 29 - SAN JUAN RIVER BASIN SURVEY
MCELMO CREEK
Bottom Fauna Data - No. Per oq. Ft.
July I960
7b'9.6-lb5.o
Mayflies
Baetis sp.
Tricor.ythodes sp.
Caddisflies
Hydropsyche sp.
Cheumatopsyche sp.
Agraylea sp.
Arctopsyche sp.
Beetles
Optioservus sp.
True Flies
Blackflies
Simulium sp.
Prosirauliura sp.
Midges
Spaniotoma sp.
Cricotopus sp.
Polypedilum sp.
Biting Midges
Bezzia sp. '"••••
Psychoda sp.
Empididae sp.
onail
dludge worms
Number of Kinds
.No. Per Sq. Ft.
0.5
MC-11
1
2
39
l
-
5
1 .
•:
2
. .
-
-
-
8
81
35.5 5^. U
MC-12 MC-13
6
3
'1
.
3
1 1*0
2 250
10
. 2
1
-
1
1800
8 7
23 2104
50
MC-14
k
13
6
1
-
17
IK>
. -
.
3
-
2
8
86
160
Mileage
"0021 :30
0023:20
0027:00
0028:00
003^ :50 - 2
0050:00
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
0101:50
J101:50
0139:60
2
17
17.2
17-9
18.1
25.1
25.2
28.0
28.2
38
1.5
0139:60 - 1.6
0139:60 - 36
0139:60 - 39
0139:60 - 50
0189:00
0196:00
0198:00
0199:20 - 38.00
0199:20 - 1»0.00
Table 30. Colorado River from Pierce Canyon to
the Mexican Border Sampling Stations
Station Description
Just upstream of Morelos Darr. at Yuma, Ariz.
Just upstream of the Welton Mohawk by-pass channel
100 yd. downstream of Yuma Municipal Waste Outfall
Upstream of Yuma Municipal Waste outfall
Gila River - near Gila Cemetery
Just downstream of Laguna Dam
Just upstream of Imperial Dam
Palo Verde Drain - downstream of the town of Palo Verde
C-03 canal 1 mile north of Ripley, Col.
West drain 1 mile north of Ripley, Col.
Township Drain 1 mile north of Ripley, Col.
Palo Verde drain 1 mile north of Ripley, Col.
West side drain 1 mile northwest of Blythe, Col.
C-03 canal 1 mile northwest of Blythe, Col.
East side drain 1 mile northeast of Blythe, Col.
Palo Verde Canal 1 mile northeast of Blythe; Col.
Palo Verde Canal inlet at the Palo Verde diversion dam
Secondary drain of the Col. R. Indian Reservation near the
Palo Verde diversion dam
Primary drain of the Col. R. Indian Reservation near the
Palo Verde diversion dam
Canal 1 mile northwest of Poston.School
Canal at Col. R Indian Reservation Road Crossing 6 miles
southwest of Parker, Ariz.
Inlet to Col. R. Indian Reservation canal 2 miles northeast
of Parker, Ariz.
Swim beach just upstream of the Col. R. Indian Reservation
northern boundary
Col. R - at Giers Wash
Col. R at Parker Dam
Bill Williams River downstream of Almo Dam site
Bill Williams River - upstream of Almo Dam site
161
Mileage
0200:65
0358:00
0359:00
0360:00
0362:10
0362:10 -9.5
0362:10 -15.2
0362:10 -16.7
0362:10 JL8.1
0362:10 J-9.7
0366:50 -23.0/20.9
0386:50 -U8.U
0386:50 -71.0
0386:50 - 109
Table .30 Cont.
Station Description
0^30:00
Metropolitan Water District intake
L. Mead at Saddle Island Marina
Las Vegas Wash Marina
Park Boundary at Las Vegas Wash Marina
Mouth of Las Vegas Wash
Las Vegas Wash at North Shore Road
Las Vegas Wash Road Crossing North of Henderson at Gaging Sta.
Las Vegas Wash at confluence of S & P effluents
Clark County S & P effluent
Las Vegas S & P effluent
Muddy River at Glendale, Nev.
Virgin River"at Riverside, Nev.
Virgin River at Littiefield, Ariz.
Virgin River at St. George
L. Mead'in Gregg Basin'surface "and Bottom sample
L. Mead "in Pierce Canyon"surface and 100' sample '
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U T A H
DILLON
PAGOSA SPRINGS
A R I Z O N A FARMINGTONI BLOOMFIELD
N E W M E X I C O
h Extent of Pollution
N-Natural
I-Incipient
P-Progressive
T-Total
FIGURE 39. STUDY AREA - UPPER SURVEY
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\A
\A
A R I Z O N A
h Extent of Pollution
N-Natural
I - Incipient
P-Progressive
T-Total
FIGURE 40. STUDY AREA - LOWER SURVEY
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